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Where Have All

the All-Stars Gone?
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Ben-Elissar
named
envoy
to US

UAT COLUNS and agencies

LIKUDMK Eliahu Ben-Elissar has
been appointed Israel's ambassador
to the US. Ben-Elissar. 64, will

replace outgoing ambassador Itamar
Rabinovich on September 1

.

First elected to the Knesset in

1981, Ben-Elissar headed Israel’s

first delegation to Cairo in 1977 and
was appointed first ambassador
therein 1980.

The appointment is considered to

be a way of making up fora series of
disappointments Ben-Elissar suf-

fered when he was left with no real

function in the Knesset after foiling

to be elected Knesset Speaker or

gaining a position on the Foreign

Affairs and Defense Committee,
which he had been a candidate to

chair. The next MK on the Likud
list, who will replace Ben-EHssar, is

Ruby Rivlin.

Ben-Elissarholds df^pees in polit-

ical science fi**w.ihp rthh>pn^ of.

Paris and die University of Geneva.

A-G to ask
Knesset

to lift Pinhasi’s

immunity
EVELYN GORDON

ATTORNEY-GENERAL Michael

Ben-Yair will ask die Knesset to lift

Shas MK Raphael Pinhasi's immu-
nity so he can stand trial for attempt-

ed fraud, falsifying corporate docu-

ments, conspiracy to commit a

crime, and submitting a false decla-

ration to the stale comptrolles; Ben-

Yair told the High Court of Justice

yesterday.

According to these charges from a
draft indictment prepared in 1993,

Pinhasi hired yeshiva students - who
are not allowed to work, because

they receive draft deferments - to

work in Shas's 1988 election cam-
paign. He then failed to report this to

ihetax authorities, and he also sub-

mined a false set of books to Stale

Comptroller Miriam Ben-PoraL
However, he has never stood trial,

because the last Knesset refused to

lift his immunity.

Following the elections, the

Movement for Quality Government
in Israel asked Ben-Yair to resubmit

his request that Pinhasi’s immunity

be lifted, in hopes thatanew Knesset

would do so. A week later - without

waiting for an answer from Ben-Yair

- the movement petitioned the High

Court to force him to comply.

Yesterday, Ben-Yair told the court

that be had decided to do so.

A related petition was filed by

Meretz leader Yossi Sand, who

asked the court to bar Pinhasi from

servine as head of the Knesset

HoureComminee. Sand argued that

a man whose own parliamentary

immunity is. in question should not

chair die committee which handles

all immunity requests.

However, Ben-Yair asked the

court to defer hearing this petition

until fee House Committee finishes

its deliberations on the subject.

Pinhasi has been appointed tempo-

rary chairman, but the committee

decided that its first order of busi-

ness wouktbe tohold a series of dis-

cussions, not chaired by Pinhasi, on

fee propriety of making him perma-

nent chairman. In fee meantime.

Pinhasi has promised that if appoint-

ed, he would not chair any discis-

sion on the lifting of any MK’s

immunity.

Thecoun is tohearSand’s petition

today.

Foreign MinisterDavid Levy congratulates Minister ofNational InfrastructureAriel Sharon (right; on
his appointment yesterday after the Knesset vote. To Levy's left (in shirtsleeves) is Jerusalem Mayor
Ehud Ohnert and behind Sharon is GesherMK Maxim Levy, the minister's brother. (Brian Hcodkri

Sharon sworn in as

infrastructure minister
THE Knesset last night voted 58-

33 in favor of bringing Ariel

Sharon into the government as
national infrastructure minister,

despitem efferr by Meretz to delay

fee move by a week by submitting

a no-confidence motion on fee sub-

ject. There was one abstention.

No-confidence motions have in

the past delayed a vote by one
week, but at a meeting ofthe House
Committee, which convened espe-

cially to discuss the procedure,

coalition faction chairman Michael

Eiian discovered a loophole result-

ing from fee fact that fee House
Rules have not been adapted to suit

fee Basic Law; The Government.
Under the new law, no-confi-

dence motions are filed against fee

prime nunistec, not the govern-

ment and therefore the previous

rales delaying the vote are inapplic-

able. Instead the motion was turned

into a vote of confidence in fee

government which is heard fee

same day.

Sharon was sworn in, and fee

coalition crisis which has dogged
fee premier was brought to an end
wife a round ofhand-shaking as the

last minister took his new seat cm
fee cabinet’s benches. Netanyahu
had boarded fee plane for

Washington before fee vote.

Netanyahu presented the request

for the National Infrastructure

UAT COLLINS

Ministry shortly before his flight to

the US in response to an ultinxuum

by Foreign Minister David Levy.

The ministry's jurisdiction will

include the Israel Lands
Administration, pans of the water

administration, railways and ports,

national sewage project, responsi-

bility for negotiations wife neigh-

boring states and the Palestinian

Authority on water, and the Public

Works Department.

Deputy Housing Minister Meir
Ponish said the decision to move
the responsibility for fee PWD to

the new portfolio was taken against

his wishes.

Levy praised Sharon’s joining as

“a happy event" and a “victory for

justice.” Sharon thanked “one man
in the government” [Levy] f°r

standing by him.
Netanyahu used fee opportunity

of fee plenum session to promote
his trip to Washington and discuss

fee planned economic cuts. At the

last moment, he remembered fee

subject of fee discussion and
praised Shanxi, saying he would
make an important contribution not

only in the fields under die new
ministry’s jurisdiction, but also on
security issues.

He said die economic program
was a one-off decision to put the

Rachmilevich faces investigatioi

for turning down cancer patient
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HEALTH Minister Tzahi Hanegbi

yesterday decided to appoint a

legal committee to investigate

senior Hadassah-University

Hospital hematologist Prof.

Eliezer Rachmilevich, after a two-

man investigative team found he

had refused to treat a 19-year-old

cancer patient

The ream
,
Dr. Yossi Bar-El of

Meir Hospital and Dr. Danny
Geva of Kaplan Hospital, con-

cluded that the complaint by non-

Hodgkin’s lymphoma patient

Dassy Rabinowitz was “coireci in

all its details,” and that

Rachmilevich, die long-time head

of the hematology department at

fee Ein Kerem hospital, refused to

give her a transfusion in May, as

did his subordinates on his

instructions.

The team said the hematolo-

gist’s “behavior and statements

raise ethical questions,” and feat

the procedures for transferring fee

patient to Rambam Hospital were

faulty. The 24-hour delay in her

getting an transfusion of thrombo-

cytes was “unnecessary and could

have been prevented
”

The team concluded that

Rabinowitz’s condition had not

been a ‘medical emergency” but

that she had been in "serious dan-

ger” that required Hadassah staff

to examine and to treat her. It

appeared, they said, that the

hematologist's behavior “violated

ethical rules and may have been

JUDY SIEGEL

behavior unbefitting a physician

and carelessness.”

Rachmilevich, whom Hanegbi

telephoned an hour before his

press conference, declined to

comment- Hadassah Medical
Organization (HMO) manage-
ment said that when it receives fee

frill report, it will study fee con-

clusions and “act in accordance
with the law, regulations and com-
mittee recommendations.

Hadassah will be happy to coop-

erate with every medical institu-

tion that treats Ms. Rabinowitz in

the future... and will treat her, if

asked, in accordance wife medical

and ethical principles.”

In May, fee Rabinowitz family,

who live in Efrat, complained to

the Afaariv daily feat

Rachmilevich had refused to let

his staff treat her despite her very

low thrombocyte (clotting cell)

count
While calling her a “special and

courageous, talented and intelli-

(Continued on Page 2)
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Clinton to seek
specifics from
Netanyahu

economy back on fee right track.

He said without fee program, how-
ever painful, fee nation would have
suffered from high inflation, which
would have hit fee weaker sectors

in particular. This was greeted by a

round of heckling from fee opposi-

tion.

Netanyahu repeated his stand in

favor of market liberalization and
privatization. He said the economic
reform would help attract foreign

investors, and he would be able to

encourage this during his trip.

“I intend to use this visit not just

to build good relations of confi-

dence and cooperation between the

US administration and fee new
government, but also to build eco-

nomic and business cooperation

between fee US and Israel,”

Netanyahu said.

He also said he would discuss

“our continued joint search for

peace wife security.”

Two deputy ministers were also

appointed yesterday; Moshe Peled

(Tsomet > in the Education Ministry,

and Ylgal Bibi (National Religious

Party)
-
in fee Prime Minister’s

Office, wife responsibility for reli-

gious affairs. Bibi’s appointment is

considered a temporary one until

the dispute between the NRP and
Shas is resolved over which party

will hold fee Religious Affairs port-

folio first.

THE Clinton administration and
Congress are open to hearing
what Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu has to say about the

course of fee peace process when
he makes his inaugural visit to

Washington today, but are seek-

ing more specifics than he has
offered to date.

Netanyahu was scheduled to

arrive here after midnight. This
morning, he has a two-hour
meeting with President Bill

Clinton, followed by a joint press

conference in the White House.
He is also scheduled to meet

separately with Secretary of

State Warren Christopher,
Defense Secretary William Perry,

and Treasury Secretary Robert
Rubin.

Netanyahu will also meet today
with the Jewish Institute for

National Security Affairs, which
was occasionally on the outs

with the Labor government
because it questioned the placing

of US troops on the Golan
Heights to monitor a peace deal.

“Are we ideologically on the

same wave length [as the

Netanyahu government]?”
JINSA director Tom Neumann
said yesterday. “Yes. Does that

make a difference? Yes.”

Clinton will not press
Netanyahu for a commitment to

redeploy IDF troops from
Hebron by a certain date, a US
official said yesterday, bur does
want to hear his thinking,

because “We just don’t know.”
The two will also discuss glob-

al terrorism, particularly contain-

ing fee Iranian threat, bui fee

official said he does not know
how Clinton would respond
should Netanyahu seek support

m
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WASHINGTON
for efforts to isolate Syria.

“We are going to want to hear
the prime minister's thoughts on
the regional situation. Obviously,
on Syria, we have serious con-
cerns as well. That’s not new,” he
said. “We hope to have a far-

reaching conversation with him
as far as the peace process and
terrorism, [but] none of us is pre-

senting this as the definitive

meeting. It’s fee first meeting.”

On Capitol Hill, where
Netanyahu is to spend much of
tomorrow, legislators will be
“very much in a listening mode,”
and he will not “get any lectures

of any kind” on his approach to

the peace process, a Senate
source said.

“They take what he’s said

about wanting to continue the

peace process at face value, but

they need specifics. For him to

say he wants to move forward,

that's good, that’s encouraging ...

People want to be supportive,

they want to help him move
ahead, if feat's what he wants.”

In light of fee freeze in Syrian-

Israeli talks and Damascus's
reported knowledge of the pas-

sage through its territory of an
accomplice to the Dhahran
bombing two weeks ago,

Netanyahu’s position toward
Syria will not be challenged on
Capitol Hill, the source said.

“I don’t think even strong sup-

porters of the process are shed-

ding any tears that the Syrians

seem to be shut out now. But I do
think there will be a a lot of ques-
tions on how he sees feat track

unfolding, especially with regard

to Lebanon.”
In an interview Sunday night

on 60 Minutes, Netanyahu said
Israel’s position on the Golan
Heights could change if Syria
were a democracy, instead of a
totalitarian regime.

He also stated that he opposes a

Palestinian state, because once it

attains sovereignty. Israel would
be hard-pressed to keep it demil-
itarized or from admitting mil-
lions of people.

“I think by wide consensus
here, our being on the Golan
does not assure peace, a formal

peace, but it prevents actual

war,” Netanyahu said. ‘If fee

regime in Damascus were to

democratize and we suddenly
have democrats in Syria, then all

the stipulations about fee impor-
tance of security in assuring
peace would be very different ...

I didn't say and I don’t wish for

Mr. [Hafez] Assad's removal. I

wish him a long life. In fact, I

look forward to negotiating with

him.
“But I’m saying that fee kind

of peace that we can have in our

particular neighborhood, which
is still peopled by dictatorships -

some of them the most unrecon-

structed and cruel dictatorships

in the world, like Saddam
Hussein’s or [Muammar]
Gaddafi’s or the dictatorship that

exists in Syria as well - is very

different from the peace that we
would have if we had Benelux or

Belgium right next door.

“Obviously ifwe had democra-
cies around us. I would not insist

on security. And then would I

reconsider?. Well, when feat hap-
pens, ask me. Don’t hold your
breath."
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"Ural International is the tal regarded

of the major Israeli hanks..."

Union Bank ofSvuzatind. global research report. 15.12.05

First International is ranked No, 1 iimoni!

the five leading banks in Israel

by Thonuoa Bank Waidi. 3. 1A>

It was not easy to achieve such high regard

from such prestigious international

institutions. It took years of hard work

and conducting business by a clearly

defined business philosophy that focuses

on safety. Mainly the protedion of our

clients assets and shareholders investments.

Our stale of the art practices and the

performance of our professional staff are

clearly reflected in customer satisfaction

and in our balance sheet. Year after year.

FIBI’s International Private Banking

offers non-Israeli residents. Dew

immigrants and Israelis living abroad

custom tailored products and services

that meet their individual financial needs

based on confidentiality and security.

For further information,

contact our International

Private Banking Department

Tel Aviv, 22 Allenbv St.

Tel: (972)-3-5J0053A

Fax: (9721-3-5100827

or our subsidiaries:

FIB! Bank (UK), 24 Creechurch Une,

London EC3A5EH.TeI: (441-171-2835333,

F1BI Bank (Switzerland), 45 Bleichenveg,

Zurich 8027. Tel: (41 hi-2016969

or ai the offices of Republic National Bank

ofNew York.
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Three more
no-confidence
motions over
budget cuts

UAT COLLINS

LABOR. Meretz and the

Democratic Arab Party have filed

no-confidence motions over the

government's proposed budget

cuts. Hadash filed a similar

motion on Sunday.
“[Binyamin] Netanyahu’s gov-

ernment has betrayed the trust

placed in it by imposing cruel

economic edicts." Meretz leader

Yossi Sarid said.

The coalition faction heads

issued a statement saying: “The
coalition supported the govern-

ment in its plan to cut the national

budget as a vital necessity as a

result of the fiscal deviations of

the previous governmenL The
coalition will hold meetings with

the finance minister concerning

the program's details and imple-

mentation."

Labor dedicated its faction

meeting to the issue. “The gov-

ernment has declared war on the

weak. These miserable decisions

were taken in a panic and with-

out first learning the subject,"

faction chairman Ra'anan Cohen
said.

He particularly condemned the

planned repeal of the Demobilized

Soldiers Law, which he noted had
been supported by many members
of the current government, includ-

ing Finance Minister Dan
Meridor, Tourism Minister Moshe
Katsav, and Minister of National

Infrastructure Ariel Sharon.

Jerusalem PA
officials reject

police summons
for questioning

BILL HUTMAN

IN a move that has infuriatedjhe „

Palestinian Authority, Jerusalem

police yesrerday summoned a
number of PA officials to the

Russian Compound police station

today, to warn them against vio-

lating the ban on PA activity in

Jerusalem.

The PA officials have all appar-

ently refused to appear, They
include at least the seven mem-
bers of the PA legislative council

from Jerusalem. The police

spokesman declined to say who
was summoned.

“We have been elected to a
council set up under an agreement
between Israel and the PLO, and
the Israel Police has no right to

summon us, and try to intimidate

us," Ziyad Abu Ziyad, a council

member and one of those sum-
moned, said.

He described the move as his

first personal experience with

the new government’s policy in

eastern Jerusalem, saying. “If

this is the spirit of the new
Israeli government, then things

look very bad.

“If the Israeli authorities have a
message for us, they surely know
the proper channel is through the

liaison office," Ziyad saii The
other Palestinian councilors sum-
moned were Ahmed Zayer,

Khatem Eid, Amir Jaijouri,

Ahmed Qreia, Hannan Ashrawi,

and Ahmed El Batesh.

Palestinian officials were partic-

ularly upset with the manner in

which they were summoned, with

police clearly knowing in advance

no PA official would show up at

the police station.

Police sources confirmed they

realized the Palestinians would
likely not come, but believed the

summons itself would serve as a

warning to them not to violate the

prohibition on PA activity in the

city.

The PA officials were each
given a separate time to report to

the Minorities Division, the

Jerusalem police department that

deals with security matters in

Arab sectors of the city.

In several cases, the division

head, Eli Mizrahi, personally

called the officials. “We know the

limits [of our activity] in

Jerusalem, and respect them,"

Ziyad said. “It seems that it is only

Israel that does not understand

what its limits are."

Hammer: School day won’t be shortened

Like many Labor MKs, he said

if the government had to order

cuts, it should have started with

grams to employers, which total

more than NIS 8 billion a year.

Yossi Beilin suggested raising

child benefits, but making them
taxable; postponing by at least

one year any wage hikes for

MKs, and abolishing religious

councils.

“There would be a huge saving

in this, and religious people need
the religious councils for their

own politics, not for religious ser-

vices," Beilin said.

Avraham Shohat said the cabi-

net meeting at which the decisions

were made “combined die theater

of the absurd with puppet theater."

He said the ministers could not

have known what they were
agreeing to. as the three-hour

meeting" did not give them long
enough to study the report.

Shohat expressed surprise that

ministers from Yisrael Ba’aliya

had agreed to the program. He
also said the Labor government
had left behind a healthier econo-

my than the one it had inherited

from the Likud in 1992.

Party secretary-general Nissim
Zvilli said the the policy could

lead to a recession. Moshe Shahal

said the new government had
agreed to all the Finance Ministry

proposals that previous govern-

ments had rejected.

EDUCATION Minister Zevulun Hammer cold the first meet-
ing of the Knesset Education Committee yesterday that,

although he is not happy with the budget cuts, the school day
will not be shortened, classrooms will not be more crowded,

and special education programs will not be harmed.
The committee, which unanimously voted MK Emanuel

Zissman (Thud Way) its chairman, heard that the cuts

would affect the building of classrooms and sports facili-

ties; reduce the number of school buses in the center of the

country: reduce the number of adults accompanying handi-
capped children on outings and on buses to school; cut
training programs for teachers; and reduce the number of
classrooms that will get air conditioning.

But, Hammer said, “We won’t agree to children coming
home from school any earlier.” He also promised that the

program “Tomorrow 98." emphasizing technology and sci-

ence education, and the Shenhar Report program to

increase Jewish education will not be harmed.
“We will stick by the plan to make the Israeli student

more scientific but more social and more Jewish orArab, as

the case may be, and more humane. I don’t see any contra-

diction between the two," Hammer said.

UAT COLLINS and YOCHI DREAZEN

Zissman added that while no hours were being cut in the

upcoming year, approximately 69,000 hours would be cut

in the 1997-1998 school year, for estimated savings ofNIS
92 million.

The Education Ministry is one of those hardest hit by die

proposed cuts, and faces the loss of over NIS 400 million

from its budget
Additional proposed cuts include: delaying the imple-

mentation of a longer school day by three years until the
year 2000; forcing parents to pay a yearly’charge for their

children's health services while in school (which was pre-
viously paid by the government); delaying construction of
ISO new classrooms; and cutting almost NIS 69 million in

extracurricular activities.

The proposed cuts in die building of new classrooms
came under intense fire by many who feared that it would
mean increasing the number of students in each classroom
above current levels, which the previous Knesset Education
Committee had recommended cutting. .

The elderly and residents ofdevelopment towns protest yesterday outside the Knesset against the government'seconomic plan. ‘Only
the rich can get sick,’ reads the sign. (Brian Henflcr)

Pensioners, development town

AN estimated 1,000 pensioners and workers

from development towns yesterday demon-
strated outside the Knesset against the govern-

ment’s economic decrees, which will hurt

mainly senior citizens and middle- to lower-

income earners.

The demonstration was organized by the

Histadrut and the labor council secretaries, and
included Histadiut Chairman MK Amir Peretz,

Labor MKs Rah Elul and Ra’anan Cohen, and
other members of the social caucus in the Knesset

“This is a bad government, an evil one which
strengthens the rich and hurts the poor and the

weak,” Histadrut Executive member Pinni

Kabbalo said at the demonstration. “But we
won’t let it"

Gideon Ben-Yisrael, who is leading the

struggle of the pensioners, said the demonstra-

M1CHAL YUDELMAN

tion was the opening shot of a battle against

the economic decrees and blows inflicted by
the government
“We’ll hold protest strikes, we'll go from

town to town and from village to village,

mobilizing pensioners. We'll bring thousands

of pensioners to demonstrate for the cause, as

we have in the past," he said.

Former foreign minister MK Ebud Barak
laid into the economic decrees earlier yester-

day, calling the budget slash “amateurish.

There is nothing to boast in the speed in which
it was carried out The health minister doesn't

know his ministry’s budget or understand what
is going on in his ministry, and neither has the

labor minister studied his ministry’s budget
yet. Even the prime minister; who may have

;

studied economics at university 25 years ago,

is not familiar with the state budget yet.”

‘This is a policy of haste, not ofjudgment. If

it’s taking Netanyahu so much tune to learn file

Hebron issue, couldn't he find time to study
the state budget?” Barak said on an interview

with Army Radio.

Commenting on die cut in the IDF, Barak
said the worsening of the pension and retire-

ment terms of career soldiers is a violation of
signed wage agreements and commitments
dating back more than 20 years, on the basis of
which soldiers invested their life’s work.
Changing their retirement terms and pension
age now is a breach of trust and “will exact a
dear electoral price.”

“Ihese cuts will drastically diminish the quality of edu-

cation in the country." said Avraham Ben-Shabbat. secre-

tary-general of the Histadrut Teachers' Union. We are

against anything that hurts students or teachers, and will

fight the cuts by all means available to us."

Former education ministerAmuon Rubinstein described

the proposed loss ofnew classrooms as “inconcervable."

“It can’t be that they are seriously considering raising the

number of students in a classroom,
_

which are already

ampng the highest in tire world,” he said on Sunday.

The proposal to force paretics to pay for their children's

health services also came under attack yesterday, with Shai

Lachmaxuhead ofdie National Parent’sAssociation, saying

that his group was considering a strike to delay the begin-

ning of the upcoming school year;

“We will never agree to tinning back the wheel on this

issue,” f -ar-hman said, adding that the previous Knesret

FAiredrm Committee had decided that parents would not

have to payfee charge.

“We’re fearful that all the improvements of the last four

years will soon disappear,”be said. “But we will fight hard

to ensure that doesn’t happen.”

Experts
blast cuts

of benefits

to elderly
YOCHI DREAZEN

THE proposed, elimination of NIS
16 1 million of the NIS 175 million

used to give government subsidies

to the elderly came under fierce

attack yesterday. The money had

been used to give the elderly dis-

counts on such things as public

transportation and municipal

. property taxes.

Tt’s absolutely Machiavellian

tire way the government has

decided to go after one of the

hugest, but least organized seg-

ments ofthe population: the elder-

ly ” said Hebrew University Prof.

Eliezer Jaffe, an expert on the

problems facing die elderly and
other low-income groups. “The
elderly poor, who don't have pen-

sions or assets, are really in a

bind.”

Dr. Jenny Brodsky, director of

the Brookdale Institute's research

program on aging, explained that

the elderly had received the dis-

counts after the passage of the

1992 Veteran Citizen’s Law,
which the new government now
seeks to repeal.

“The Knesset originally passed

die law in 1989, with die intention

of helping the elderly, but it was
mostly theoretical and contained

very few practical suggestions.”

she raidvIaddHigtfiat following thg

1992 elections, a committee was
• set up under fabor and social

aSaira minister Ora NaHtir to rec-

ommend specific ways to help die

elderly.

“They recommended giving the

elderly discounts on things that

receive government money,
because they felt that would give

the government leverage to ask for

the discounts,” she said.

Brodsky explained that the dis-

counts ranged from 50 percent off

fee cost of public transportation, to

reduced prices for medicine,
phone bills and municipal property

taxes, all ofwhich added up to NIS
175 million a year. That allowance
has now been cut to NIS 1 4 mil-

lion, which only covers public
transportation and medicine.

Ministries seeking alternative ways to cut health budget
THE Health and Finance ministries will

work jointly over the next month to prepare

an alternative plan to reduce the health bud-
get by NIS 500 million, so that those who
can least afford it will not be harmed.
Health Minister Tzahi Hanegbi said yester-

day.

He said that tire government’s plan to

JUDY SIEGEL

charge all patients NIS 10 per doctor’s visit

in community health clinics and NIS 20 for

a hospital outpatient visit is "completely

unsatisfactory and regressive.” Since he
“earns NIS 8,000 a month” and has three

young children, Hanegbi said he wouldn’t

think, twice about spending NIS 90 or so
monthly for health care (in addition to

health taxes deducted at source). But he
said he knows there are many people for
whom this is a major expense.
Ministry officials wfil look into other

ways of raising money for the deficit-rid-

den national health insurance system, he
said, including “other types of taxes.”

Hanegbi said he does not think the whole
system should be junked, “but I have a feel-

ing feat the law must be amended. I have to
team the subject in depth" before making
decisions.

Poll: Palestinian views on
peace process unchanged

Kiryat Shmona demands government
keeps predecessor’s promises

THE first Palestinian poll since

fee election of Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu indicates

there has been little change in

Palestinian attitudes toward the

peace process.

Support for continuing the

process increased from 78% in a
March poll by the Nablus-based

Center for Palestinian Research

and Studies to 81% in its latest

.
poll on June 28-30.

A December CPRS poll showed
40% thought a Palestinian state

would be established within five

years, while this poll indicated

44% felt an “acceptable solution”

JON IMMANUEL

would be reached on Jerusalem,

refugees, borders and settlements.

The change of government has

also little affected attitudes

toward cancellation of the PLO
Covenant as a condition for con-
tinuing the peace process. The
amendment was supported by
48% in June compared with 50%
in a CPRS October poll.

While 70% put themselves in the

peace camp, only 12% said they
support groups opposed to the

peace process, while 19% had no
opinion. This indicates movement

away from opposition groups by
people who have not yet moved
over to the pro-Oslo groups.

Support for Hamas was under
8% and for Islamic Jihad under
2%. Just how reliable the poll is

may be questioned as only 81%
agreed wife the statement that “I

have given truthful answers to all

the questions.” The pollsters pul
the margin of error among fee

1,383 interviewees at 5%, com-
pared with fee usual 3%. Positive

responses were about 5%-8%
higher in Gaza than in the West
Bank, except in fee last question
to which they were slightly lower.

THE Kiryat Shmona town council is pressing

fee government to fulfill promises made by fee

previous government to confrontation-line

communities, and the town in particular, after

Operation Grapes of Wrath.
“This time we don’t intend to wait for anoth-

er Katyusha rocket to fell or another Grapes of
Wrath to receive what we have been
promised,” Acting Mayor Herzl Ben-Asher
declared yesterday.

“Enough time has passed since the elections

and our problems bave not been mentioned,

(hi fee contrary fee government is talking

about cutbacks and we are afraid our problems
will be forgotten once again.We won’t let feat

happen," said Ben-Asher.

He spoke after the town council Sunday

DAVID BUDGE

night decided unanimously to call on the gov-
ernment to fully implement all fee benefits and
incentives promised fee town and its residents

to compensate them for the security situation.

Ben-Asher noted that these included raising

tibe level of income tax exemptions from 10 to

20 per cent for residents of Kaiyat Shmona.
“Residents were also promised feat they

would receive a 50 percent reduction in munic-
ipal tax payments," he said. “There is also fee
matter of promised grants to encourage indus-
trial development; and grants for people con-
structing bomb shelters for their own homes
because there is not enough room in public
bomb shelters to house all residents."

“On the education issue, we were told
would receive more teaching hours, instead

which they are being cut, while we are s

waiting for air conditioners feat were promi
for all schools.”

In die meantime, the municipality; which I

a deficit of over NIS 20 million, is struggl
to find money to pay the salaries ofemploye
“We are calling on fee government to iron

diately implement all 'fee decisions a

promises that were made by the previous gi

eminent in all fields,".said Ben-Asher.
• “We intend to meet with the finance minis
on Thursday, but ifnothing is forthcoming
will take concerted action to press die gave
meat to honor die obligations and promise
he added.

NEWS IN BRIEF

MKs’ attendance may be published
KNESSET Speaker Dan Tichon is considering

publishing MKs’ attendance records. “It's not
unlikely that we will publish who was present at

committee meetings to encourage greater

participation," Tichon told the House Committee
yesterday. He also said the meetings will be
opened to greater media coverage. Liat Collins

New Telecard depicts Olympics
Bezeq’s new Telecard depicting the Atlanta
Olympic Games goes on sale tomorrow. Produced
in cooperation wife the Israel Olympics
Committee, it is “meant to wish Israeli sportsmen
and women luck" in the games. The phone card,

produced in 100,000 copies, contains 50 phone
units. Judy Siegel

Road safety propram endangered
Lack of funding is keeping the country's most
successful road safety program, the electronic

monitoring system being tested in Netanya, on
hold for a third day today. The project's

coordinators are waiting for the Transport Ministry
to transfer sufficient funds to fee municipality for

fee project to continue, but bureaucracy is

preventing this move.
Project coordinator Jerry Ben-David is worried

feat if funding does not come soon fee project will

simply fold. “Once you’ve stopped something it's

hard to get it started again," he said. He suggested

the government look into handing the project over

to a private organization to ensure efficient

management and to prevent unnecessary

bureaucracy. Keren Markuze

(Continued from Plage I)

gent giri," Bar-El and Geva criti-

cized Dassy Rabinowitz for “trying

to incite patients she met during
hospitalization to complain against

Prof. Rachmffevich. This weakens
the relations and trust between
[him] and patients he treats.”

Bar-El and Geva noted that

Rachmilevich, whom they cited

as “one of the most senior hema-
tologists in the country, replete

with accomplishments in medi-
cine," * had diagnosed
Rabinowitz’s disease and treated

her for 18 months. Doctor and
patient “fully cooperated without

any conflicts, but two months
ago, their paths parted and they

entered a collision path.”

When Hadassah doctors said

there was little more they could

do for her, rabbis advised that she

be transferred to another hospital

She was admitted to Haifa's
Rambara Hospital, where the
hematology department is headed
by Prof. Jacob Rao, a US-bora,
internationally respected expert
said by the team to have “a differ-
ent approach to treatment - med-
ically as well as organizationally
- and a divergent world view.”
There was “tension" and “poor
communication" between
Rachmilevich and Rao, the report
stated.

Returning home from Haifa,
fee needed an urgent transfusion,
but’ family and friends said
Rachmilevich told him that hav-
ing left Hadassah, she should go
to Rambam for help.

Rachmilevich later told fee

CANCER
investigators feat be had merely
been unwilling to give her a trans-
fusion without receiving full

medical information from
R&mbam on her treatment in the
interim. In the end, fee was given
a transfusion at. Jerusalem’s
Shaare Zedek Hosital a full day
after failing to get Hadassah’s
help.

Hanegbi told reporters that 1

“fully accepts” fee team's recor
mendations.
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Kahalani: Not enough police on roads Arad Festival’s
RA1NE MARCUS

POLICE must play an integral
part tn cracking down on traffic
offenders, but other bodies
should be involved in the war
against fatalities on our roads.
Interval Security Minister
A^'SOOf Kahalani said yesterday.

While the number of traffic
police is sufficient, the number
of police patrolling the roads and
highways is definitely insuffi-
cient, said Kahalani, who was
touring the National Traffic
Police headquarters in Ramie.
The minister was shown hi-

tech equipment used to caught
speeding drivers and those who
fail to keep a distance. Ministry
regulation: will be changed to
enable police to be out on the
roads more often, Kahalani said.
“Although the police play a

major role in reducing the num-
ber of accidents and offenders,
other bodies must take responsi-
bility too. We must ask our-
selves if the Public Works
Division is doing enough, if the
Transport Ministry intends to
change policies, and whether the
courts will expedite legal pro-
ceedings against offenders,” he
said.

He added that sufficient funds
should be provided to educate
drivers, and that all bodies
should unite and coordinate
ideas to solve the problem of
accidents and reckless driving.
Traffic police w01 receive

instructions to stop and examine
drivers' credentials and will be

fate due today
HELEN KAYE and Itim

A truck driver stopped by police on the Jerusalem-Tel Aviv highway explains his case to Internal Security Minister Avigdor
Kahalani (right) and Inspector-General Assaf Hefetz yesterday. iaim jenaoiimski)

encouraged to hand out more
reports and suspend licenses.

Traffic police also plan to stop

and check truck drivers more

frequently, and the Transport
Ministry's Licensing
Department will be forced to

ensure that such drivers undergo

necessary tests before receiving

truck licenses.

Drivers' behavior on the roads

must also change dramatically

to reduce accidents, Kahalani

said, and police will play a
major part in helping such
changes.

TEL Aviv District Court Judge
Efraim Shalev has postponed to
this afternoon his decision on
granting an injunction against the
holding of die Arad Festival,

scheduled for August 6-8.

The petition came from the par-

ents of the three teenagers killed

at last year's festival: Eitan
Peled, 1 7, Chen Yitzhak, J 6, and
Na'araa Elkariv. 15.

The children were trampled to

death during the panic that

ensued when a guard rail col-

lapsed during the Mashina
farewell concert, which had been
heavily oversold.

The parents, some of whom
were present at the hearing,

charged that the basic conditions

which led to last year's disaster

are unchanged and that holding
the festival would be life-threat-

ening.

Eitan's father, Michael Peled,

said he was astounded to hear

festival producer Nahum
Langsam say the police, Magen
David Adorn, and the Fire

Department had not yet issued

the necessary permits. The Arad
Festival office said that they
were pending and were expected

to be in place when the festival

opens.

No event can take place, the

judge insisted, unless there is

written authorization from the

police.

“And if they don’t get it."

asked Peled. “Will they cancel?
A few days before the festival?”
The parents also requested the

court order Arad Mayor Bezalel
Tabib distance himself from any
decision making by the Festival

Association. They opposed a

compromise suggestion whereby
Tabib would nominate a deputy.
Although Tabib no longer heads
the association, as he did last

year, he must authorize associa-
tion requests.

A commotion broke out during
a break in the proceedings, when
Meir Rosen, a Holocaust sur-

vivor who now lives in Arad,
shrieked at Peled: "The Nazis
didn’t manage to bum me then
and no one is going to destroy me
now.”
“Someone wrote a letter to the

newspapers in my name saying
that Arad would be destroyed by
fire and brimstone if the festival

were allowed," Peled explained.
“I suppose that's why he
screamed at me.”
Peled said that he didn't reply,

but another of the parents
engaged in a shouting match with
Rosen.
Itim reported there were heated

exchanges between the parents

and the festival organizers that

spilled into the courthouse corri-

dors and lobby after the hearing

was over.

Meretz, haredim
plan demos on
Rehov Bar-Ilan

BILL HUTMAN and EVELYN GORDON

Anatomy of a Shabbat Shalom compromise

MERETZ is again planning to

demonstrate on Jerusalem's Rehov
Bar-Dan, after attempts by President

EzerWeizman to mediateacompro-
mise' between the party and haretfi

leaders faded.

In the meantime, haredim are plan-

ning a major demonstration this

Shabbat in winch thousands trill

march from Kikar Shabbat toRehov
Bar-Dan.

Haredi activist Yehmia JVfestai-

Zabav said, die Eda Haredrt decided ^ .

to protst *jhe authorities' contino-.^ a ministry spokesman .said. The
ing refusal to grant tbe residents’ > spokesman said Levy, of die

request to dose the street on

16 persons were detained. Meretz,

however, agreed to postpone the

demonstration at Weizman’s
request Buttoe presidenthas given

up his mediating effort, afterhe was
unable to broker a compromise.

Yesterday, he onfy raised the issue

. briefly with Transport Minister

Yitzhak Levy. Levy expressed sup-

port for Weizman’s proposal that

Rehov Bar-Dan be closed during

prayer timeson Shabbat, buthe has
• not taken a firm standon toe mater,- -

ELAZAR Sturm, toe man behind toe com-
promise for toe Rehov Bar-Dan controver-

sy, is confident that his idea will win out.

“We studied all toe different possibili-

ties, met with dozens of experts and rep-

resentatives, and closing the road during

prayer time was toe only solution that

seemed to work,” he said in an interview

yesterday.

Sturm, director-general of Shorashim -
Judaism, Culture and Science, beaded the

committee set up by Jerusalem Mayor
Ehud Olmert in December 1994, that came
up with recommendations for how settle

toe controversy over Shabbat road closings

in Jerusalem.

The reportrecommended thatRehov Bar-

Dan be closed during prayer times cm
Shabbat It railed for closing toe north

Jerusalem street for 90 minutes at toe start

BACKGROUND
BILL HUTMAN

of Shabbat Shabbat morning from 7:30 to

1 1 :30, and 105 minutes before toe close of

Shabbat. Traffic would be permitted at all

other times.

Sturm said he came up with the plan after

analyzing a Transport Ministry report on
Rehov Bar-Dan traffic. “The entire area (of

Bar-Dan) is 100 percent haredi, so it meets
toe basic criteria for being closed on
Shabbat” Sturm said. "The issue is that toe

Transport Ministry has categorized toe road

as a ‘major artery,’ putting it together with

other roads that don’t just serve toe local

population,” and which therefore must
remain open seven days a week, Sturm
said.

The Transport Ministry report showed
that 15,000 vehicles used the road daily

during toe week, but on Shabbat the num-
ber dropped to 3,400. During “prayer

times," the traffic is even lighter.

For Sturm, this was justification for par-

tially closing Bar-Dan on Shabbat. “At the

start of Shabbat, there's barely a single car

on Bar-Dan. The same for Shabbat morn-
ing. The only problem is in the afternoon,”

Sturm said. That, he said, would be the

compromise.
Haredim could live with toe traffic during

hours when they were normally at home.
Haredi leaders have expressed support for

Sturm’s idea. Meretz, which is leading the

fight in the name of the secular population,

has rejected it, on grounds that it would set

a precedent for further haredi demands, and
in the end would result in the total closure

of the road.

Alex Langer, National Traffic Supervisor,

has also rejected toe compromise, on the

grounds that major arteries that have no
immediate alternatives must be kept open
seven days a week. In the past. Langer had
the final say. But Sturm believes that he
will ultimately be over-ruled.

Sturm says that in private conversations

with Transport Minister Yitzhak Levy he
understood his compromise would be

adopted by toe government
“My position hasn't changed. I said last

year that there is no other way to solve this

thing, and 1 continue to say it today,” Sturm
said. It's just a matter of time.”

Shabbat"

He said that .toe haredim decided

on the demonstration because after

more than two years in which

Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Olmert

failed to keep what toe haredim saw

as a pre-election promise to dose toe

street they do not want to risk a

repeat now that a new national gov-

ernment has been etected.

"This doesn't require any grace

period,” Meshi-Zabav said.

He added that toe haredim have

not asked toe police fora license tp \
demonstrate as is toedrgsneral poli-

cy when demonstrating on Shabbat.

Oman Yekutieli, bead of toe

Meretz faction on Jerusalem’s Cny
Council, said toe party has requested

a police permit to demonstrate on

Rehov Bar-Ban on the following

Saturday, July 19.

Rumors toe Meretz protestwas to

be held last Shabbat sparked rioting

by thousands of haredim, in winch

National Religious Party, is still

studying the issue.

Ministry sources, however, said

toe only thing bolding Levy back

from orfering toe street closed dur-

ing prayer times is opposition from
several ministry officials, most
prominently National Transport

Supervisor Alex Langer
Levy is concerned with the legal

implications of his overruling

Langer, who has publicly stated

thatRehov Bar-Dan is a major thor-

oughfare and must be kept open

seven days a week.
Jerusalem police spokesman

Shmuel Ben-Ruby said the police is

considering Meretz’s permit

request, and wfll meet with Meretz

leaders in coming days.

Meretz has asked that some 300
supporters be allowed to march up

Rehov Bar-Dan, and then hold a

rally of some 600 protesters at the

intersection of Bar-Dan and

Rehov Shmuel HanavL

; Expert: Raising traffic fines

will not solve enforcement problem
MKs to redouble efforts

in war on traffic mishaps
EVELYN GORDON

FINES for traffic violations will

be increased significantly, if a

proposal approved at yesterday's

cabinet meeting passes toe

Knesset. But Hebrew University

road safety researcher Eliahu

Richter is unsure toe move wfll

have toe desired effect

The suggested change would
see speeding fines reach as high

as NTS 3,000, failure to stop at a
stop sign would be punishable by
up to NIS 2,000, and toe fine for

failure to yield toe right of way
would also be significantly

increased.

According to Richter, however,

the increased fines would only be
successful in targeting high-risk

categories, such as those who
habitually break travel at speeds

significantly above the limit

KEREN MARKUZE

Richter believes the enforce-

ment policy should be directed

toward toe larger population,

whose minor infractions often go
undetected.

To do thiS, he suggests

increased use of electronic moni-
toring, a method currently being

used only in Netanya. These
devices would increase toe num-
ber of people caught speeding,

including those only driving

slightly above the limit

“Most deaths and injuries come
from toe majority going slightly

above toe speed limit We should

increase toe likelihood of detec-

tion, not the severity of the pun-

ishment This will get us better

results,” be said.

While the equipment is expen-

sive to set up, Richter is confident

of the profitability of the pro-

gram.

“The revenue [from fines] can

pay for the cost of the system
within one year.” he said.

“Programs from Australia and
Britain have shown that with elec-

tronic monitoring, you can gener-

ate revenue from a huge number
of detections with smaller fines,

than from steep fines imposed on
a small number of people.

However, Richter is doubtful

the proposed legislation will

pass. He noted that many MKs
are speeders, and will not agree

to such huge fines. In addition,

he said, judges will be less like-

ly to convict if the fines are so

high.

Gene
therapy
used here

for first time
JUDY SIEGEL

A 50-YEAR-OLD woman suffering

from a brain tumor has been admin-

istered gene therapy in toe first such

procedure here.

The woman underwent insertion

of the eenetic material at Tel

Hashomer's Sheba Hospital, which

is participating in mteroanonal clin-

ical trials. She had surgery seven

months ago to remove toe tumor

and radiotherapy, but a month ago a

second brain tumor was discovered

Now doctors are .
hoping that gene

therapy wfll help hen
The clinical experiment was ini-

tially carried cutby toe US National

Institutes of Health and coordinated

by Dr. Zvi Ram, who has since

returned to Sheba’s neurosmgay

department.

The effectiveness of gene therapy

“is not yet clear and cannot be pre-

dicted,” hospital sources said.

However, it is “an idea revolution-

ary in its approach to brain tumors

and brings -toe hospital and its neu-

rosurgery department into the 21st

century.”

The treatment is based on toe fact

that brain cells do not ordinarily

divide, but only toe cancer cells do.

There arc viruses that attack rally

cells that divide. Thus by using

genetic engineering techniques,

cells carrying toe hopes vims am

injected into toe tumor and -only

infect toe cancer ceils. The cells are

then destroyed by an anti-herpes

drug.

Local lawyers found lacking in English
XOCAL lawyers do not possess

a sufficient command of

English,according a study car-

ried out by MichaJ Pristock of

Bar-Dan University's English

department published in the Tel

Aviv Bar Association’s Haglima
monthly journal.

According to the four-year

study, one out -of three practis-

ing lawyers reads legal material

in English; one in 20 writes or

reads rulings in English; one in

four will skim .law books in

English; and one in five reads

general English literature.

RAINE MARCUS

Most lawyers who regularly

use English are those who deal

in international law, according

to toe study.

Criminal lawyers come
“somewhere in the middle."
Many lawyers, mostly in white-

collar crime trials, quote from
British High Court rulings.

“Personally, I could represent

a client in English, although 1

rarely do," said Moshe Aloni,

chairman of the Tel Aviv Bar

Association, who speciatizes

mainly in criminal law.

“And if I realized that my
English was not fluent enough,
there are translators at hand.

When I studied law, we learned

a lot from English language ver-

dicts. But today, although read-

ing legal material in English is

required, we have our own
Supreme Court rulings in

Hebrew."
However, he added, large law

firms dealing in international

law must employ attorneys who

have a full command of English.

Such firms often hire

American or British lawyers
who are licensed to practice

here.

SOME NIS 20 million the Road
Safety Fund has never made use of

should be applied to hiring extra

traffic policemen. Economics
Committee chairman Elie

Goldschmidt [Labor) suggested

yesterday at the committee’s maid-

en session, which was devoted to

road accidents.

Goldschmidt also announced
that the committee would continue

work on a comprehensive road

safety bfll submitted by 91 MKs
last Knesset, which never passed

because of government opposition.

One of the bill’s main provisions is

to set up one agency whose job is

the prevention of traffic accidents.

At present, responsibility for this

task is scattered among several dif-

ferent agencies.

Health Minister Tzahi Hanegbi,

who, together with Ran Cohen
(Meretz), was the main force

behind tire bill, promised toe com-
mittee he would continue to sup-

port it from inside tire government.

Eliezer Zandbeig (Tsomet) sug-

gested, however, that it might be

better to break the bill up into sev-

eral smaller sections, so that at

least parts of it would get passed.

“We tried passing one big bill in

the past, and we failed,” he said-

Goldschmidt said another mis-

sion of the committee would be to

pass a number of private members’
bills to regulate truck drivers, who
are currently not even required to

pass a medical exam. Goldschmidt
noted that while trucks constitute

only 3%- of the country’s vehicles,

they are involved in about 1 8% of
all accidents.

Knesset Speaker Dan Tichon
promised that traffic accidents

would also continue to be on the

plenum's agenda.

“Before the Knesset recesses at

the end of the month, 1 will sum-
mon all the relevant ministers and
ask [them] to report to toe Knesset

on what is being done on this

issue.” he said. “They promised to

present a comprehensive road safe-

ty plan to the Knesset."

Goldschmidt said the committee

would also continue its discussions

on the issue during the Knesset

recess, since “the slaughter on the

roads does not take the Knesset

recess into account"
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China
floods

kill 400
JANE MACARTNEY

BEIJING

SOUTHERN China mopped up
yesterday after some of the worst

floods in a century killed more
than 400 people, with farmers

replanting crops and troops but-

tressing river embankments.
With the death toll at least 405 in

six provinces and expected to rise

as more bodies were dug out from

landslides or found in collapsed

homes, officials were on alert for

more storms as the annual typhoon

season neared.

Thousands of workers building

the world's biggest water control

project, the Three Gorges Dam on
the Yangtze river, took precautions

in case of flooding and opened

sluices to reduce the water level,

state television said.

“Crops have suffered some
serious damage and in some
areas are still swamped by
water." said an official of the

Chinese Red Cross.

“There will be some partial

grain shortages in disaster areas in

the next one or two months and we
are planning to transport grain to

those areas.” he said.

Officials estimated damage from
floods that have hit the provinces

of Hubei. Guizhou, Zhejiang,

Anhui, Jiangxi and Guangxi at

well over $2.0 billion with 1.35

million hectares (3.3 million

acres) swamped and 20 million

people affected.

Rescue workers distributed 850
tons of grain to homeless in parts

of eastern Zhejiang province,

where the worst floods in half a

century swept the scenic provin-

cial capital, Hangzhou, and inun-

dated rice paddies, the China
News Service said.

Damage in Zhejiang was esti-

mated at 5.5 billion yuan ($660
million) with five million people

affected.

In the worst-hit southwestern

province of Guizhou, rescue

workers had recovered 194 bodies'

after storms at the start of the

month that dumped 291 mm (11

inches) of rain on the province in

just two days - a record since

1921.

(Reuter)
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Two people watch Mount Ruapehu, located in the central north island of New Zealand, billow

smoke and ash yesterday during its biggest eruption in several weeks. The volcanic ash clouds -

closed the country's biggest airport for the second night running, with about 3,000 domestic and '

international passengers suffering delays or cancelations. (Reiner)

First

hurricane

of Atlantic
season
menaces
Caribbean
CHARLOTTE AMALIE, US
Virgin Islands (AP) - Hurricane
Bertha churned across a string of
Caribbean islands yesterday with
torrential rains and 128 kph
winds, sending people in the
Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico
scrambling for shelter.

The first hurricane of the

Atlantic season prompted hurri-

cane warnings for Puerto Rico,

the Dominican Republic and all of
the C&nbbean’s northeastern

islands as well as the Turks and
Caicos Islands.

Bertha grew-ovemight to a 640-
kilometer-wide menace and. was
centered just west of Sl Martin at

1200 GMT.- about 160 kilome-
ters east southeast of Sl Thomas,
advancing west-northwest at 32
kph. Hurricane experts said the

storm was expected to strengthen

yesterday and might produce a
few tornadoes.

On Sl Croix in the US Virgin

Islands, rising winds whipped up
garbage cans and tree branches,

whirling trash into the streets.

Sheets of rain flooded streets and
homes in the low-lying Water Gut
neighborhood.

More than 200 people were in

shelters in Fredericksted, said

administratorLawrence Bastian. He
said some people refused to leave

their trailers, which were brought in

as temporary housing for victims of
Hurricane Hugo in 1989.

The eye of the storm was
expected to pass over St Thomas
- die main US Virgin Island dev-
astated by Hurricane Marilyn in

September - at mid-morning, and
Puerto Rico’s northeast comer
several hours later.

To do that, its path would first

take it over St Kitts and Nevis,

Anguilla and the US Virgin

Islands of SL John and Sl Croix.

_ JHunicane warnings also .were
,

broadcast ui Saha, Sl Eustarius,

Dominica, Guadeloupe and Sl'.

Baitbefeiny: - (-I'.-T r :

Forecasters said there is about a

10 percent chance the storm will

strike Florida, the nearest point on
the US mainland. .

-

Clinton tapes

testimony in 2nd
trial in 10 weeks

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Clinton offered his second video-

taped testimony for a Whitewater

trial in 10 weeks, a role his

Republican critics called evidence
that the president has breached the

trust of the American people.

Clinton testified for two hours

and 20 minutes Sunday in the case

of Arkansas bankers Herby
Branscum Jr. and Robert Hill.

They are accused of illegally using
bank funds to. reimburse thftm-

selves for contributions to political

candidates - including Clinton in

1990 when he ran for governor
and in 1991 when he considered

seeking the presidency.
Afterward, a White House state-

ment reiterated that Clinton is not

die first president to testify in a
criminal trial. It cited US District

Judge Susan Webber Wright's
order that officials not discuss the

deposition until after it is shown
in courL
“The president has consistently

stated that he will provide the.

court with whatever information

he can offer, and today's deposi-

tion fulfills that promise,” the

statement said.

Branscum and Hill were said to

have been present for Clinton’s

testimony. White House officials,

citing the judge’s order, would not
confirm that
Clinton has not been accused of

wrongdoing, but his testimony

prompted renewed criticism

Sunday from Republicans, who
said he owes the nation a better

explanation of his activities.

“It’s pretty clear that tire presi-

dent has violated the trust that a

plurality of the American people
gave to him in 1992,” Rep. John
Boehner of Ohio, chairman of the

House Republican Conference,
said on Cable News Network’s
Lore Edition.

“And die question is™ whether

die American people ought to give

the president four more years

when he won’t stand up and tell

them the truth about what’s hap-

pened in his administration,’'

Boehner said.

But Democratic Sen. Paul

Simon of Illinois, a member of the

Senate Judiciary Committee and

the now-defunct Senate

Whitewater Committee, said

Clinton did not abuse his office -

unlike the "direct presidential

involvement in the abuse of

power** of the Watergate scandal

during die Nixon administration.

*Tf the president were not testi-

fying, then I would feel very

uncomfortable,” Simon told

CNN. “But the fact that he is will-

ing to do so, I rhmk, is a credit to

him.”
Branscum and HOI are charged

with illegally using funds from
their Penyville, Arkansas, bank

and trying to conceal from the

Internal Revenue Service large

withdrawals the Clinton guberna-

torial campaign made in 1990 for

get-out-the-vote efforts.

Sunday’s testimony was
Clinton's second in 10 weeks. In

April, he testified as a defense

witness for just over four hours in

the Whitewater trial of Arkansas

Gov. Jim Guy Tucker and Clinton

investment partners James and

Susan McDougal, all of whom
were subsequently convicted.

After attending morning church

services with daughter Chelsea,

the president took a seat in the

Map Room of die White House,

where he was questioned by attor-

neys for Branscum and JfiU and
cross-examined by prosecutors.

The room was the place where
President Franklin D. Roosevelt

held top-secret briefings during

World Warff.

Drug barons spread

shadow of fear

over Ireland
ANDREW MARSHALL

DUBLIN
.'DUBLIN is a tale of two cities. la

,
a suspected drugs dealer To death

onei &e oki Ireland ofwntersJames with hammers and baseball bats nr
: Joyce and W. B. Yeat^‘'thrives in*17 the streets just behind die famous

Murder of nine-year-old

in Liverpool echoes
chilling Bulger case

Delta accident:

Never-before seen
type of engine failure

LIVERPOOL. England (Reuler) - In a chilling echo

of the 1993 murder of toddler James Bulger, British

police were searching yesterday for three boys seen

near the spot on a railway where a nine-year-old girl

was found brutally murdered.

Bulger was abducted while shopping with his

mother and murdered by two 10-year-old boys on a

Liverpool railway line. Police said they were keeping

an open mind whether children in this northern port

city could again have blood on their hands.

Jade Matthews, nine, was reported missing from

her home in Bootle, near Liverpool, after going out to

play with friends on Sunday afternoon.

Police found her fully-clothed body - the head bat-

tered by sticks and stones - lying by a nearby railway

line.

James Bulger’s broken body was found by a rail-

way line in Bootle in February 1993 after he was
lured away from his mother at a Liverpool shopping

center. He had been stoned.

Scenes of his abduction filmed on security cameras

in the shopping center horrified television audiences

worldwide.
Two boys were sentenced to indefinite detention.

after a murder hunt that plunged the nation into col-

lective grief and horror at the violence inflicted by
such young children on an innocent toddler.

Police reluctantly acknowledged the similarities

between the Bulger case and that of Jade. The news
they wanted to trace three nineor 10-year-olds seen

playing in the area on Sunday sent a chill through the

nation.

“It brings back terrible feelings for all of us. I’m
sure we musn’t jump to conclusions but in this terri-

ble moment we really need to hold each other up in

the community,” the Anglican Bisbop of Liverpool

David Shepherd told BBC radio.

“Quite clearly those boys ought to come forward to

tell whatever they know,” die bishop added.

Detective Superintendent Geoff MacDonald told a
news conference he was keeping “an open mind”
about whether children could have been involved in

Jade’s death.

“We are most anxious to trace those children and
would ask them to come forward so we can speak to

them.” MacDonald said.

He said there was nothing to indicate that Jade was
dragged to the scene, or that she had been abducted.

YOM KEF FOR KIDS!
TUESDAY AUGUST 20, 1996, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

YAKUM LEISURE CENTER, near Netanya
Donkey rides; downs,

puppet show with TV star

DuduZar, parachuting
;
pets ' corner, pitta

making, Beduin tent, boating lake, and
fun, fun, fun

!

Picnic areas with benches, tables and shade.

FREE PARKING.
Free transportation from immigrant absorption centers

and caravan sites.

Organized by HOB British Immigrants flssociqtton.
Part of the proceeds will be donated to:
The Children^ Department Beit Levinstein,

and The Jerusalem Post Toy Fond.
|

ADMISSION: UNDER 3 - FREE;

CHILDREN: 3-15 - NIS 25; ADULTS: NIS 5.

ADVANCE TICKETS: NIS 20 (UNTIL AUGUST ! 0)

FURTHER INFORMATION:
M«l Epstein 09-7672386. Henry Fox 052-805772,
Sid Cooper 09-441684. Arthur Stark 03-6419788.

PENSACOLA, Florida (AP) -
What caused a roaringjet engine
to blow apart on takeoff, tear into

tiie cabin and kill a mother and
son is not yet known. But investi-

gators are sure of one thing -
they've never seen an accident

like iL

“This is a totally new phenome-
na,” National Transportation

Safety Board member George
Black said Sunday after investiga-

tors gathered the shattered pieces

that ripped open a Delta Air Lines
jer fuselage like a tin can.

They found a 45-kilogram tita-

nium hub inside the engine- that

had broken into two pieces, and
shards of metal that flew for hun-
dreds of meters.

“No one in this particular room
with an awful lot of maintenance
experience had seen this sort of
failure before, not a hub failure,”

Black said. “We only know it sep-

arated. We do not know why.’’

Packed with holiday travelers,

Delta Flight 1288 was speeding,
down the runway Saturday when
its left engine - mounted on the

side of the fuselage near the tail -
blew apart after it caught fire.

Within seconds, flying pieces of

'metal ripped a gash across the

side of the plane, lolling Anita
Saxton, 39, her son Nolan, 12, and
injuring two of her other children.

Derek Saxton, 15, suffered a
small bum on his shoulder and his

nine-year-old sister, Spencer, had
a long gash on'her face and a bro-
ken leg.

Five other passengers were also

injured, and some seated near
Saxton’s seat No. 37 said they

escaped the flying metal by cen-
timeters.

Passenger Ernie Lazos of
Medford, New Jersey, said there

was an explosion and an odor on
tiie plane. “You justheard this pop.”

Pilots told investigators did not
see any birds or foreign objects -
that could have been, sucked into

the engine - on or near the run-

way as they beaded for takeoff.

Metallurgists and Navy ballis-

tics experts will be asked to help
find the cause of the failure as

investigators try to piece the

engine back together.

Flight data recorders have been
sent to Washington, D.C., for

analysis, and investigators were
checking all of the plane's sys-
tems and maintenance records.

quaint pubs and narrow streets.

In the other, drugs trade openly
on the streets between shifty

youths and the litter underfoot is

spent syringes.

“The drugs problem here in

Dublin is as bad as in any urban
area in Europe.” says Feigns
McCabe, head of the umbrella
oiganization for Dublin’s inner-

city community groups.

“There are young kids of 14
smoking heroin, getting addicted.

Drags are easily available. The
problem has been there for years

but it’s only now people are talcing

notice.”

The inner-city estates of the

Irish capital, like most of its

European equivalents, have long
been plagued by drag abuse.

But in recent months the tenta-

cles of the drags trade have'
reached out from Dublin's pover-

ty blackspots to strike fear into the

whole nation.

Ireland, which used to boast of
low crime and a tranquil lifestyle,

has been shaken by a series of
drug-related murders.

Mafia-style assassinations
ordered by feuding crime godfa-
thers have become increasingly

common in a war to sell drugs ar

home and control their shipment
to Europe.

In the past year eight people
have been gunned down by hit-

men in tiie pay of Dublin's drug
barons, police believe. 2h
many districts, local residents

have begun mounting 24-hour
vigils atmakeshift barricades in an
attempt to prevent drug dealers
entering the area. Souk residents

have gone, further; taking the law
into their own hands.

In May, an enraged mob battered
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Guinness brewery. Witnesses say a
crowd of women and children

looked on as Josey Dwyer, a 41-

year-old heroin addict and AIDS
victim, was kicked and beaten. He
bled to death.

“Nobody would condone vigi-

lantism but it reflects a deep-seat-

ed anger in local communities,”
McCabe says. “People just want
to see something done about the

problem.”
Police say die Dublin drugs

trade is controlled try a small
number of criminal godfathers.

Most are identified by cryptic
nicknames - the Monk, the Viper,
The Penguin, Judge Dread.

Many are multi-millionaires,
living in large mansions in the
countryside outade Dublin despite
having no known legal sources of
income. Some are said to own
champion racehorses and to send
theirchildren to expensive schools.

Police say that although they
know tiie identity of Dublin's
crime bosses they lack the evi-

dence to bring them to justice.

Despite their lavish lifestyles, most
shun publicity, threatening journal-
ists who try to investigate them.

The murder of Guerin only
served to drag the drags barons
further'into the glare of publicity.
Irish newspapers ran a series of
front-page articles on their activi-
ties, and the government reacted
to public outrage by. introducing a
sweeping package of new anti-
crime laws, -i Ireland’s drugs
problem is not confined to Dublin.
Other cities like Cork and
Limerick face a growing heroin
problem, police say, and Ireland’s

wild coastline is used to land large
cargoes of drugs for smuggling
into the rest of Europe. (Reuter)

Man walks into
police station

with wife’s head
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka
man in eastern Sri Lanl
into a police station a
umbrella in one hand s

containing his wife’s h<
other, authorities said ye
Karappiah Chandrasel

told police he cut his w
off in a fit of rage aftei
her of infidelity.

Chandrasekeran, 30, s
ration worker, in Badti
had complained to p
months back that he sus
wife of having an affa
neighbor.

On Sunday, a
Chandrasekeran tried ic

wife, Kalappan Selvai
police station, an officer
. . When- she resisted, h<
offher head with a long
by plantation workers
bushes, he said in his cc
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Pressure grows on Karadzic

Mass graves of
R

massacre victims
unearthed By

UN investigators
KURT SCHORK
~SARAJEVO

THE international community
yesterday increased the pressure
on Bosnian Serb leader Radovan
Karadzic to step down, by threat-
ening to disqualify his party from
Bosnian elections.

Prosecutors at a Yugoslavia war
dimes tribunal urged major pow-
ers yesterday to arrest indicted
war criminals Karadzic and his
military commander General
Ratko Mladic and hand them over
to The Hague to stand trial for
genocide.

The call came as UN investiga-
tors began to unearth mass graves
of massacre victims, starting with
Moslems killed in the Bosnian
Serb conquest of Srebrenica a
year ago. believed to have been
Europe's worst atrocity since
World War H.
Both men remain in office but

behave differently. Mladic has
kept a low profile and helped the
implementation of the military
aspect of the Dayton accord.

'

in contrast, Karadzic has done
much to disrupt the peace process,

restricting freedom of movement
to preserve his ethnically pure
Bosnian Serb republic, and intim-

idating the opposition ahead of the

elections.

An official organizing the poll

threatened to bar the raling

Bosnian Serb party from
September elections if Karadzic,
its current chairman, retains any
form of office.

US Ambassador Robert
Frowick said he would use all his

powers as head of the

Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)
mission in Bosnia Herzegovina to
block the Serb Democratic Union
(SDS) from the September 14
elections.

The OSCE, a 55-nation security,

forom, is responsible for organiz-

ing.nftnfri£and monhoring inter

ethnic elections.

*Tt just isn't right to continue
with Mr. Karadzic, an. indicted
war criminal, as its head, and we
are faced with a defiance that has
increased over the past week or
so.”

The Dayton peace agreement,
signed last December to end the

43-month-old war in Bosnia,
banned indicted war criminals
from bolding official positions.

Under international, pressure,
Karadzic handed over his powers
last week to his deputy, Biljana

Plavsic, bat defiantly kept his

title. He was also re-elected

chairman of the Bosnian Serb's
ruling SDS party for the next four

years.

'‘Karadzic epitomizes the over-

riding problems of extreme
nationalism that brought on die

war in the first place and he has

pushed against the tide of the

peace process since before the ink

was dry," Frowick said.

Reacting to Frowick ’s com-
ments which took many diplomats

in Sarajevo by surprise, Bosnia’s

Prime Minister Hasan Muratovic
told Reusers that Karadzic should

not be there at all.

“There is a moral part to this -

would' any man vote in any demo-
cratic country in any elections in

which Karadzic participated as the

head of the party?”

. Another of die problems plagu-

ing the peace process is the pres-

ence of Islamic warriors in

Bosnia.

America’s CIA Director John
Deutcb slipped into Sarajevo last

week on a visit to convey
Washington's fears that Islamic

militants in Bosnia are a threat to

US forces.

The unannounced trip came
soon after a bomb blast tore

through a Saudi Arabian military

complex housing foreigners,

killing 19 Americans and injuring

more than 250 people. (Reared

Bosnian investigators exhume the bodies of nine Bosnian Moslems in the village of Svrake near
Sarajevo yesterday. The, pine men were executed by Serb fbreesin December 1991. War crimes
investigators, their suspicions aroused following exploratory diggings, secured the site on Sunday
ofa possible mass grave of Moslems believed slaughtered by Serb forces. • • -
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Cars hijacked, burned in

growing N. Ireland row
NORTHERN Ireland Protestants

angered at the banning of a march
through a Catholic suburb
hijacked vehicles and blocked
roads yesterday in a growing con-

frontation with the government
and police.

Demonstrators blocked main
roads into Belfast, poured wet

cement on a key motorway inter-

section and set alight several

hijacked lorries in a trial of

strength over the banning of a

parade through the Catholic

Garvaghy road area of Portadown.

The demonstrations poshed
Northern Ireland closer to the

brink of violence after almost two
years of uneasy peace brought

about by cease-fires and an
Anglo-Irish attempt to get

Protestant and Catholic politicians

discussing a settlement.

Police investigated the killing of

a Roman Catholic taxi driver in

nearby Lurgan, a Cathie. strong-

hold, but said there was no indica-

tion that it marked a return to the

ANDREW HILL

PORTADOWN, N. Ireland

tit-for-tat sectarian killing that

scarred Northern Ireland for 27
years.

Joe English, who is close to

Loyalist gunmen of the outlawed
Ulster Freedom Fighters, said it

was cot a sanctioned Loyalist

killing and said the organization

was standing by a cease-fire it

declared in October 1994.

David Trimble,'bead of Northern

Ireland's biggest Protestant pro-

British political group, the Ulster

Unionist Party (UUP), said the

killing would not serve the purpose

of the province-wide protest

against the harmed march.

But he laid the blame for the

protest at the feet of the police and
government for caving in to

demands from Sinn Fein, the

political wing of the IRA, that

annual marches by the Orange
Order be turned away from

Catholic areas.

"The wider agenda is the agenda
of Sinn Fein/IRA which is trying

at one level to drive any expres-

sion of Britishness off die streets

of Northern Ireland and at another

level is trying to provoke serious

public disorder,” said Trimble.

Trimble paid a lightning visit to

a church at Drumcree, near

Portadown, where up to two thou-

sand marchers are being blocked
by hundreds of police and troops

from reaching Garvaghy road.

At least two demonstrators were
injured by plastic bullets when
police fought off attempts by
marchers overnight to breach
banks of razor wire preventing

them from reaching the road.

The Orange Order, a 200-year-

old grass roots organization
‘

whose annual “marching season”

reaches a climax on Friday to

honor a 300-year-old victory by
King William of Orange over
Catholic King James 11, called for

more protests. (Reuter)

Cuban military

officer hijacks

plane to US base
WASHINGTON (Reuter) - A
Cuban military officer hijacked a
commercial flight in Cuba at gun-

point on Sunday and forced it to

land at the US Navy base at

Guantanamo Bay on the commu-
nist-ruled island, US officials said

yesterday.

The hijacker, identified by the

Pentagon as Ll-Co1. Jose

Fernandez Pupo. requested asy-

lum in the United States and was
in the custody of the Immigration

and Naturalization Service, the

officials said.

One said the other 16 people

aboard the flight, which had origi-

nated in the nearby southeastern

city of Santiago de Cuba, were

released unharmed and relumed to

Guantanamo City, close to die US
base at the eastern end ofthe island.

“No one was injured,” Navy
Commander Joe March, a

Pentagon spokesman, said.

An official at Santiago de Cuba
airport, asked if he could confirm
the hijacking had taken place,

said: “It's true."

The official, contacted by tele-

phone by Reuters from Havana,
gave no further details.

One US official in Washington,
speaking on condition of
anonymity, said the hijacker

apparently acted alone.

It was the second such embar-
rassing incident for the Cuban
authorities in eight days. Last week
two members of Cuba's boxing
team training In Mexico for die

Atlanta Olympics slipped away and
sought asylum in the United Slates.

Speaking of the hijacker, one
US official said, “We are looking

at the case to determine what our

legal responsibilities and obliga-

tions are.”

Chechnya
showdown
looms

TIMOTHY HERITAGE
MOSCOW

A SHOWDOWN loomed in rebel

Chechnya yesterday as Russian

President Boris Yeltsin, weighing
strategy arid personnel changes

for his new four-year term, con-
ferred with security supremo
Alexander Lebed.
Ueutenam-Genend Vyacheslav

Tikhomirov, the commander of
Russian forces in Chechnya,
issued an ultimatum to separatist

rebels to free all prisoners by
tonight.

“Otherwise, the joint forces’

command will take appropriate

steps against the bandits and will

move to destroy them," Interfax

news agency quoted Tikhomirov
as telling a news conference at

Khankala base outside the

Chechen capital Grozny.

His comments raised the stakes

in the 1 9-month-old conflict just

days after Yeltsin defeated com-
munist Gennady Zyuganov in last

week's presidential election

runoff.

The 65-year-old president, not

seen in public since June 26
because of what aides say is a sore

throat, secured a truce last month
to boost his chances of re-elec-

tion.

Bur tensions have increased in

the past few days, with each side

accusing the other of failing to

meet the terms of an agreement

under which Russian troops are

supposed to withdraw from
Chechnya by September 1.

Lebed, appointed by Yeltsin

after he came third in the first

round of the election, is due to

visit Chechnya soon to assess the

situation first hand. The hawkish
Tikhomirov, who denied a report

he was being removed, said he

briefed Lebed last week.

Lebed met Yeltsin to discuss
plans for restyling the Security
Council - an inner circle which
has adopted Moscow’s main deci-

sions on Chechnya since the start

of the conflict

Itar-Tass news agency said
Yeltsin had approved the broad
Outline of a plan for the future role

of the Security Council, of which
Lebed is now secretary and wants
to take on wider powers, but gave
no details.

It was nor clear if they had
touched on Chechnya, but
Russian news agencies said Lebed
later discussed "the conflict - and
his role in ending it - at separate

talks with Prime Minister Vikror

Chernomyrdin.
Russian media have portrayed

Lebed and Chernomyrdin as rivals

in a struggle for power, the bal-

ance of which could be deter-

mined by how Yeltsin defines

Lebed’s duties.

Lebed’s powers remain ill-

defined and could depend on how
much power the Security Council

is granted.

Chernomyrdin also discussed

Chechnya with his nationalities

minister and the head of the south-

ern region’s pro-Moscow admin-
istration, but no details were
released. Yeltsin, who also had

talks with Foreign Minister
Yevgeny Primakov, wants
Chemomyrin to remain prime
minister but has not said what
changes he will make in the cabi-

net.

He must style a team that can
tackle deep economic problems

and win the backing of the oppo-

sition Communist Party, which
has a powerful grip on parliament

with its nationalist allies. (Reuter)

Turkey’s Islamic-led

government wins
vote of confidence

ANKARA (AP) - Prime Minister Necraettin Erbakan won a vote ofcon-
fidence yesterday, clearing the way for rale by an Islamic-inspired gov:

eminent for the first time in Turkey’s 73-year modem, secular history.'
-

Parliament’s voice vote was 278-265. One of the 550 deputies

abstained, and six skipped the vote. One of those not showing up was a
former chief of staff, Dugan Gures, now a deputy, w'ho didn't want to

vote against his True Path Party, a coalition partner, but who opposes
Erbakan's anti-NATO Welfare party.

Calling the vote the sum of “a new era,” Erbakan said his government
would work for “solutions and changes."
“We will work day and night with faith,” Erbakan said, thanking God

for the confidence vote victory. Welfare deputies lined up to kiss his

hand as a sign of respect.

Israel's Foreign Ministry sent a letter of congratulations to the new
government.
Turkey's Western allies have worried that the Welfare-led government

could move the country closer to an Islamic orbit.

17 die as rare snow storms
sweep South Africa

JOHANNESBURG (Reuier) -
Melting snow revealed three bod-

ies on the streets of South African

towns yesterday, taking the death

toll from unprecedented winter

storms to ai least 17, police said.

They said eight people had died

of exposure while nine suffocated

as they huddled around coal fires

burning in unventilated shacks.

Two days of snowfalls over

wide parts of the country blocked

major roads, stranded motorists

and trapped hikers and climbers.

Nationally, the weather bureau

said the snowfalls were the worst

since June 1 964. Forecasters said

the snow and cloud would begin to

clear by today bui the ic-y temper-

atures would only warm gradually.

Some of the heavfest falls

occurred in the high-lying eastern

part of Free State province, block-

ing the main artery from
Johannesburg to Durban.
A council official said the road

through a nearby mountain pass

was under snow 2.5 meters deep.

“There's no way out of town.

We've got chaos down here," said

police Sergeant Sonja
Holtzhausen.
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Four killed in clashes with Italian court rejects

Moslem militants in Libya challenge to Priebke trial

CAIRO (AP) - At least four peo-

ple have been killed in renewed

clashes between Col. Muammar
Gaddafi’s forces and Modem mil-

itants in eastern Libya, travelers to

Egypt said yesterday. •

The battles Sunday were me

fourth incident of fighting in the kst

year between between Libyan secu-

rity forces and militants who have

vowed to oust Gaddafi and replace

his regime with Islamic rule.
_

The latest clashes erupted m
Benghazi, Libya's second largest

city, as a security unit conducted

searches as pan of a nationwide

crackdown on Islamic militants,

the travelers said, speaking on

condition of anonymity.

They said a lieutenant colonel

who headed the security force was

shot to death during fighting m al-

Birka, a small' town adjacent to

Benghazi. Two militants also died

in the battle.
'

The travelers, including Libyans

and other Arabs, said that mem-
bers of the slain officer’s clan then

attacked a house and killed the

brother of a militant blamed for

the officer’s death.

After tee clashes, a targe securi-

ty force was deployed around the

city and conducted a house to

house search for militants and

weapons, the travelers said.

The government issued no report

on Sunday’s fighting In the past, it

has said the battles in eastern Libya

erupted as security forces sought to

track down drug smugglers.

Gaddafi is known to have has

sent his army to northeastern

Libya several times in recent

months, apparently to stamp out

unrestby die radicals.

ROME (Reuter) - An Italian military court of appeal yesterday rejected

' a prosecution demand to dismiss the panel of judges at the war crimes

trial of former Nazi SS Captain Erich Priebke because of bias, judicial

sources said.

Priebke's trial, over the killing of 335 men and boys in Italy's worsi

World War n atrocity, was dramatically halted on June 17 when prose-

cutor Antonino Intelisano made bis allegations.

Priebke, 82. has been remanded in custody since extradition last year

from Argentina. His trial, at which he is accused of being one of the main

organizers of the SS massacre at the Ardeatine Caves near Rome in

March 1 944, began in May.
Prosecutor Antonino Intelisano demanded the judges' dismissal fol-

lowing a statement by a general who worked at the court that he had

overheard presiding judge Agostino QuisteHi say months before the trial

started that he thought Priebke should be cleared because he had been

following orders.

His request led to the temporary suspension of the trial and n was not

immediately clear after yesterday's ruling whether it would resume reg-

ulariy at the next session tomorrow.

Sebastiano Di Lascio, a lawyer for civil plaintiffs attached to the case,

said he believed Qmstelli should still stand down and added that he

could face a fresh challenge to his competence to judge the case if he

failed to do so.

Auschwitz plan has cigarette plant near death camp

WARSAW (Reuter) - A cigarette

confirmed by US firm

stay in placeunder Poland’s plan for a pro-

around Auschwitz, the plants

author said yesterday. »
«In our plans this factory wfll

saWsrchitL Man* Kawecta, whodrafirf

the proposals for the area around *** ounp-

eSH* year
million for 33 percent of Krakowswe

_
Zaklady Tytonkwe, winch owns the fectory,

along with an option to takea farther 32per-
cent ifit invests a further $145 million over

the next three years.

Michael Parsons, east European public

relations chief for Philip Morris, said last

week the company was seeking an urgent

meeting with foe Polish government to dis-

cuss foe plan-

Approached by Reuters, architect

Raweckf said the factory, 200 meters from

Auschwitz, had been a tobacco warehouse

before World War EL

“The current way In which the factory is

run is a model for conservation," said

Rawecki, who drafted the proposals.

The cigarette factory is separated from the

museum by foe site where foe Polish firm

Maja’s attempts - now halted - to build a
supermarket aroused strong criticism.

A TRIBUTE TO IDF

A PRAYER FOR THE SOLDIERS
OF ISRAEL
Two posters with prayers for soldiers

In English and Hebrew.

Poster a) Group of soldiers:

18 3/4" X 26 3/4" (47 1/2 cm x 68 cm)

Poster b) IDF shield:

ar x 19 1/2 “ (68 1/2 cm x 49 1/2 cm)

Produced by Mediart J CLC

JP Price NIS 39 per poster,

Inc. VAT and mailing in Israel

Buy two for only NIS 69,

inc. VAT and mailing in Israel

Airmail abroad - please add NIS 6 per poster

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000

Please send me the TRIBUTE TO IDF posters: a) copies b) copies

Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post,

Credit card orders accepted by phone/fax/e-mail

Name Address

ORDER sv irON- OR FOX

02-241282
y-LJ Fax:02-241212

Gity_ .Code. _Tel.(day).

Please list gift recipients’ names and addresses separately.
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Netanyahu’s US visit

P
RIME Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
arrives in Washington today bringing

with him a politician’s greatest asset:

low expectations. The American media were
particularly simplistic and unfair in their

treatment of Netanyahu during the Knesset

election campaign - New York Times colum-

nist Tom Friedman even compared him to

Russia's Communist leader Gennady
Zyuganov, arguing that both were “swept

with a nostalgia for a bygone era.” While
most Israelis correctly thought they were
choosing between different approaches to

pursuing peace. Americans were led to

believe that Netanyahu was the Darth Vader

of Israeli politics.

Since winning the election Netanyahu has,

in the American mind, been put on proba-

tion. News stories continue to attach the epi-

thet “hard-line” as if it were part of his name.
But while the media grasp for straws to

prove that Netanyahu's ascension to power
will mark a return to the bad old days of

Israei-US relations during Yitzhak Shamir's

tenure. Washington’s decision makers are

ready to give Netanyahu a chance to dis-

prove their worst fears.

In some regards, Netanyahu is arriving in

Washington in a stronger position than he

may experience for a long time to come. He
not only enjoys the “honeymoon” status of

any newly elected leader, but he is also

Israel's first directly elected premier, and can

therefore claim an especially clear mandate
from the Israeli people.

Netanyahu should use his first trip to the

US as prime minister as an opportunity, not

only to lift the cloud he is under for being a

“hard-liner,” but to enlist Washington’s sup-

port for the demands he will be making from

the Palestinians and Syrians in the months
ahead:

In their meeting today. President Bill

Clinton is sure to press Netanyahu to take

steps to reassure the. world thathe will not

stall or reverse the peace process. The prime
ministershould respond,that Israel will keep

.

its -commitments umteffthe Oslo Accords,

while demanding that the Palestinians keep

theirs. He should also suggest that it is time

- for the world as a whole and the US in par-

ticular - to stop turning a blind eye towards

Syria’s use of terrorism against Jerusalem.

Ankara, and Amman. And he should argue

that he represents the preference of a clear

majority of Israelis for a more realistic,

clear-eyed approach to ending the Arab-

Israel conflict, and that this new approach

has a better chance of long-term success.

Moreover. Netanyahu should point out that

the best way for the US to advance the peace

process is not to be a reluctant partner, but to

stand four-square behind his new approach,

so thai the Arab world will drop the sabre-

rattling approach of the Cairo summit and

work with Israel’s new prime minister. If the

US drags its feet. Palestinian compliance
with Oslo will be tougher to obtain and tbe

peace process will suffer.

Tomorrow, Netanyahu will speak before a

joint session of the US Congress, where he is

bound to be greeted warmly, particularly by
the Republican leadership. Both House
Speaker Newt Gingrich and Senate Majority

Leader Trent Lott are themselves former

young Turks who rose quickly through the

ranks. Both are inclined to believe that any-

one under such blistering media attack must
be on the right track.

Netanyahu’s determination to open Israel's

economy and, even better, wean Israel off

US economic assistance will warm the cock-

les of every Republican heart on the hill.

Here Netanyahu will score points by simply

reiterating the desire he shares with every

Israeli leader - and with every Israeli - the

desire to live in peace. In his speech he

should praise America's renewed commit-
ment to combating terrorism since the tragic

bombing in Dhahran, and urge increased

pressure on states that support terrorism,

including Syria.

The New York aspect of Netanyahu’s visit

is no less important than his Washington
stay. Aside from giving him an opportunity

to sell Israel’s economy to investors on Wall

Street, Netanyahu will also have a chance to

restore the warm relationship between
Israel’s government and the US Jewish com-
munity, which felt neglected by former pre-

miers Yitzhak Rabin and Shimon Peres.

Netanyahu’s scheduled meeting with

Republican presidential candidate Robert
Dole, meanwhile, will be a golden opportu-

nity to obtain commitments from a man who,
despite the current polls,, could well be the

next president of the United States and
whose support for Israeli policies, despite

his championing of the bill to move the US
Embassy to Jerusalem, has had rough patch- -

es in the past.

If Netanyahu’s US trip succeeds in moder-"
ating bis image in American eyes, adds to his

stature as prime minister in the eyes of
Israelis, and strengthens his negotiating

position for the bumpy road to permanent
status negotiations with the Palestinians,

then it will certainly have been a resounding

success.

While this is a lot to expect from a first

trip, there may not be a better opportunity to

enlist American support for the path to peace
that the Israeli electorate has chosen. The
prime minister should assertively represent

that new path, and obtain specific and public

American commitments of support that

could be critical in the tougher negotiations

ahead.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE DIASPORA’S FATE

Sir, - Abraham Rabinovich tries

to justify Jewish presence in the

Diaspora (“Why should Jews emi-

grate to Israel? JJ June 28). His

very arguments raise some
questions.

We know how most Jewish Dias-

poras, over the years, have ended:

the Diaspora of Babylon, with its

great yeshivot where tbe Talmud
was compiled; the Jewish Diaspora

in Arabia at the time of Mohammed;
the Golden Age Diaspora of Spain;

the great Jewish center in Poland

before World War n, as well as

other Diasporas, large and small. In

fact, Rabinovich’s own, unwitting

statement about the Diaspora as a

“fabulous depository ofJewish her-

itage” including “...the cemeteries

of tbe Ukraine and Poland.” rings

out as the clearest statement regard-

ing tbe fate of the Diaspora.

There may be some sadness about

the splendid synagogues of the

Egyptian Jewish Diaspora being left

behind and “nationalized as part of

the Egyptian cultural heritage.” It is

only a pity that the Egyptians did not

view their Jews as such a national

treasure, and treat them accordingly.

Even if one of the most benign

and beneficent Diasporas in Jewish

history - North America - there is

only one question about the Diaspo-

ra: with total assimilation growing
by leaps and bounds, and with anti-

semitism fast bringing up the rear,

which way should American Jews
finish: by remaining there and disap-

pearing - one way or another, or by
re-Jew-veuating their lives in Israel?

DR. NILYSHIRYON
Tel Aviv.

JEWISH ILLITERACY
Sir, - Abraham Rabinovich's

question, “Why should Jews emi-
grate to Israel?’ ’ {JJ*., June 28) is ah
example of the consequences of Hil-
ls 1 Haikin’s concern (“Wanted:
‘Epikorsim...’, J.P., June 28) that

“the secular educational system...

turns out Jewishly illiterate Jews.”

L BLASS
Jerusalem.

SHOCKING
REPLACEMENT

Sir, —I share Mr. Arnold Solium’s

deep regret at Mr. Bar-Clan’s depar-

ture from Vie Jerusalem Post (JJ?.,

June 24). With the electronic media

and most of the other Israeli news-

papers almost invariably showing a

left-wing bias, it was a pleasure to

know that there was, at least, one

jonmalist out there whose view-

point, as expressed in his excellent

leaders, tallied with one’s own.

I find it shocking that the paper

has chosen to replace Mr. Bar-E-

lan’s prestigious Eye on the Media

column with a columnist who re-

veals, right from the start, his left-

wing orientation. Mr. Hillel Halkin,

in expressing solidarity with “the

darinj” {JJ*., June 28), as he calls

the ultra-Ortbodox, made the com-

ment that the murder of Yitzhak

Rabin did not come from their

ranks. This constitutes incitement

against the national religious camp
as a whole, and represents yet anoth-

er attempt by a left-winger to fan the

flame of hatred against this much
maligned, fine, idealistic segment of

the community.

Givatayim.
RHONA YEMINI

ARAB SUMMIT
Sir, - Barry Rubin’s “Moderates

still have upper hand” (June 28),

about the recent Arab summit, states

th^t it “endorsed the Syrian and

Lebanese demands for rail Israeli

withdrawal [to the 1967 borders],

and the Palestinian Authority’s goal

of obtaining an independent state,

inchiding East Jerusalem.” Further,

“if Israel did not meet its commit-

ments there would be trouble

ahead.” Then Mr. Rubin draws the

conclusion that “this is the kind of

Arab summit that Israelis have
dreamed about for decades/’

It is not dear to this reader bow
the writer’s conclusion followsfrom
the facts as he describes them.

JAY SHAPIRO
Ginot Shomron.

Please, Mr. President

OVERDRAFT
Sir,- Finance Minister Dan Meri-

dor claimed inter alia (“Meridor

pledges strong support for Bank of

Israel,” JJ*., June 27) that “the

government must take steps to en-

sure that much-needed economic re-

form does not hurt the pom.” 1 am
of the opinion that the Central

Bank’s (tension to raise the already

high interest rate by 1.5 percent af-

fects low-income earners who, to

pay their bills, rely heavily on

overdraft

The Knesset Finance Committee

should decide that an overdraft of

less than NIS 1,000 be charged half

the going interest rate.

DR. J WELCZEK
Haifa.

INSTILLING COURTESY
Sir, - After every list of appalling

accidents on the roads, there is the

inevitable call to the authorities to

“do something" - to educate the

drivers to be more courteous on the

roads, to increase the number of

traffic police, to enforce the laws.

I always get a feeling of despair

when I read this - the time to instill

courtesy, discipline and respect for

laws is from birth, so that it is auto-

matic, and not “learned" as an

adult.

RACHEL RASBASH
Ramat EfaL

AMODEST SUGGESTION
Sir, - Having recently toured in

the area of the Kirmeret, Galilee and
Golan, I was utterly amazed to note

how very few traffic signs there

were to advise motorists of permit-

ted speeds.

It appears that, in Israel, only

main roads are adequately sign-

posted.

More road signs can hardly be the
solution to the appalling road-death

toll, but it would certainly help. Mo-
torists cannot be reminded often

enough of their responsibilities.

NORMAN COHEN
Jerusalem.

J
ERUSALEM is steaming
with Washington fever.

Netanyahu's first visit to the

US after his election “by a hair”

is a crucial first test for relations

between the new Israeli adminis-
tration and the White House.
Shimon Peres and Rabin before

him enjoyed what could be
termed the best Israeli-US rela-

tionship in history. Netanyahu, on
the other hand, was boycotted by
the US State Department when he
served as Israel’s deputy foreign

minister. However, a Prime
Minister Netanyahu is clearly

something else altogether. While
Washington is listening to

Netanyahu, Jerusalem will be lis-

tening to Clinton.

Most political observers here

believe that until the US elections

are over Clinton will be harmless

to any Israeli government And if

Clinton plays the role of a typical

US president seeking a second
term, this is probably true.

However, current circum-
stances may not be so typical, and
Clinton may have to be more
decisive and assertive than in the
past:

'

- Palestinian-Isradi peace is an
' issue that does hot -bear indeci-

sion. There are no vacuums in the

Middle East and where there is

no movement forward, there is

always regression.

That means terrorism. If
Netanyahu’s commitments to
uphold the agreements reached

by the Peres government are only
slogans, Israel will very rapidly

witness a new round of Hamas
suicide bombings.
Forward movement is no guar-

antee that Hamas will remain
silent however, what it does
mean is that Arafat and his

regime will continue to cooperate

with the Israelis in fighting the

organization.

Israel and the Palestinians are

supposed to be already into nego-
tiations on a final-status agree-

ment Under a Peres government
most people assumed it would be
based on the establishment of a

. GERSHON BASKIN

Palestinian state which, would
enter into a full peace treaty with
Israel. Under Netanyahu, that

kind of agreement appears highly

unlikely.

Instead Netanyahu will likely

offer tiie Palestinians more tecri-

toriai control with civil rights,

under Israeli sovereignly; in other

words, some kind of “home-
lands” arrangement whereby the

Help us Israelis

understand who our

premier is and

what he plans to do

Palestinians would control educa-
tion. civil affairs, welfare, some
economic policy, taxation and a
few other elements of local gov-
ernment They wouldn’t.control
securiiy.r^uea-or foreign:- nria-
tions.

The^ -Netanyahu government'
' would ' also probably Allow the
Palestinians a great deal more
economic prosperity than did tbe
Rabin-Peres governments. This
policy sits well with Netanyahu’s
general American approach to
markets and economics, as well
as .with his belief that better eco-

nomic welfare for' the
Palestinians will help deflate

their political aspirations.

IF THIS assessment is correct,

then Clinton should ask
Netanyahu: What is the differ-

ence between your plan and
apartheid? If the Palestinians

have only civil rights and no
national rights, if there continues
to be two legal systems govern-
ing two kinds of citizens - one
for Israelis living in the territories

and one for Palestinians there -
how is this different from pre-

Mandela South Africa?

If tiie only difference is that

Israel will encourage economic
prosperity, does this vision of the

future match the US’s commit-
ment to democracy? Clinton
should prep Netanyahu to clarify

parts ' of his vision and ask him
what it -is about possible

Palestinian sovereignty that he
finds so. Mghtening.
Perhaps it is the chance of

Arafat raising a proper army, or
the Palestinians becoming foU-
fledged members of the UN or
concluding treaties with other
countries. Or is ft that the
Palestinians would control their

own borders and immigration
pqlides?
What elements of sovereignty

are so frightening thar Netanyahu
cannot envisage the Palestinians

having the same unalienable
rights as almost all other nations
on the planet?

Most significantly, what makes
Netanyahu believe that the

Palestinians would ever agree to

a full peace with Israel on the

basis of an agreement that denies

them their national rights?

It is unlikely that Clinton will

get Netanyahu to adopt Peres’s

policies. He probably won’t even'
tty. But ifhe pushes for answers
to these questions, Netanyahu
will have to provide some real

answers.

The prime minister has told

Israelis to expect some surprises.

He meant that just as Menachem
Begin surprised Israel and the
world by bringing peace with
Egypt, so be will surprise us all

by bringing full peace to the

region.

Right now, without any knowl-
edge of who Netanyahu is and
what he wants, anything lie does
will come as a surprise.

So Mr. Clinton, we beseech
you, unwrap the package and let

os know whafs inside.

The writer is Israeli director of
the Jsrael/Palestine Center far
Research and Information.

Price ofcomputerprogress

Aterrorist attack on Pentagon

computer systems has the

potential for “catastrophic

damage" to national security, accord-

ing to a special study carried out by
the General Accounting Office of the

US Congress.

Last year. Pentagon computers

were attacked 250,000 times, accord-

ing to data compiled by the Defense

Information Systems Agency, and

some of the attacks created major

problems.

In one particularly damaging attack

against the Rome Laboratory, the Air

Force’s top command and control

facility, the attackers were able to

gain control of tbe lab’s compiaers,

link them to foreign rites and steal

tactical intelligence and other infor-

mation stored there.

In today's “Internet-aware” world,

computers are increasingly used for

all types of communication. Tbe US
Defense Department wasa pioneer in
tins area, creating theARFANet- the

Advanced Research Project

Agency’s network. ARPA Net
evolved into the Internet, and
Pentagon use of the Internet has

increased massively over the past

five years.

Many critical communications
links depend on Internet hook-ups.

During tire GulfWu; the Internet and
the public telephone network: tuned
out to be a viral part of America's

operation in the Desert Storm opera-

tion.

Even intelligence and counter-

intelligence information was distrib-

uted through connections, both to US
forces and to America's allies in tbe

coalition. This should come as no
surprise - die US defense establish-

ment has over 2.1 million computers,

10.000

focal networks, and 100 long

distance networks.

STEPHEN D. BRYEN

Computers ae used for just about

everything from designing weapons
and carping out logistical operations

to paying soldiers and mobilizing

reservists.

Unfortunately there is a price to

pay for computer progress, as the

GAO points out cogently. The
Internet, which continues to grow
rapidly, has over .40 rmOkm users

worldwide, Tbe huge array of com-
puter nodes spread globally creates

major opportunities for penetration

and damage to computers used for

national securitypurposes.

Acccxding to^vernmerfi: sources,

of those who try to penetrae govern-

ment computers, 65 percent succeed

and only one in 150 attacks is actual-

ly detected and repeated.

The National Security Agency
(NSA) believes thai these attackers

are, in many cases, serious adver-

saries ofthe US who are buDding up
a body of knowledge about bow
Defense Department computers
work and how to attack these sys-

tems. The GAO states that 120 coun-
tries are working on attack routines

against American and other comput-
ers.

Computers, in fact are now atar^t
to much the same way that cities and
defense installations are targets for

“hard” weapons. ...

MANY “hi-tech canaries” -Britain,

France, Getmany and other NATO
countries, Israel in the Middle East.
Japan, Singapore, Taiwan and Korea
in Asia-need to pay dose attention

to the GAO assessment of what is

happening to American computers,

and consider whether the same dan-
ger exists for theirown systems.

- 'What will happen when China
teams how to use its corcqpatexs and

.
programmers and its overseas com-
munity jk> attack Western computer

systems? How effective can interna-

tional terrorists become when they

have the potential to control vast

information resources worldwide?
What aboit .dnig deafens,' money
launderers and Mafia operators

attacking law enforcement and
defense agencies? •

Unfortunately most of the technol-

ogy available to deal with tiie prob-
lem is far from adequate. To begin
with, much ofwhat can be dooe cur-
rently is passive, and given enough
time and resources professional
hackees can find ways around the

Some types of threats, such as
“smart viruses” and *1sleepervinises”

presean complicated risks where few
solutions are. immediately apparent
ft is dear that much more technology
and better government financingwill
be needed to avert tbe danger posed
by the unprecedented attacks on
computer systems reported by the
GAO.
Even more to the point, much

tougher pro-active measures are
called fix

-

to go after the
These can range from traditional law
enforcement to non-tracfitional
"reverse” attacks on pezpetratoxs of
computer crimes. Until now; tbeUS
hasn’t had a coordinated proactive
program to deal with the threat TheGAO report to Congress is Kkely to
be the spark that will bring about a
majoroverhaul in US policy.

The writerservedas directorcfthe
Defense Technology Security
Adnunistranon and is nowpresident
y Deha Tbdt, a high technology
international consultingfirm.

Old at

60?
GREER FAY CASHMAN

MY feminist sisters may
want to scratch my eyes

out, but someone has to

say it

Ladies, you’re hypocrites.

All that hype about equal

opportunity — but only when we
on the - rfivtaff side are on the

receiving end of the goodies

being dished oul
Sure we’re entitled to equal pay

for equal work; and we should be

allowed to do any job a man can

do providing we have the

required qualifications.

-But if we’re asking for all that

and getting it - albeit at too slow

a pace - why on earth should we
start receiving old age pensions

from age 60 instead of having to

wait, like men, rill we’re 65?
I have no idea of the extent of

the burden of these additional five

years of payments on the national

economy, but I bet it conies to

many uulfiotts of shekels.

Equal-opportunity advocates

have remained remarkably silent

over tbe fact that there -was no
budgetary slash in this particular

area.

Not that it wasn’t considered -
but Communications Minister

Limor Livnat, one of the torch-

bearers of equal opportunity, was
reported as having intervened to

prevent it

If that’s true, all I can say is:

Shame on you Limor!

Have you forgotten that it's

only six years since Dc Naomi
Nevo won her five-year court bat-

tle against the Jewish Agency
(which forced her to retire at age

60), scoring a landmark victory

for equality?

Or that the Equal Retiring Age
Law which permits women to

keep working till age 65 ifthey so

desire was enacted only as recent-

ly as 1987?
If this administration is into

reversing social welfare laws
introduced by its predecessors,

who knows how for it will go?
Apart from anything else, how

many women want to be consid-

ered old at 60?

WHEN Bismark first introduced

social security measures just over
a century ago, relatively few peo-

ple managed to live as long as 65.

Tbday most people - particularly

womeir —-not only live welf
beyond 65, but remain active and.
^productive.

’

' Why not encourage so-called

senior citizens to remain part of
the work force for as long as they
are able and willing, continuing

. Okay, ladies:

Let’s have
a little equality - for

men this time

to pay income tax to tbe govern-
ment and not receiving pensions
till, say. age 70?
After all, a judge doesn't have

to retire before 70, and city coun-
cillors and MKs aren’t bound by
ahy kind of age limit. They can
remain in office for as long as the
electorate is willing to keep them
there.

So why discriminate against the

rest of us? If people can work,
contributing thereby to their own
and the national welfare, let them.
And pension regulations should

certainly not be biased in favor of
women. On the whole, women
are going to outlive men, so why
start doling out their pension pay-
ments five years earlier?

If women were put on the same
footing as men in - this area, cut-

backs in other more vital areas

could be reduced, if not prevent-
ed.

All the pre- and post-election

promises notwithstanding, we’ve
still got a situation in which the

rich get richer and the poor get

poorer.

Instead of pushing middle-
income families down toward the

poverty line, the government
would have done better to intro-

duce additional income tax mea-
sures for people earning NIS
20.000 per month and upward,
increasing income tax by any-
thing from 1% to 5%. It certainly
would have been akinder cut than
what's being done now.

Families in higher income
brackets would be far less likely

“

to fed the pinch than those earn-

^£>soraewhere between NIS

7,000

and NIS 8,000 per month.
ft would also have been a nice

gesture if government ministers -
who all earn well in excess of NIS
7.000 per month — had voted mem-
selves a 5% reduction in salary.
But lefs at least give them an

incentive by having women them-
selves come out against the
inequality as regands retirement
age.

.

Of course, this may be hoping
for too much. In the battle
Detween money and ideology,
money usually wins.

_
The writer is a member of The

Jerusalem Post editorial staff. The
views expressed are notnecessar-
«y those of the paper.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

HELEN KAYP

Two weeks after he landed
last April, storyteller, mime

- JJ™
51 "«* new immigrant

Jay Miller went op to KuyatSnmona to perform for those tak-m8 “} bomb shelters
white Operation Grapes of Wrath
rambled and crashed around
them.
“But toe war didn’t stop,

damnul, he says, his eyes owlish
behind their granny glasses. “So I
nad to go back and two days later
it was over."

•

.You laugh. Ofcourse you laugh
Yoo re supposed to, but the truth
»s that there is a passion behind
the jest

He s a man with a mission, to
make the world kinder,.cieaner,
JoHier through the stories he tells
and illustrates with masks and -

puppets. He also involves the
audience, tying all together with
the seemingly effortless ease of
die trained mime.
The home in his Stories from

Around the World and Home is
Israel and the Jewish world, from
washing pots and pans in a kib-
butz to Kabbala stories and leg-
ends of the Ba’al Sbern Tov. He’ll
be telling those stories on
Thursday at a community center
in Tel Aviv.

Next week he'll work with
teachers and other storytellers at
the Storytellers’ Conference at the
Tel Aviv Public Library, Beit
Ariela.

in the fall he'll be teaching two
classes at the Beit Zvi Drama
School in Ramat Gan.
And don’t rale out the possibili-

ty that he’ll do a bit of basketball
coaching too. With kids. -

Miller's Israeli stray begins
with basketball in 1975 when he
almost had a contract to play pro
ball with Hapoel Ramat Gan.
Almost, because a recently passed
law required Jewish prospective
players to immigrate formally. He
“was ready to commit, bnt a

;

friend said, ‘wait a while.’ You’ve
only been here a week.”

Storyteller Jay Miller came to his craft after stints as a professional basketball coach and as a teacher of autistic children.

So Miller, his then wife'Rita and
their children Josh! five, and
Rebecca, three, went off to
Kibbutz Mishmar Ha’emek for

six months,
uwhere they told me

that I was die best pot washer the

kibbutz had had in its 50-year his-

tory."

The idyll didn’t last and the
family left the country a few
months later , because of a dis-

tressing incident ai the kibbutz
they’d decided would be their

home. But, says Miller, he never
really left inside, and he came
back “because Israel is very
alluring.

“Theenergy here is very power-
ful. Every day I get asked why I

came back and I answer that every
day I live here the question gets

‘

another answer.

“Like what is a Jew? There are

so many, all types of cultures and
behaviors. I’m looking for that.

That’s also why 1 came back; to

create culture and share my art”

HIS ART is a late development
Bora in Manhattan and raised in

the Bronx in a socialist activist

family, young Jay imbibed
Zionism and human rights with
his morning milk, and Yiddish at

heeler, *The only one of 13 grand-
children to go to an Orthodox
yeshiva.” He still speaks Yiddish.

Later, at public school and col-

lege be exhibited the basketball

and baseball skills that nearly got
him that contract here, and took
him to Sweden to coach pro ball

for a year.

Miller graduated college with a
teaching degree and began his

career in 1978, the year he

divorced, teaching autistic chil-

dren. He was 28.

“I was broken-hearted,” he
recalls, “and then, one day in The
Village Voice, I saw an ad offer-

ing mime classes. It seemed to

me that for a minute the world
froze, and then drew me in to this

world of mime and art and the-

ater.”

He studied mime and other the-

ater disciplines for six years. His
teachers included Marcel
Marceau as well as Israeli mime
artists Mony Yaitim, Shmuel
Avital and Claude Kipnis. He
began “to use in school on
Wednesday what I’d studied in

class on Tuesday."

From there Miller expanded to

other schools in the New York
area and soon be was getting

grants from arts councils, school

Dance exec catches ‘infectious’ spirit of Karmiel

I
N- 1972, James McDoweJL a “nice aver-

age American guy.who bad .never beep
exit of America before/?, landed in .Tel:;

Aviv and began an ongoing love-affair with-

Israel.

The dancer joined the Israeli Opera as a
first soloist where he danced in such pro-

ductions as The Queen of Sheba and A
Night in Venice*

“It was fun; there was a very nice atmos-

phere at the rime,” be recalls while sipping

a light drink in a cafe outside the Tel Aviv
Performing Arts Centet
After the 1973 war McDowell left Tel

Aviv. “On the way back home I got off the

plane in Zurich and have stayed in Europe
ever since.”

a ::::
• •• u

r»' MICHAEL AJZENSTADT."
r. i;.-

• , j:

i -i 3bday, McDoweU is thfegeqerai»«»ger
. of Ballet Braunschweig in Germany which-
performs tomorrow and Thursday at the

Karmiel Dance FestivaL It’s the culmina-

tion of his longtime dream to return to

Israel in a professional capacity.

Last year McDoweU, who has returned

often to Israel on private visits, made his

first visit to the Karmiel Dance Festival

and was entranced by the experience.

“There’s nothing equivalent in the world

to Karmiel,” he says. “There’s something
infectious about folk dancing. It can be bor-

ing on stage but it’s contagious when you
watch peopledo it for fun and with so rmich

:lenflwsasro,”n .. i..s\ •

Ballet Braunschweig' was created three

years ago by choreographer Piene Wyss. It

is an international company with 18
dancers, only two of whom are German.
“Most of our work is in Braunschweig

where we present two major programs
every season. Our last big project was
Romeo and Juliet, choreographed by
Wyss.”
McDowell explains that Wyss’s work is

rooted in the dance-theater tradition. “The
dancers are all very well trained in classical

ballet but our work is anchored in dance
theater, at least in Pierre’s works.

Admon tribute evokes feelings of admiration, loss

TO commemorate what
would have been the 102nd
birthday of composer

Yedidya Admon (1894-1981) the

Ministry of Education, Culture

and Aits, die Tel Aviv

Municipality and die Levinsky
College organized an evening
dedicated to his music.

The Russian-born Admon came
to this country in 1906, later went
to Paris to study with Nadia
Boulanger and lived for several

years in the US.
He showed his contemporaries -

.

who were still strongly influenced

by Russian melody- where to look

for inspiration: Arab music, espe-

cially that of the Bednin, and die

music of the Jewish communities

originating in die Moslem conn- .

tries and that of die Sephardi

Diaspora. Admon ‘s songs like

-Shedemati,” “Gamal, Gamalu”

and "Yerabain” became milestones

of Hebrew song.

Besides reminding us of me his-

torical importance of the new

style Admon launched in the ’30s,

the evening also showed us how,

despite the rise of pop and rock,

we gill cling to the past. Yet the

feeling was that something beau-

tiful and authentic had been lost,

and cannot be recaptured.

The performances showed that

nobody today can perform

Admon. Neither the Lirou

Children’s Choir nor Shoshana

Daroari, Enosb, Nehama HendeL

The Troubadour Quintet, Moshe

Becker, Mira Zakai, Esther

Admon nor even the unforgettable

Paltnah “Kumars" singer Ilka

Raveh was able to recapture the

spirit of Admon’s music and the

spirit of his time. .

-HcnyeveT, the spirit of Admon
lives on, albeit in a rather trans-

formed manner. Given the amaz-
ing renaissance of Oriental music
in our culture, Admon 's openness
toward die East proved not only

new and revolutionary but also

prophetic.

Einav Center.; Tel Aviv, July2
Benjamin Bar-Ant

PIANIST Walter Hantzig made
even the aria from Marcello’s

Oboe Conceno in Bach’s piano

transcription sound romantic, in

his recital in the Etnabm series,

while nevertheless adhering to the

Baroque’s rules ofthe game.

There is a distinct personal note

about Hautzig’s playing. And he
made Brahms’s Sonata No. 3

sound uncommonly free and

alive: Yet be remained mindful of
the work’s formal concepts, with-

out allowing them to become con-

straints.

Hautzig knows how to savor a

melody to the full - making it a
veritable lied on tbe piano in

Schubert’s Wanderer Fantasy, in

which he let a light, caressing

touch alternate with decisive,

energetic rhythmic patterns. This

is an endearing individualism

held under film intellectual con-

trol and always remaining faithful

to style- -.

Jerusalem Theater, July 1

Ury Eppstein

HAYDN’S Creadon was another

courageous performance by die

Hillei Hebrew University

CONCERT ROUNDUP

Orchestra and Choir, joined this

time by the Jerusalem Oratorio

and- Zamir Choirs, conducted by
the always daring Anita Kamien.
The large choir produced formi-

dable masses of sound, well-bal-

anced and harmoniously blended.

This impressive choir was, in fact,

the main hero of the performance.

The orchestra strings, considering

that they are a volunteer group,

sounded amazingly well-trained

and enthusiastic. The winds, too,

made an appreciable effort but

seemed to require a more unfor-

giving conductor's hand.

Tbe soloists were tbe weaker
links of the performance. What
they all had in common was a
noticeable imfamfliarity with tbe

oratorio ringing style. Vocally the

most distinguished singer, the

forcefully dark-timbred bass

Pauls Putnins, might well have
made a great hit as Prince Igor or

Boris Godunov. Ya’acov Zamir’s

strained tenor seems more suit-

able for melodramatic roles than

that of tile angelic Uriel. Robin
Weisel-Capsouto’s sometimes
too-shrill soprano .in tbe higher

register substitutes sentimentality

for the lyric expression expected

of her part.

Jerusalem Theater, July 2.

Ury Eppstein

by a local composer, Menahem
WIesenberg’s To Jerusalem
Overture, was the center of inter-

est in the Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra’s end-of-season con-
cert, conducted by David Shallon.

The image of Jerusalem is not a

romantic or nostalgic one in this

work, but predominantly one of

the city's intense force and its

many strongly contrasting com-
ponents. These are portrayed at

first by opposing dynamics, shat-

teringjy loud and extremely soft,

and then by conflicting instru-

ment groups and disquieting

rhythms. Even the calmer
episodes are tension-laden, evok-

ing a desert-like, menacing
atmosphere.

Barry Douglas’s rendition of
Beethoven’s “Emperor” Piano
Concerto had its most blissful

moments in the lyrically inspired

slow movement. Its carefully pre-

pared transition to the final move-
ment did not lead to the expected

explosive climax, and on tbe whole

the tempi and dynamics were more
capricious than one commonly
associates with Beethoven.

Finally Prokofiev’s Fifth

Symphony, reduced the concert to

pomp and circumstance.

Jerusalem Theater, July 4.

Ury Eppstein

as many years the Alban Berg
Quartet somewhat redeemed itself

from the rather disappointing
impression it left last time around.

No one can deny these four

Austrian musicians their fine

artistry and impeccable musician-

ship, but there is much more to

chamber-music playing than that.

This concen opened with a very

lackluster reading of Mozart's
K.428 quartet But once the quar-

tet moved on to its namesake, it

showed masterful form. It pre-

sented Berg's Op. 3 Quartet with

finesse, sincerity and an extraor-

dinary combination of musician-

ship and understanding that is

rarely heard on our concert stages.

After this superb rendition the

return to Mozart was far from
wise. Yet the performance of the

K.465 quartet (the “Dissonance”
Quartet) was much better than

that of the opus which opened the

concert.

Tel Aviv Performing Arts
Center. July 4.

Michael Afrenstadt

Preachers,

save thyselves
IN TUNE

DAVID BRINN

districts and environmental bod-

ies to present his shows and. as he
puts it, “teach teachers how to

teach.”

Miller has performed in

schools, community centers, and
on stages all over the US and
Canada, where he lived for five

years.

He’s created characters such as
Thadeus the Thief, the

vagabond, the samurai, the Wise
Woman, and Miles West, envi-

ronmental detective who hones
in on those despoiling the planet

that's our only home. He'll bring

Miles to the Acre Festival for a
program of outdoor environmen-
tal theater.

Marcel Marceau once told him:
work hard so that when you do
your act, you and people will con-
nect He does, and they do.

, “But be is smart enough to also bring

other choreographers too and they bring in

.their own style which can be more classi-

cal, and also jazz.”

In Karmiel, Ballet Braunschweig pre-

sents two short programs featuring

excerpts from various programs including

two of Wyss’s major works. Carmen Raw,
to a score by Chick Corea, and Clockw ork
Orange to music by Beethoven and Uwe
KreafL

“It’s OK for such a festival to show short-

er programs instead of full two-hour works,

but I do hope that we can come back here

with the full Clockwork Orange because J

believe it should be seen everywhere,” he

says.

EVERYTHING MUSTGO
Manic Street Preachers (NMC)

This band was hyped to be
the savior of British rock
when it first appeared in the

early '90s.

But over the course of four

albums, it has turned out to be just

another competent pop-flavored
alternative rock outfit, vastly infe-

rior to Teenage Fanclub or
Radiohead, two comparable bands.
This is its first release as a trio,

after the mysterious disappear-

ance last year of guitarist Richey
Edwards just prior to a major UK
tour. (He’s never been found.)

Despite the strong songwriting,

crisp production and able musi-
cianship, something is missing
here. It’s like a collection of puz-
zle pieces dial doesn’t fit together.

Most of the songs are driven by
tasty guitar riffs that sound like

they've been copped from some-
where else. You get a tame
Nirvana soundalike.
“Removables”; a couple of
Radiohead-strumining acoustic to

crashing electric moments; lead

vocals out of the Journey school

of high-range histrionics; and on
the title track, a faithful Phil

Spector production soundalike.

If the band is trying to pay trib-

ute to its inspirations, this is an
admirable result, but if it’s trying

to make a name for itself, it had
better start over again.

JETHRO TULL
Aqualung (NMC)

One of the best rock albums of
the early ’70s returns for a 25th-

anniversary encore performance,

all revved up ready to remaster for

die CD age, and including rare

and unreleased tracks.

Band leader Ian Anderson lam-

bastes Aqualung in an interview (a

copy of which is included with tbe

CD) as a good album, but not a
great one, preferring such later

products as Crest of A Knave
{ 1 QR7

\

But historical perspective places

this tour de force as the band's

creative peak, a song cycle about
religion and society that’s as daz-

zling today as it was when origi-

nally released.

While the hasty pre-metal rock-

ers, such as the. title track and the

chugging “Locomotive Breath,”

are tiie ones that classic rock radio

forces us to remember, the real rev-

elation is the gentle acoustic side of
the album. Tunes like “Wond'ring
Aloud” and “Slipstream” are

among Anderson’s best.

Aqualung stands the test of time,

and has even improved with age.

If you haven’t listened to it for the

last 20 years, dust off your old

vinyl copy and treat yourself. If

you weren’t bom lor at least musi-
cally bom) back then, sit back,
strap yourself in and discover a
long-lost world.

Deep Purple Californian
Jamming Live at the Ontario
Speedway April 1974 (NMC)
This is a bombastic live perfor-

mance from Deep Purple, one of
more popular hard-rock bands of
its day, and it serves as proof that

not everything in the ’70s was
revelatory.

The show took place at

California Jam in 1974. which
was the biggest festival since
Woodstock and also showcased
Emerson, Lake & Palmer, Black
Sabbath and the Eagles.

Featuring that era's excesses -
long guitar solos, long drum solos
and long songs - the show crystal-

lizes why the punk-new wave
movement was inevitable and
necessary.

An in-depth moment-in-time
capsule of the band on tour is

included, and noteworthy for the

hilarious account of the band's
refusal to go onstage before sunset

resulting in guitarist Ritchie

Biackmore’s classic rock-star

antics.

PEOPLE OFTHE SONG
Reva L’Sheva

The Time Has Come
This is a promising debut by a

quintet of transplanted Americans
led by singer-songwriter Yebuda
Katz.

Call it Jewish soul music along

the lines of Shlomo Carlebach, or

call it contemporary soft-rock

with a spiritual slant. Either way,
it’s a tantalizing blend of rock sen-

sibilities and inspirational lyrics.

Special credit to guitarist David
Abromson who evokes the style

ofJerry Garcia (one of the Katzes'

admitted influences). Check out

the Dead’s “Fire on the

Mountain”; groove on “Birth and
the Rain Dance.”

In T\me Contest results

You have one more week left to

send in the correct answers to the

In Time contest No. 1. So far.

nobody has correctly guessed the

following question.

In which ’90s movies do the fol- .

lowing songs appear?

-Tbe Byrds - “Tum, Turn, Turn”
^jJ’Dohmy Wynette - "Stand By :

Your Man”
The O’Jays - “Backstabbers”

The winner will receive a copy
of the NMC compilation Songs

from the Movies U.
Send the answers to IN TUNE,

Jerusalem Post, POB 81,

Jerusalem 91000.

Violence and passion
in Naharin’s ‘Yag’

DANCE REVIEW
DORA SOWDEN

THEN a master creator

\f\f uses crazy craftsmen,

t the result is not always
immediately accessible or accept-

able. Yet Ohad Naharin’s new
work, Yag. at the Suzanne Dailal

Theater in Tel Aviv (July 6),

turned out to be quite potent.

The opening was too wildly flu-

ent and flexible. It didn't seem
possible that his six dancers could

make so many moves with so

many parts of their bodies and
survive die demands of the piece.

Yet they reeled and writhed with a

strength and flexibility that

seemed natural to diem.

The three women in brief come-
dy costumes, and the three men in

sloppy, casual dress followed a

series of impulses, flitting through

scenes of impossible absurdity.

There was violence, passion, and
self-absorption.

Suddenly a red panel fell on a

male dancer, whereupon a female
dancer got on top of it and crushed

him. Another woman helped her -
and there he stayed.

Then a sound, which had been
mostly muttered notes or drone
drumming, became the tenor solo

from Donizetti's opera L'EIisir

d'Amore. And finally a child's

voice brought some sense and
order, and controlled movement
of surprising beauty.

THERE WAS pleasure at the

Habama Theater in Talpiot,

Jerusalem tJuly 2), in being
reminded that Bach had a sense of

humor. In addition to being funny.

Coffee Cantata also managed to

remain lovely music.
Two graduates of the Rubin

Academy of Music and Dance in

Jerusalem used it as dance materi-

al; Jasmin Palmoni and Gachi Low
worked well together, especially in

the cantata but also in an opening
fantgsy to Bach's music. An excel-

lent flute player, Marcello Ehrlich

shared the program as a soloist

THE PREMIERE of a new work IN ITS second visit to Tel Aviv in

Want to be a rock star?

Rockers take no®. HoW the city that bred Etimix and Noar

Sponsoring the first nationwide rock ’n’ roll band

J^^ff^onsors Hed wo free

Pillbox Park & Hdon- w to do is send a tape withW 2. Bezafe^
Ramat Gan 52521.

THIS LAST WEEKS ON
WEEK WEEK CHARTS ARTOT TITLE

91 1 6 VARIOUS ARTISTS RABIN - GOODBYE FRIEND
#2 4 5 AVIVGEFEN THE LkTifcH

S3 2 • 9 GEORGE MICHAEL OLDER
#4 7 15 ALANlS MORI5ETTE JAGGED LITTLE PUL
#5 5 7 VARIOUS ARTISTS VOLUME 10

#6 8 16 SHLOMO ARTS TWO
#7 6 15 RITA COMPILATION
38 3 4 FUGEES THE SCORE
99 11 4 ETHNIX POP
#10 10 5 METALUCA LOAD
#11 14 17 VARIOUS ARTISTS DREAMLAND
«2 16 7 LOS DEL RIO MAGMRENA
#13 21 2 . GARRAPtCHO FIESTA
«4 RE 1 BACKSTREET BOYS BACKSTREET BOYS
#15 RE 1 RITA THE GRAND LOVE

Tower Records’ top-seflhg afeums lor the previous week. RE-reortry

NACHUM TIM GIDAL: Jerusalem,

3000 Years. 3000 Jahre. 3000 Ans.|
Trilingual edition - from the earnest known photograph of

Jerusalem to the modem city of today - from the City of

David, 1000 BCE to the 1996 “birthday" festivities in

Jerusalem, the Capital of Israel - a photographic

historical book containing exceptionally high quality

reproductions.

Written by Prof. Nachum Tim Gidal, writer and

photographer. 31cm. x 26.5 cm. With chronological

table. Hardcover, 260 pp.

JP Price: NIS 119 + NIS 10 postage in Israel

Door to door delivery (where available) - NIS 19

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post POB 81 . Jerusalem 91000
Please send me Jerusalem 3000 Years. Enclosed is my check, payable to

The Jerusalem Potf. or see my credit card details:

Visa ISC/MCD Q Dinars Q AmEx
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Business&Finance
Over 10,000

layoffs expected
in public sector

DAVID HARRIS

PUBLIC sector layoffs will exceed

10.000 under the budget-cut plan,

government sources said yesterday.

The blueprint approved Sunday

by the cabinet includes a commit-

ment to reduce spending on man-
power by 2 percent, but left unclear

its numerical implications on public

sector personnel.

The proposed cuts are intended to

go much further than the civil ser-

vice, and are to include die local

authorities, civilians in the defense

forces, health funds, the trade

unions, universities, and schools. In

1995. 551,000 people were
employed in the public sector,

according to Bank of Israel statis-

tics.

“It’s too early to speak of specific

numbers," said Finance Ministry

spokesman Eli Yosef. The definition

of public sector does differ within

the various government depart-

ments. with the Central Bureau of
Statistics recently having issued a

redefinition. One official said yes-

terday that die government is trying

to use the broadest meaning of die

term in Older to achieve the largest

savings.

Only a few hundred layoffs are

mentioned specifically in the budget
blueprint: 350 in public works and
100 in transport.

Last night, the Histadrut said h
would Launch a series of protests

against the budget plan. “We don't

intend on being quiet," said

Histadrut Chairman Amir Peretz's

media adviser Yossi Libovitch. He
estimates between 8,000 and 10,000

Job losses as a consequence of
Finance Minister Dan Meridor's

program.
Senior Histadmt figures are

scheduled to meet tomorrow to dis-

cuss a series of strikes between now
and November, when the budget

must be approved by the Knesset.

Some economists believe the

government is also aiming to reduce

the workforces in many of the huge

public utility employers, such as El

Al, Egged, and Bezeq.
But there could be a problem in

the government’s effort to reduce

staff numbers. “I don’t know how
they will enforce it," commented
Ya'acov Sheinin of the private con-

sultancy firm Economic Models.

Whereas in the immediate realm of
the civil service, where wages come
directly horn the government, in

public utilities decisions on staff

reductions are the responsibility of

the chairmen and managing direc-

tors, who have every right not to

implement government recommen-
dations.

Even if the government succeeds

in reducing the public sector by
10.000, adding about 0_59r to the

unemployment rate, that would not

take into account the net growth of

departmental payrolls, according to

Sheinin. He says in any given year

there could be a real increase in the

number of employees as a depart-

ment expands, for example to cater

to he growing population.

If the newly cabinet-approved

economic program is adhered to.

Finance Ministry economists pre-

dict a rise in overall unemployment
next year from 6% to 6.5%. The
forecast is for it to drop back to 6. 1%
before the end of the century.

Ttaders on the London International Futures Exchange react to

sharp falls in stock values on the Asian financial markets yester-

day. The falls in Asia had been prompted by declines on Wall

Street, which was reacting to strong empoyment data, raising fears

that the Federal Reserve may increase interest rates. (Renter)

New Encyclopedia of Zionism and Israel

In many respects, the history of Zionism is co-extensive with the history

of the Jewish people in the last hundred years. The intense debate

between proponents and opponents of Zionism has abated only with the

renewal of Jewish statehood in 1948, when world Jewry rafed in support

ofthe newly-born state.

Produced by the team led by Dr. Geoffrey Wigoder as Editor-in Chief,

with articles contributed by professors, tiplomats, Journalists, politicians -

ail experts In their respective fields, this 1521 pp. two-volume

encyclopedia presents a comprehensive reference source foranyone

seeing authentic knowledge of the whole subject of Zionist history and
]

the State of Israel Herzi Press Publication.

JP Price: NtS 479.00 ind. VAT and door-to-door delivery (where available)
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To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
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Ravitz: Knesset will

alter budget cuts
UTJ candidate elected chairman

of Finance Committee
EVELYN GORDON

THE governmen t’s new econom-
ic program is unlikely to make it

through the Knesset Finance
Committee without changes,
newly elected committee chair-

man Avraham Ravitz (UTJ; said

in an interview yesterday.

“I have no doubt that the com-
mittee will make comments and
suggestions," he said. "And I have
no doubt that as a result of the

committee's activity, even if the

principle ofa budget cut is accept-

ed, in the end there will be a num-
ber of changes in the form of the

cuts, in the places from which the

cuts are made, and maybe even in

the size of the cuts."

However, Ravitz declined to say

whether there were specific

changes he wanted to see made,
saying it would be improper for

him to do so until Finance
Minister Dan Meridor has pre-

sented the plan to the committee.

Meridor is slated to do so this

morning.

Ravitz was elected committee
chairman yesterday by a vote of
1 4-0, since his appointment had in

MK Avaraham Ravitz.

practice already been decided as

pan of the coalition negotiations.

The third-term MK has served

one previous stint on die Finance
Committee, from 1988-90, fol-

lowed by two years as deputy
housing minister and then four

years on the Law Committee.
Prior to entering the Knesset, be
held a variety of posts in educa-

tion, and also owned a construc-

tion firm for about 20 years.

Ravitz said he hopes to be able

to accomplish most of the com-

Lehman Bros: Major Israeli

banks ready to be sold
GAUT LIPKIS BECK

ISRAEL'S major banks are on foe right track and should

be ready to shrug off state ownership Portly, according

to a report on the local banking sector prepared by
American investment bank Lehman Brother*.

The report, written in June, recommends that investors

focus (xi Bank Leumi and Bank Hapoalim, and cautions

that some banks oontinue.toencounter such problems as

poor asset quafijy^loan monifopngand capital structure.

On the'whole thercfrort says the banking sector is fair-

ly valued, with foe exception of Bank Leumi, which has

achieved poor returns over the past few years, largely

due to losses ofoverseas units.

According to Lehman’s analysts. Bank Leumi has

solved most of its balance-sheet problems and currently

has better asset quality indicators than its major rival,

Hapoalim. The analysts rate die stock 2-Outperform,

which implies the stock is expected to outperform the

market by 5-15 percentage points over the next 12

months.

The analysts said: "It [Bank Leumi] is focused on the

more interesting parts of the market, and looks to us

capable ofdelivering returns al least as good as those of
Hapoalim, but for rather less risk. The market price of

foe bank currently seems to reflea foe view that Leumi

Manufacturers report shows worst quarter in four years
THE local industrial market suf-

fered a slowdown in sales in the

Aprti-June period, its worst quar-

ter in the last four years, the

Manufacturers Association said

yesterday, adding that factories

also registered a standstill in

industrial productivity and
exports.

A survey of 1 80 companies in

the industrial sector indicated a
slowdown in sales during the last

three months, with 41 percent of

GALIT LIPKIS BECK

the companies reporting a drop in

sales, compared with 35% in a
similar survey conducted in April

and 10% in January. Only 25% of
the companies reported increased

sales to the local market, com-
pared with 34% in the April sur-

vey.

The association said companies
also reported a drop in local mar-
ket orders, with 44% of the com-

panies reporting a decrease, com-
pared with 22% that reported a
growth in orders. La the April sur-
vey, 35% of the companies
reported a drop in orders and a
similar number registered a
growth.

Of those surveyed 31% expect
a continued slowdown in local

market sales in foe Juiy-

September period, while a simi-
lar number expect an improve-
ment.

Opting for a bull's eye,

every time?

Let us handle your

portfolio.
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SALZBURG, Austria (Reuter) -
Daimler-Benz AG management
board member Klaus Mangold
said yesterday that Russian
President Boris Yeltsin’s election

victoiy is good for business and
has made Russia more predictable.

Mangold, who is also chief exec-

utive of Daimler’s financial services

unit Daimler-Benz Interservioes AG.
said he has the impression Russia is

now determined to improve condi-

tions for foreign investors.

“I think the wait-and-see attitude

will disappear, because Russia has

become more predictable,” Mangold
told Reuters in an interview.

Asked if he expects foe election

outcome to result in ajump in invest-

ment, Mangold said: “I don’t know
if one can speak of a jump in invest-

ment, but I think things wall improve
and that’s the most important mes-
sage.”

Mangold, who was in town to co-

chair a conference on central and
eastern Europe, said he had spoken
to Russian Economics Minister
Yevgeny Yasin and was confident of
his commitment to make life easier

for foreign companies.

“After speaking to Mr. Yasin I had
the impression he is determined to

attract foreign investors and improve
conditions such os speeding up
bureaucratic procedures,” Mangold
said.

Mangold said Daimler. Germany’s
largest company, would have sales

of one billion marks in centra] and
eastern Europe this year, with more
titan 80 projects underway.

He said Daimler’s business out-

look is “very positive” for Poland,

Hungary, and the Czech Republic,

while Russia is developing more
slowly because of Us lower purchas-’

ing power.
“Vfe could do more if the financ-

ing was easier." Mangold said.
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mittee’s work by consensus. The
economic platforms of the two
major parties are not that differ-

ent, be said, so this should be pos-
sible.

“I don’t see, especially with
respect to the two major parties,

that. one is capitalist and one is

socialist," he said. “And I can’t

point to either one of these two
parties as showing more concern
for foe poor than its fellow._ The
basic outlook of both parties,

when they sit in foe government,

is that each tries to act according

to the modem understanding of
the rules ofeconomics.”
Regarding privatization, Ravitz

said yesterday that while he
agrees the government should not

be supporting failing enterprises,

neither can it just sell off firms

with no regard for the fete of the

workers.

“One cannot perform experi-

ments on human beings," he said.

“Therefore, I think we should not

take, drastic measures. For exam-
ple, I am in favor of privatization,

but I think that before we priva-

tize. we need to see what will

become of the employees."

BUSINESS BRIEFS

Re Works comes here: The South African baked-goods store chain

Pie Works has set up shop here, with a plant in Netanya and an out-'

let in Ra’anana. The company, which intends to soon open stores in

four more towns, will sell kosher products. . Jerusalem Post Staff

Outside auditor to cfcprft Grapes of Wrath claims: The Income

Tax Commission is recruiting 30 external auditors to deal with

claims for losses incurred- during the Grapes of Wrath Operation in

April. '

. .

So fer 3,000 claims have been registered by people whose busi-

nesses suffered during the military operation in Lebanon. The com-

mission has already paid out.NIS 83 million. The auditors, will be

expected to complete each investigation within 25 working hours,

being paid at an hourly rate of NIS 1 06. David Harris

Price ofpolyethylene sheeting up: Farmers will have to pay 8 per-

cent to 10% more for polyethylene sheeting beginning next month.

The two main plastic sheeting manufacturers. Kibbutz Gmegar and

Kibbutz Barkai, said yesterday foe increase is due to a rise in the

price of the raw material, which they say has gone up by 1 4%.
DavidHarris

IDB increases
stake in Clal

GAUT LIPKIS BECK

THE IDB Group has purchased an

additional package of Clal Israel

shares for a total of NIS 12 mil-

lion, in an off-floor transaction at

foe start of foe week.

The acquisition is in the frame-

work of foe IDB Group’s intention

to gain control of Gal Israel after

its largest party of interest. Bank
Hapoalim, sells a significant part

of its shares in it in accordance

with new legislation aimed at

reducing foe banks’ non-ftnancial

holdings.

The acquired shares represent

about 0.5% of Gal’s share capital,

increasing tDB’s holdings in GaL
through IDB Development and

Discount Investments, to 43%. At

this stage, it is not clear who sold

foe shares. .

Last week IDB Development
purchased 1.3% ofGal Israel share

capital fora total ofNIS 30m.

Tel Aviv area’s proportion
of population shrinks

JENNIFER FRIEDUN

is either as risky as Hapoalim or win not succeed in

marching foe larger bank’s returns. We believe this is

wrong, and Leumi appears to us the roost appealingcan-

didate for rerating foe industry."

The analysts said Hapoalim has a poor asset quality,

which makes foe stock risky. But, according to Lehman,
performance is unlikely to diverge sharply from that of

foe market as a whole. Lehman gives foe stock a 3-

Neutral rating, whichmeans foai foe stock is expected to

perform in line with foe market, phis or minus five per-

centage points.

Commenting on Israel Discount Bank, Lehman said

foe bank has a good track record, but itsexposure to con-

struction is a concern. Al its ament prices, foe analysts

believe the stock is fairly valued. Lehman rates foe stock

3-Neutral.

According to Lehman foe most impressive track

record in foe industry belongs to First International

Bank, mainly because of its relatively low costs and
strong balance sheet. The analysts emphasized that foe

bank’s recent growth has been at foe expense of prof-

itability, adding that foe stock is feidy valued and likely

to disappoint investors. The analysts rate the stock 3-

NeutraL

MORE than 44 percent of foe

population resides in foe greater

Tel Aviv area, a drop in foe

region's national proportional

representation since foe last sur-

vey in foe early 1980s, according

to the Central Bureau of
Statistics.

TelAviv has grownby one million

people since the 1983 survey, how-
ever, in that year 47% of foe coun-
try’s population lived in Tel Aviv. In

1961, Tel Aviv residents comprised

51% of Israel's population.

.Within foe city of Tel Aviv foe

population has dropped ’ from
2-1% of foe national total in 1983
to 14% in 1995, and foe percent-

age of surrounding neighbor-
hoods has increased from 15% to

dose to 27%.
Similar changes' occurred in

Haifa, where foe overall city
population has doubled since

1983 to 400,000, while most res-

idents are now concentrated in

foe outlying suburbs rather than

in the city center. Today, 33% of
Haifa’s residents live in the city

center, a 25% decrease from
1983:
Hie average numberaf people

i
per household has also decreased

- in the Td Aviv metropolitan area.

In 1972, die average number of
people per house in the region

was 3-3 and 3-0 in central Tel

Aviv. In 1995, foe number had
decreased to 3.1 in foe Dan
Region and 23 in foe heart of foe

city.

In Haifa, foe number of people

'

per household in the city’s met-
ropolitan area has remained
steady at 3.2, however in foe city

center the number has steadily

declined from 3.1 in 1972 to 2.7

in 1995.

Provident funds ’ yields

negative in June
GAUT LIPKIS BECK

THE commercial banks’ prov-
ident funds made negative real

yields of about 0.90 -1.7 in

June, mainly because of the
rise in the consumer price
index and foe anemic state of
the stock market.
Bank Hapoalim said the real

returns were hindered by
April’s relatively high CPI of
1.7%. The funds’ performance
was also hindered by tbe share
market and foe mixed trend on
foe index-linked bond market.
In foe reported period, most of
tbe funds achieved positive
nominal yields.

Among the large funds.
Bank Hapoalim’s Gadish
fund, foe largest fund in foe
country, achieved a real nega-

tive yield of 1.2% last month
and a similar accumulated
negative yield for foe first six
months of foe year. The fund
manages assets of NIS 13.15
billion.

Bank Discount’s Tamar fund
achieved a negative real yield
of 0.92% in June and an accu-
mulated negative real yield of
1.94% since the start of the
year. Tbe fond, foe second
largest in foe country, man-
ages assets of NIS 10.75b.
Bank Leumi’s Otzma fund,

which manages assets of about
NIS 10b., achieved a negative
real yield of 0.98% last
month. In the first half of the
year foe fund achieved a nega-
tive real yield of 0.97%.
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Market remains

unchanged
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

FEUCE MARANZ

192.10
-0.12%

TVro-Sided Index

STOCK indexes were little

changed yesterday after three

days of losses amid doubts the

government’s plan to reduce
spending would bring down inter-

est rates.

The Maof Index fell 0.09 per-

cent to 204.05 and the Two-Sided

Index fell 0.12% to 192.10. Of
989 shares trading across the ex-

change, more than twice as many
shares fell as rose.

The cabinet approved NIS 4.9

billion worth of reductions in the

1997 budget and NIS 350 million

worth of spending cuts for 1996

late Sunday nighL

“In the long term, the budget

cuts are good, but the market
isn’t going to rally in the short

term because of diem," said Da-

vid Rosenberg, head of research

at HerzOya investment firm Pacif-

ic Mediterranean. “The budget

cuts aren’t going to cause rates to

come down.”

The Bank of Israel last raised

the rate at which it lends to hanks

15 percentage points to 17% on

June 27. .

Some NIS 63.6m. worth of

shares changed hands, NIS 1.4m.

204.05
-0.09%

Maof Index

above the previous day’s level

and some NIS 10m. below last

month’s average trading leveL

Gaining shares on the Maof In-

dex included Bezeq, which rose

0.5%.

Other gaining shares in the

Maof included Clal Industries,

which rose 1%, and investment

company Africa Israel, which
rose 0.25%. Koor Industries rose

0.25%; Koor’s American Deposi-

tary Receipts were down V* at 17

in early trading.

Banking shares rose with Bank
Hapoalim gaining 0.5%; Bank
Leumi rising 0.25% and First In-

ternational Bank gaining 0.5%.

Israel Discount Bank closed

unchanged.

Teva also closed unchanged.

Teva’s ADRs fell V4 to 35% in

early trading.

Chemical shares were mixed.

Dead Sea Works and Makhte-
shim rose 0.25%; Israel Chemi-

cals closed unchanged and Dead

Sea Bromine fell 1%.

Declining shares included food

manufacturer Osem’and Supersol

which both fell

0.75%. (Bloomberg)

Wall Street gyrations

leave Europe nervous
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - European
share markets wobbled nervously

yesterday as fears that US inter-

est rates may rise returned to

haunt financial markets and Wall

Street tried to decide which way
to go.

European markets, riveted by

Wall Street after the Dow Indus-

trials Average plunged nearly 115

points on Friday following strong

jobs figures, ended in negative

territory.

But the performance of US
stocks left investors groping for a

dear sign of where the market

was going. By the time European

markets dosed, the Dow was up

about four points, having gyrated

above and below its opening lev-

eL

London alone of the major Eu-

ropean markets bounced back
from early losses to end almost

unchanged on the day.

The dollar, seen as the benefi-

ciary of any tightening of US
rates, hit a 30-month high of

11120 yen in Asia, but profit-

taking in Europe quickly took it

back below 111.

Speculation continued to sim-

mer that the US Federal Reserve

might raise interest rates as early

as this week after Friday’s jobs

data rekindled worries about

inflation.

“There is quite a bit of trepida-

tion in the market as to the pre-

cise timing of a US interest rate

hike,” said Stuart Thomson,
chief economist at Nikko Eu-

rope. “There hasn’t been much
volume and there's no interest to

go either way.“

Many analysts expect the cen-

tral bank to wait until its policy-

making committee meets in Au-
gust, but there was some
speculation that Fed chairman

Alan Greenspan might act before

July 18 when he is due to give

testimony to the Senate.

By 1535 GMT, foe dollar was

trading at 11(182 yen and 1.5269

marks against Friday’s European

- level of 110.88 yen and 1.5315

marks

German government bondsj
ended steady at around Friday’s

levels with dealers optimistic that

the market might remain decou-

pled from the US market for the

time being.

London equity traders were
surprised by tbe marker’s resil-

ience but said investors remained

wary.

“I think there are still a lot of

people on the sidelines. People

don’t have a lot of faith in what’s

going on right now. I diink they

need to see a few days of stability

on Wall Street before getting

back in,” said one trader.

German shares suffered heavy

foils in early trade and the 30-

share DAX index closed floor

trade with a 32 point loss at

2451.04.

But investors later shrugged off

Wall Street’s volatility and the

IBIS DAX index recouped much
of its losses to end 728 points

down at 2L561.51.

“We’re lower but it’s all pretty

relaxed. But tonight will be criti-

cal as we wait to see whether the

US continues lower. Perhaps the

German market its taking this a

little too coolly,” one Munich
trader said.

French shares ended a nervous

day with steep losses but edged

back from the day’s lows after it

appeared that New York had

avoided a second bloodbath.

Traders said the relative calm

in New York helped French
shares stage a partial recovery.

Dow extends losses
WALL STREET REPORT

NEW YORK (Reuter) - Blue-

chip stocks extended their sharp

losses into a second straight ses-

sion yesterday as investors set

their sights cm the possibility that

the Federal Reserve may raise

interest rates to slow a fast-grow-

ing economy.

Based on ’early and unofficial

data, tbe Dow Jones industrial

average ended down 37.31
points, or 0.67 percent, at

5,550.83 after tumbling 115
points Friday on surprisingly ro-

bust jobs data.

In die broader market, declin-

ing issues swamped advances 16-7

on moderate volume of 367 mil-

lion shares on the New York
Stock Exchange.
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Hingis is youngest Wimbledon
champ; Sukova in double shine

Snow shortens Tour route;

Riis takes overall lead
LONDON (AP) - Marrina Hingis

became the youngest ever

Wimbledon champion yesterday

when, at the age of 15 years and
282 days. sh*. and Helena Sukova
downed M edith McGrath and
Lar' Ticiand 5-7, 7-5. 6-1.

l..c final was held over from
Sunday as Wimbledon went into

an extra, 1 4th day because of fre-

quent weather interruptions.

Ironically there were no rain

delays on the extra day after the

previous five ail were interrupted.

Hingis, from Switzerland, and
Sukova, from the Czech Republic,

. were 5-2 down in the second set

but turned the match around to

lead 4- 1 overnight.

The resumption of the final was
held up 15 minutes to allow hun-

dreds of late arrivals to take their

Centre Court seats, and the action

then lasted only three minutes.

Sukova held her serve to 15 and
she and Hingis gained their First

match points ar" 15-40 with the

American, McGrath, serving.

Sukova squandered the first

with a forehand long. But Hingis
clinched their victory with a

backhand down the line at

Nieland’s feet and the Latvian's

backhand failed to get it back
over the net.

“It's great to win at Wimbledon.
For every tennis player it*s a big

goal to win Wimbledon, even the

doubles." said Hingis, who is

three days younger than the previ-

ous youngest. Lottie Dod, the sin-

gles titlist in 1887.

DOUBLE TROUBLE - Helena Sukova (1) and Martina fringis lift doubles trophy.
Sukova, with brother Cyril Suk, also won the mixed doubles. (Renter)

“Hopefully one day I’ll do it in

the singles, too."

Sukova and Nieland met again
five hours later after both had bat-

tled through two more rounds of
mixed doubles matches to reach

the final.

The Czech triumphed again,

Sukova and her brother, Cyril

Suk, triumphing 1-6, 6-3, 6-2 over
Nieland and Australia’s Mark
Woodfonie.
Despite losing the opening

game, Woodforde and Nieland
won the first set in IS minutes
with six in a row. But Sukova and
her brother broke twice in the sec-

ond to tie the match up at one set

all and won four games in a row to

lead 5-1 in the third.

Woodforde and Nieland broke
back but the Czechs won the tide

when Suk, a mixed doubles runner

up last season, clinched champi-
onship point with a winning vol-

ley and then Nieland netted a

backhand.

SESTRIERE, Italy (AP) - Bjame
Riis of Denmark won the short-

ened ninth stage of the Tour de
France yesterday and took die

overall lead after summer snow
forced race organizers to elimi-

nate two mountain climbs.

Riis took the leader’s
.

yellow
jersey from Russian Yevgeny
Berzin, who faltered after his

strong weekend showing.
Riis made a long solo break-

away and won by about 24 sec-

onds over Frenchman Luc
Leblanc.

The ninth leg of the race was
scheduled to start fromMU d’Isere

and finish in Sestriere in Italy.

After bypassing two snowy
mountain passes, the leg went
about 28 miles, compared to die

original 117.5 miles.

Initially, the organizers were to

skip the 9, 1 41 -foot Col de
riseran, the highest point on this

year’s Tour. •

Then high winds and four inch-

es .of snow made the organizers

cancel a second climb on die

8,731 -foot. Col de Galibier.

Unseasonably rainy and cold
weather has hampered the 21-

stage Tour since the start So the

change was a break for five-time

defending champion Miguel
Indurain, who doesn’t like racing

in cold weather.

Indurain finished fifth in yester-

day’s stage, 28 seconds behind
Riis. Berzin wound up 14th for

the day. 1 :23 behind Riis.

CHUGGING - Bjarne Riis takes overall lead on Tour’s 9th

stage.

Overall, Berzin is second, 40
seconds behind the leader.

Indurain is eighth, 4:38 back.

Indurain bad to come back after

losing time over the weekend.
In Saturday’s seventh stage,

Indurain faltered on the final

ascent of a three-climb pass, los-

ing more than 4 minutes to

rivals.

Indurain, who turns 32 years old

on July 16, is attempting to

become the first man to win a

record six tours.

County Championship Results

Bnei
Yehuda’s
coach quits

after a
month

Selig: Baseball will hire

commissioner after pact,

‘and it won’t be me!
’

OR! LEWIS

AFTER appointing a new coach
just over a month ago, Bnei
Yehuda now Ends itself without
a coach to lead the soccer club
in preparation for the new sea-

son, following the resignation of
Boaz Sulami yesterday.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Baseball owners will hire a
new top man after a labor agreement is reached, act-

ing commissioner Bud Selig said Sunday, reiterat-

ing that he is not a candidate.

“It’s not going to be me, and I have said that right

from the beginning,” Selig said. “I have never devi-

ated since September of 1992.”

Baseball has been without a commissioner since

Fay Vincent resigned under pressure on September

7, 1992 and without a collective bargaining agree-

ment since December 31, 1993.

Sulami quit suddenly after* * ^HSetig said that baseball eventually wHl expand to

Rangers after the 1971 season.

“I hope we can go the next 25 years without hav-

ing to move a franchise," Selig said.

But he added that unless’ some teams built “new
stadiums and have the ability to be competitive,

then. yes. we’re going to have to think about mov-
ing them.”
Selig said that he hopes Yankees owner Geoige

Steinbrenner keeps his team in New York City

rather than move to New Jersey.

“I know that George doesn’t want to leave there,

and I have every-confidence they’re going to work—
promises Jby_tbe dab to buy'nefe ... 32. teams, but that it may HOLhappen by_thc target .. something, outJLSelig said.

'use u. iCt .... t. d„i„.player^ accord
..
year of 2000. He also said that although he is reluc-

Sulami, notkeen fulfilled.-
' ,to

tant to have reams change cities', he wouldn't rule

LONDON, July 8 (Reuter) - Results on

the final day of four-day English county

championship cricket matches yester-

day:

At Leicester Leicestershire beat

Essex by an innings and 44 runs. Fsscx

163 and 247 (G.Gooch 72; DJvGUns 6-

54). Leicestershire 454-9 declared

(V.WeDs 197. DJvtfllns 103). At Bristol:

Match drawn. Glamorgan .
509-3

declared (M-Maynard 145 not out.

SJames 118. RMonis 106. A.Cottey

10! not out). Gloucestershire 181

(G-Butdjer 7-77) and 224-8 (J.Cnnhfle

82; R.Croft 4-39).

At Old Trafford: Match drawn.

Lancashire 392 and 256-7 declared

(GXIoyd 72, NTanbrother 53:

V.Solanki 5-140). Worcestershire 350-3

declared and 171-4 (T-Moody 67.

VJSotanU 62).

.

At Edgbaston: Warwickshire beat

Nottinghamshire by 85 runs.

Warwickshire 350-8 declared and 158-2

declared (M-Burns 65- not put)..

At Maidstone: Kent beat Durham by

83 runs. Kent 363 and 244 (CHooper

1 05. T.Wttrd 60; S.Brown 4-58). Durham

269 and 255 (S-CampbeD 85).

At The Oval: Surrey beat Middlesex

by 7 wickets. Middlesex 232 and 194

(M.Gatring 53). Surrey 366 and 61-3.

Kan
Yorkshire

Lacatoshse

Sunny

Warwickshire

Derbyshire

Sussex

MiMesax

Somerset 8

Hampshire 7

Glamorgan 8

Lancashire 8

WoUngsWre 8

Worcestershire 8
Nothaants .8

Gloucestershire 8

Durham 10

S 0 4

5 2 2

4 1 3

3 1 5

4 3 2

3 2 3

4 2 2

3 4 2

2 2 ^
2 3 3

2 2 3

2 4 2

1 1 6

1 2 5

1 3 4

1. 3

1 2 5

0 6 4

The coach was hoping for a
strong side with which the club
could challenge for a leading

spot in the National League, but
after Bnei Yehuda failed to
acquire the talent which Sulami
had hoped he could work with,

he decided to tender his resigna-

tion to the club's management
last night.

out a possible move by the Houston Astros lo north-

ern Virginia.

“(Drayton) McLane has never officially asked us
for anything and really hasn’t discussed it for a long
time,” he said of the Astros’ owner. “I wouldn’t
want to say there is no chance, but at this point, he
has made no formal or informal request to move his

club.”

The last baseball team to move was the

Washington Senators who became the Texas

as the team's manager yesterday. Boles replaces

Rene Lachemann. who was fired Sunday.
Boles. 47, joined the Marlins in 1991 as director

of player development and was promoted to vice

president last year.

Boles has never managed in the majors. His last

managing job was 10 years ago for Kansas City’s

Class AAA affiliate in Omaha.
He also managed at the Class AAA level in

Buffalo.

In othq\Tie^srJohn-Bples, vice-president ofpjay-^, Nottmgbxmshirciy 2-4 declared and 211 - Gfcucssterehke 8 1 2 5 9 26

development:Tbr the TTorida Marlins, was hired ‘ (iCEvans 607 PPoDard 57;'AjGite 5-
; Dutam 10 0 6 4 16 38 4a

the team’s manager yesterday. Boles replaces

:ne Lachemann. who was fired Sunday. —
- m

~ I
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player development and was promoted
" Taylor warns of foreign stars’ influx

LONDON (Reuter) - English

soccer players’ chief Gordon
Taylor voiced concern about the

growing influx of foreign players

.

m the Premier League.

CLASSIFIEDS

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AU rates

include VAT.

BARGAIN! GIVAT HAM IVTAR, villa,

270 sq. m., view, garden, southern, imme-
diate. $575,000. Exclusive to Shiran

through ANGLO SAXON. TeL 02-251161.

DWELLINGS SERVICES
Tel Aviv General

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest famffias, best conditions, the

agency wflh a heart for the Au Pafcs. Cal
hflfcnam. 03-9699037.

Single Weekday - NIS 117 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NfS
11.70
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175.50 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 17.55-

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 for 10 words
(minimum) .each additional word - NIS
25.74.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 351.00

for 10 words (minimum)..each additional

word • NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-

tfitionai word - NIS 44.46.

MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 702.00
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 70.20.

Rates are valid until 31.10.96.

EFRAT A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE,*

houses, cottages, apartments- new and
second hand (also far rentals). Tvuch
Miriam/TW. 02-9031883.

SALES EDUCATION

JAFFA, BREATHTAKING SEA view.

apartment and variety at dwellings. Tel.

03-6839652, 03-5184368.

EIN HEMED, NEW private neighbor-
hood In Jerusalem HUB. superb conagw/2
family homes, beautiful countryside. Ter.

050-407-169.

DWELLINGS

THE HEBREW CENTER. Private less-

ons In all languages. Also preparation far

Psychometrics. Jerusalem, Tel Amv. Haifa.

Tel. 050-291460. 03-962721 0.(Math,
Encash teachers needed).

IMMEDIATE! 11 8700 + ROOM AND
board far pleasant, mature au pair, per-

SITUATIONS VACANT

Sharon Area

RENTALS
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central.

20 sq.m. basement garden, underground

parking. Immediate. TSRABUHJD’ Tei 02-

HERZL1YA, BEAUTIFUL MODERN
penthouse, 5, quiet street, elevator, •Yen
Heater* (Maidan). TeL 03-6426253.

COUNSELING/HEALTH
EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
UVE4N, good corvfitiona; ateo PWipfaos
foreWatv. Tel 03-688-886S&.

England has become attractive

to top overseas players, with tele-

vision ploughing millions of
pounds into soccer.

Middlesbrough signed striker

Fabrizio Ravaneili from Juventus

for £7 million and fellow Italians

Gianluca Vialli and Roberto Di

Matteo have joined Chelsea.

West Ham has paid a club

record £2.4m for Romanian strik7

erFlorin Raduciotu. who will link

up with another cx-AC Milan
player, Portugal’s Paulo Futre.

Taylor, chief executive of the

English Players* Football

Association, says die game’s lead-

ers should follow the example of
the Netherlands to ensure the

development of young players.

“Their television deal has a rul-

ing which says that 25 percent of

that money should be used in

coaching and development That

is what I would like to see here,”

Taylor said.

“The pattern now is to go for a
ready-made international rather

than a rough diamond. Clubs want
ready-made success. Most are not

prepared to be patient,”

“The North East used to be a

regular breeding ground with
people like Alan Shearer, Paul

Gascoigne, Chris Waddle and
Peter Beardsley coming through.

“Now Newcastle and
Middlesbrough are turning
instead to seasoned internationals.

That might be good from a spec-

tator’s point of view but we need
to strike a balance and help the

young players.

“WestHam got to the youth cup
final last season. Yet how many of
that team is going to break
through, if they are going to sign

so many players from abroad?"

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,

new building, parking, balconies, imme-
diate. iSRABUILD* Tel 02-668571.

HERZLIYA HAZE'RA- 4 room roof
apartment, sea view, partly furnished.

S950. Tei. 09-842264.

FOR A HEALTHY BODY & a happy
m'md, have a professional massage or
SttaJ8U.TfeL 03-6602328.

PURCHASE SALES
Jerusalem

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

FOR SALE

Swans continue to impress
with win over Geelong

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; for Friday and Sunday:

6 p.m. on Thursday.

Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; for Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv

and 12 noon Thursday In Haifa.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

age, parking, S495.000.
- ISRABUILD*. TeL

HERZLIYA P1TUAH FOR rent 5 bed-
room cottage, three bathrooms, long
lease. MORAN REALESTATE (MALDAN).
Tbi. 08-672759.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

WARM FAMILY SEEKS au pair, five-ln,

for chidran and house. $700 +. Tel. 02-

768386.

DELICIOUS “LOX“ (SALMON OFF

TeL 02-611^488, Tel/fax

0247670906.

KJR1YAT SHMUEL (ATAYASSIM). 3,

large, balconies, quiet, convenient floor

TA.C. Tel. 02-631764.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, NEAR the sea.
modem house, large living room, 4 bed-
rooms, basement. S3000. 1LTAM REAL
ESTATE. IbL 09-588811.

General

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv PASSPORT

General

HOLIDAY RENTALS

KIRYAT SHMUEL, 4, SPACIOUS and
quiet + cSnatta + terraces + view of Knes-
set 4 elevator. BEN ZVI. Tel. 02-630066.

SALES
GENERAL

OVER JEWISH HOLIDAYS, 3 weeks
from 13 Sept, Bake, 5-room apartment

Tel. 02-737071, evenings
-

PENTHOUSE, EXCELLENT LOCA-
TION, new building, marvelous view, tufty

furnished. TeL 050-407169.

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS VILLA +
swimming pool. + sea viewl air condition-

ing + heating + central vacuum unit Tel

050-231 725, 06-36326}.

DANISH, GERMAN + GREEl
era wantBdl High salary! Cal
03-5758255.

VOLVO, 655, 1895, station. 7 seats,
34,000 km.. excaBer* condition. Must sett.

TbL 03-8891268.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP
UNRESTRICTED

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals * Bed and breakfast " P.O.Box

4233, Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02*611745,

Fax: 02-618541. _

Jerusalem

RAMAT ESHKOL, MEVO T1MNAH, (4
rooms), 120 sq.m., 2nd floor, must sell.

Exclusive to Shiran through AM GAR. TeL
02-616833.

NETANYA. COTTAGE, IMPROVED,
religious neighborhood, no agents.
$420,000. IbL 09-840123.

FORGET THE REST!! Wa are the

best! I The biggest and oldest agency In

Israel. For thafaghest quafity Bve-in fobs
phoneAu Pafr international 03-6190423.

AR1E PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:

RAMOT, VILLA. 7 + separate unit, gar-
den. view. Exclusive to ANGLO SAXON
(MALDAN). Tel. 02-251161.

WHERE TO STAY
HOLIDAY RENTALS THE JERUSALEM INN at the Chy Cen-

JEWfSH QUARTER- BRIGHT, 2 bed-
room apartment, fully furnished, kosher
kitchen. From July 2B-August 28. TeL 02-

280778 (NS).

ler - Double or large family rooms, priv.

bathroom, T.VTTel, quality famished. Tel.

02-252-757. Fax 02-251-297.

Subscrite Poet Save

DWELLINGS
RENTALS Tel Aviv

STUDIO APARTMENTS FUR-
NISHED, great location for 2-4 guests.
Tel/Fax: 02-288881.

HOLIDAY RENTALS

TALBIEH, 3, TERRACE, 3rd floor, ele-

vator. parking, SI 500. ANGLO SAXON
(MALDAN). TEL 02-251161.

BEAUTIFUL APTS/SUITES Gan Ha'ir/

near sea, tourists/ businessmen, short/

long-term. TeL 03-6969082, 050-358-872-

RENTALS

SALES

ARNONA, UNDER CONSTRUCTION,
built on Arab house, 4 and 6 rooms, high
standards, magnificent view. Exclusive to

AMBASSADOR. Tel. 02618101.

3 ROOMS. 120 sqm. elevator, parking,

storeroom, luxurious building, sea view.

KAV HAYAM Tel 03-5239888

There's never been a better time an subscribe or renew your subscription to The

Jerusalem Post Whenyou take out an annual subscriptionyou save 13.7% off

the newsstand rate. And did you know that this discount is higher than those

offered by any other major daily Israeli newspaper*?

Subscribe or renew today. Call 177-022-2277 for details.

* Based on published, single payment, annual renewal rates

THEJERUSALEM

MELBOURNE (AP) - The
Sydney Swans confirmed their

status as an Australian Rules foot-

ball power Sunday by .thrashing

Geelong by 5 1 points in front of a
record home crowd.
The Australian Football League

stars in the traditional rugby
league hotbed of Sydney . drew
44,047 to die Sydney Cricket
Ground, 4,000 more than the pre-
vious best since the Swans
moved north from Victoria state

in 1982.

Other fans went next door to

watch die 18.17 (125) to 11.8 (74)
win on a big screen at die Sydney
Football Stadium because there

was uo room.
The win lifts Sydney to second

place on die ladder behind North
Melbourne. Tony Lockett kicked
six goals for Sydney to take his

total for the year to 81

.

In other matches Sunday, Sl
Kflda beat Fremande 15.10 (100)
to 11.11 (77) and forward David
Neitz booted eight goals as
Melbourne defeated Footscray
14.10 (94) to 10.7(67).
On Saturday, Adelaide broke a

five-match losing streak by beat-
ing the Brisbane Bears 15.12
(102) to 14.10 (94). Hawthorn
moved to within striking distance
of a top eight berth and inflicted

Collingwood’s eighth straight loss
with a 33-point victory, 17.12
(114) to 11.15(81).

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL. beautiful S
rooms + balcony, SI400, long temYAEL
REALTOR (MALDAN). fbl. QM426253.

.The West Coast Eagles posted
their ninth successive victory. In
wet and slippery conditions the

Eagles won 10.8 (68) to 7.9 (51)
over Richmond after breaking
open the game with five goals in

die second quarter.

There were 10 goalscorers for

Esseodon in its 17.16 (118) to

7. 10 (52) win over Fitzroy.

On - Friday, North Melbourne
proved its premiership,credentials

with a 55-point win over reigning

champion Carlton. The match
between the first- and second-
placed teams on the ladder turned
into a non-contest with North
moving a game clear at the top,
thrashing Carlton 21.18 (144) to
13.11 (89).

Collated weekend results in
Australian Football League
Australian Rules football:
St. Kllda 15.10 (100) def.

Fremantle 11.11 (77)
Melbourne 14.10 (94) def.

Footscray 10.7 (67)
•Sydney Swans 18.17 (125) det
Geelong 11.8 (74)

_ Adelaide 15.12 (102) det
Brisbane Bears 14.10 <94)
Hawthorn 17.12 (114) det

Colfingwood 11.15 (81)
Esseodon 17.16 (118) def.

Fitzroy 7.10 (52)
W«t Coast Eagles 10.8 (68)

def. Richmond 73 (51)
North Melbourne 21.18 (144)

def. Cariton 13.11 (89)

Joseph Hoffman, Sports Editor
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WHAT’S ON 11

POUOORE
Helen Kaye

Bk".

for fishin8 EagleGalloping Horses, and CanYinn ]S» thn*
..colorful and exotic dances the Naniine

W^oht P3®** Ensemble ha!brought with it Established in 1963
dte troupe performs traditional Si

-.2IS' -
Chinese music and

SJSSL^ if:P,ece orchestra features
Chinese traditional instruments, such

S2S
chimes which <tate back7/°°° years or ^e 3,000-year-old

^eng, or reed pipes. Tonight at the
Etnav Cultural Center at Gan Ha’ir in

,
Tel Aviv at 8:30.

V.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstajdt

QSS30AR3
d' f *nv

n^i^_
monl*ls a®° ^CTnian diplomat

wolfram' Rainer was tragically killedm a car accident on his way to
Jerusalem. Tonight some of Rainer’s
many musical friends will pay tribute
to his memory at a special concert at
the Tel Aviv Museum (7). The program
will feature compositions by Mozart,
Brahms, Schubert and Mendelssohn.
The musicians include pianist Daniel Outlet;
violinists Heart Lorenzen and Eliezer Kapfinsky,
violist Natan Shaham and cellist David
Witzthum, as well as three singers from the
Leipzig Opera.
Legendary pianist Alfred Brendel joins Zubin

Mehta and the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra to
perform Beethoven's Third Piano Concerto,
while Mehta leads his orchestra in Tchaikovsky's
Fifth Symphony and Hindemith's Music for
Strings and Brass. Tbnighl (8:30) and Saturday
(9) at the Haifa Auditorium and Friday (2) at the
Mann Auditorium in Tfel Aviv.

There are also just a few more opportunities to

hear the IPO perform Mahler's Eighth Symphony
under Mehta and with a stellar gallery of vocal

sojoists including sopranos Deborah Voigt,
Elizabeth Connell, Elizabeth Fulral, mezzos
Denyce Graves and Jard Van Nes, tenor Keith
Lewis, baritone Hakan Hagegard and bass
Anatoli Kotscheiga. Tomorrow and Thursday at

the Mann Auditorium in Tfel Aviv and Sunday at

the Jerusalem International Convention Center
(8:30).

DANCE ' -•

MICHAELAJZENSTADT
THE three-day Karmiel Dance Festival gets

under way tonight (£30) with the usual tribute to

The Nanjing Music and Dance Ensemble performs
tonight at the JEinav Cultural Center in Tel Aviv.

Israeli folk dancing. At midnight you can enjoy
the newest opus of The Kibbutz Contemporary
Dance Company, Rami Beer's In One of the

Hours of the Day or the Night (repeated tomor-

row at 2). Germany's Ballet Braunschweig per-

forms tomorrow (6) and Thursday (1! a.m.)

while Spain's Ballet de Espagnol performs
Bolero, scenes horn Carmen and Flamenco
Rhythm tomorrow (930). Ballet Caracas from
Venezuela presents Carmina Burma (tomorrow

at midnight).~ ~ FILM FESTIVAL
~

APINA HOFFMAN
A WOMAN UNDER THE INFLUENCE -
John Cassavetes’s 1974 film is a jarring, shrill

and fascinating portrait of a marriage on the

rocks. More than ever before, die maverick
writer-director uses his camera here like a prod,

sticking himselfand the viewer into the middle of
loud showdowns between frustrated housewife

Mabel (Gena Rowlands) and her affable blue-col-

lar husband, Nick (Peter Falk). Falk’s delivery is

amazing, gruff and sad from behind those mis-

matched eyes, and Rowlands gives one of her

most operatic performances ever, veering hyster-

ically from exuberant and flirtatious to limp and
emptied out. (Rebecca Crown Auditorium,

Jerusalem, 5 pj».)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSS

7 Broke down when given a

laudation (7^)

8 Permission to make a
bequest (5)

10 Offering to come from the

same country (8)

1 1 Tiny lake with silver in (6)

12 Slide for a small child (4)

13 Delighted that the City is

at a standstill (8)

15 Cheerless rabble turned to

assault (7)

17

Dutch city broadcasts

truth about the European

Community (7)

20

Perfumed priest gets a

financial award (8)

22

In winter Pm easily

deterred by frost (4)

25 Tell tales at school? (8)

26 In disposition Pete's lad iB

base (8)

27 Sound method to a diet’s

efficacy? (5)

28 Mental attitude needed by
a lookout (9)

DOWN •

1 Swindler in hand by
a shepherd (5)

2 BQl Eng repeatedly used
anti-aircraft gun (3-3)

3 Live more tempestuously
and cause confusion (8)

4 Gaoler may lock or unlock
the door (7)

5 The state of the French
town (8)

6 Failure to arrange
supervision (9)

9

A second son for the
prophet (4)

14

Dish served by
midshipman or double
(9?

16 Good heavens! It’s Orwell's
work (2,6)

18 Refuse to fold over the
shed: (4,4)

19 Doesn’t go out to prevent
crime (5^2)

21

Peak of perfection in
elegiac metre (4)

23 Charm displayed by
lettered Glaswegian,
maybe (6)

24 Feeble fellow isn’t vulgar
(5)

SOLUTIONS

soQUsaQQ asQoaa
s a a a o
SQQDaaBQ a@aS0QHQ S 0
EBEjainaas anasaagaanaaoci

aaD03H!3@nasziEracaaa
aQouffiaansaaaaaiDSDH
iSBQDaa saaQDo
a 0 0 s a a q
BC1H033 srasasuam
a a a n cj a
QU0BO3 Hsaasisaa

Ye»terd*y’« Qtrick Solution

ACROSS: X Consent, S Trick, 8

Attic. 9 Classic. 10 Morello, 11
Ditto, 12 Dollar, 14 Belief, 17 Paint.

19 Excused, 22 Oblique,2S Pleat, 24

Addle. 2S Slender.

DOWN; 1 Claim, 2 Natural, 3 Excel,

4 Tack on. 3 Twaddle, 8 Inset, 7

Kick oft 12 Diploma, 13 Antique, 13

IS Recess, 18 Idled, 20
Copea. 21 Deter.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
5 Absence ofwar (5)

8 Thesis (8)

9 Chic (5)

10 Gem cutter (8)

11 Feedingmuzzle.
(5)‘

14 flightless bird (3)

160ftheribs(6)

17 Logic (6)

18 Relatives (3)

20 Irish county (6)

24 Religious
renegade (8)

25 Holy war (5)

26 Obsession (8)

27 Book reference (5)

DOWN
1 Stable (5)

2Jumped (5)

3 Den (5)

4Hinduhermitage
• £6)

6 Swiss cheese (8)

7 Cotton-pile fabric
(8)

12 Oxford library (8)

13 Become stale (8)

14 Moose (3)

15 Bulbous vessel (3)

19 Weaken,damage
(6 )

21 Customary (5)

22 Aphorism (5)

23 Existing (5)

TELEVISION
CHANNEL

1

630 News in Arabic 645 Exercise
Hour7:00 Good Marring Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 Animated series about animate
830 Tomcats 9:00 Gaya. Gal and G01
9:15 KaHmaiu 9:30 The Little Mermaid
10:00 L/flfe Women 10:30 Vacation
Stucio 13:00 Arwnated series about
animals 13:30 Tomcats 14:00 Gaya,
Gal and Gffi 14:15 Kalimaru 14:30
Moomins 1 5*JQ Zombit

CHANNEL

1

15

30 Zap on the Wave 15:33 Tom and
Jerry 15:50 Zappers 16:00 Heartbreak
Hah - Australian drama series 16:45

Zap on the Wave 16:59 A New
Evening 17:34 zap on the Wave 17.-50

Yaidudas - animated series 18.-00 Zap
on the wave 18:15 News in EngEsh

ARABIC PROGRAMS
1830 Apropos 19:00 News

HEBREW PROGRAMS
1M1 Grace Under Hre 20:00 Mabat
News 2fk50 Lotto draw live 20:55
Referendun 22:15 Atlanta ‘96 -flash-

back to great moments to the Olympic
Games 23:00 Crown Prosecutor 2330
News 00:00 Verse of the Day

CHANNEL 2

lOrfM Night Crossing (1981) - two
famffies escape from East Berfin via a

Children’s program 13:00 A Matter at

Time 13:30 The Fresh Prince of Bel Air

14:00 Tick Tack 14:30 All Together
Now 15:00 The 100 Lives of Black

Jack Savage 16:00 The Bold and the

Beautiful 17:00 News magaztoe with

Rati Reshef 17:30 First Love 18:00

Ruby 19:00 Lingo 1925 Banana Split

- Ralph Inbar’s Dutch candid-camera
20:00 News 2030 Ramat Aviv Gimme!
21:15 The Price is Right 22:45 X Files

23:45 Songs (XhOO iNfews (XfcOS Night-

time Rendezvous with Kobi Medan
00:40 Nurses 1:06 On the Edge of the

Shelf

JORDAN TV

lifcOO Iris the Happy Professor 15:15

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at

NIS2B.08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month
costs N1S520.65 per line, including

VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, In English,

daily Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from'

Bronfman Reception Centre.

Sherman Administration Bldg. Buses
4a, 9, 23, 26, 2B. For info, call

882819.HADASSAH. Visit the
Hadassah installations, Chagall
Windows. Tel. 02-416333, 02-

776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and
Anton Rdand-Rosenberg Collection

24 masterpieces by modem artists.

Fauvism Wild Beasts. Josef Beuys
Drawings and Objects. Prints: new
acquisitions. New Horizons:
Sculpture. Yaacov Dorchin: Blocked
Wed. Face to Face. The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. I Am You Artists Against

Violence: 20 posters. Hours:
Weekdays 10 am-6 p.m. Tue. 10
am-10 pm Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat
10 3 p.m. Meyerhof? Art Education
Center, Tel. 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-

374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

MhHL-
Jerusalem: Kupat Holim Claiit StrausA 3
Avtadori, 706680; Balsam, Salah e-Din,

272315: Shuafat, Shuatal Road, 810108:
Dar Aldawa. Herod's Gate. 282056.
Tal Aviv: Shtomo Hamelech. 78 ShJomo
Hamelech, 524-6461; Kupal Holim
MaccabJ, 546-5558. Till 3 a.m.

Wednesday: JaboHnsky, 125 ton GviroL

546-2040. Till midnight Superpharm
Ramat Avfv, 40 Einstein. 641-3730;

London Ministers) Superpharm. 4 Shaul
Hamelech, 696-0115. _ _
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava-.Kupa! Holim ClaTit, 8
Harashut, Hod Kasharan. 981175.
Natanya: Neot Shaked, Ezorlm
Commensal Center, 352484.
Krayot anas: Harman, 4 Simla! Modfin.

Klryat MotzWn, 870-7770/3.

Haftc Balfour, 1 Massada. 862-2289.

Herzllya: Clal Pharm. Bet Mertazlm, 6
MasWt (err. Sderot Hagatim), Herzfiya

Pltuah, 558472. 558407. Open 9 am to

mktnlghL
Upper Nazaretti: Clal Pharm, Lev Ha lr

MaB. 570468. Open 9 am to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bikur Holim (internal, obstet-

rics, ENT): Shaare Zedek (surgery, ortho-

pedics, pediatrics}: Hadassah Bn Keram

TO^A^nT^AvIv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics): Tel Aviv

Medical Canter (Internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laruaao.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
RRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
in emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911
~ pjish) in most parts of the country. In

. itton:

AsMod* 3561333 War Sav8‘ 902222

Ashketon GS51332 Naharl/a* 9912333

BeerehetM- 827*787 Newiya* S04AM
Beft Snemesh 6S23133 PmhTkva- 93iim

Den Region* 5793333 Rehovol* 9451333

EaaT 6332444 Hishon*

9642333

Haifa* 9512233 Sated 920333

Jerusalem* 523133 T#AvW54S0i11
KflrmteT 9985444 TbariM* 792444

" MoMe intBnsive Care Unit (MICU) ser-

vice in the area, around the dock.

Medical help for tourists fin EngBsh)

177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-8529205. 24 hours

a day, for Information incase of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 610303, Tel Avfv 5461111 (ehfl-

drenNOUlh 8961113). Haifa 8672222/3,

Beersheba 6494333, Netanya 625110,
Karmiel 9888770, Kfar Sava 7674555.
Hadera 346789-
Wtzo hotlines ter bettered women 02-

6514111. 03-5461133 (also in Russian).

07-6376310, 08-8550506 (also In

Amharic).
Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv

19, 5449191 (men). Jerusalem
255558, Haifa 8530533, Eilat 6331977.
Hadassah Medical Organization - Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-

247676).

Planet 1530 Hot Shots 1600
Monfeon Show 1630 A/f 17:00

News flash 17ti)1 French programs
1930 News headings 19:35 Blossom
20:00 Documentary 2030 Encounter
21 rlO Star Trek 22:00 News in Engfeh
2230 Human Target 23:15 Hawaii 5-0

23:45 My Two Wives - comedy

MIDDLE EAST TV

8:00 TV Shop 1430 700 Club 1430
Antonio (1973) - the life of a South
American village potter gels wrapped
up to that of a Texas oilman who gives
him a car. Starring Larry Hagman and
TrinJ Lopez (86 mins.) 1&Q5 Urban
Peasants 1630 Denrvs the Menace
1635 Mask 1720 Poppless 17:45
FrontrunnererTnrMvators 18;40 The A
Team 1930 World News Tonight
(Arabic) 2030 CNN Headtine News
2030 America’s Funniest Home
Videos 20255 Star Trek 21:45 Father
Dcnvting 2235 700 Club 2335
King Live 00ri» TV Shop 2.-

Quantum Shopping 3£0TVShop

CABLE
TTV3 (33)

16:00 Cartoons 1630 On the Side at

Justice 17:15 From Day to Day 1830
Amores 1930 News in Arabic 1930
magazine on toe arts 20:00 M^jat
News 20:45 Outstandng creations
2130 Blah Blah - radio and TV chat
show 22:15 Showcase 22:45 Ctoema
magazine 0030 Ctosedown

ETV 2 (23)

1530 Vacation Time 18:00 Alpine
Academy 1830 On Second Thoujtot

1930 Famfly Atoum 1930 Family rela-

tions 2030 A New Evening (Russian
subtitles) 2030 Welcome to France
21:00 Female Perspective 21:30
Ballerinas of Peter Martins 2230 Star

Trek: Next Generation 23:15 Mother
and Son

FAMILY CHAW1EL (3)

830 Falcon Crest (ipt) 9:00 One Life to

Live (ipt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 1030 Days ofOur Lives

(rot) 1130 Peria Negra (rpt) 12:10
Neighbors (rpt) 12:35 Dallas (rpt)

1330 Starting at 130 14:05 21 Jump
Street 1435 Falcon Crest 1530 Days
of Our Lives 16:40 Neighbors 17:i0
Dales 1830 One Life to Live 18:45

and the Restless 1930 Local

2030 Peria Negra 2050
Beverly Hilts 90210 21:40 Deadly
Pursuits (1995) - a young man whose
mother and sister have been brutsfly

murdered, and whose father is toe
chief suspect, meets a mysterious

.beauty and they set off toother to find

the true murderer. With Tori Spefltog

and Patrick MakJcm (90 mins.) 23:10
Sapir 2330 Wings 23:45 Melrose
Place 0035 Sweet Charily 135 Rosie
ONeffl

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

1130 The Other Side of Love (1991) -

Cheryl Ladd stars as a mother impris-

oned for 15 years (rpt)1335The Rage
of Paris (1938) (rpt) 1430 Scavengers

(1968) -an ornithologist in Africa and
his girlfriend get involved to espionage.

JERUSALEM
G.G. GIL Jerusalem Man (Maffia) «
788448 Babe (English dialogue) 7:15, 10
* Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 a.m.. 1:30,

4:30 * White SquaU 11 am, 13ft 4:30,

7:15, 10 * White Squall 11 a.m.. 1:30.

4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Fargo 11 am.. 130.
4:45, 7:15, 9:45 + The BMcagcBPrimal

Fear 11 am., 1:45. 4.-30, 7:15. fO * Las
Mlserabtes 11 am., 530. 8:45 * Kansu
City 11 am.. 130. 4:45. 7:15, 9:45
JERUSALEM THEATER 20 Marcus
SL » 617167 Nelly at M. Amaud 930
RAV CHEN 1-7 » 792799 Credit Card
Reservations » 794477 Rav-Mecher
Bulkfing. 19 Ha’oman St. Tatpior The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engteh dia-

logue) 730. 9:45 * The Hunchback o*

Notre dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 ajn.. 1,

5 The Rock 11 am, 4:45, 7:15. 9:45 *
JumanH lla.m., 1, 5, 730, 9:45 + It Takes
TVio 11 am. 1.5 + Richard 1H 9:45* Toy
Story (Hebrew datogue) 11 am, 5 * The
Juror 9:45 * Dracuta Dead and Loving It

11 am * Toy Story (EngBsh dialogue)

730 Now and Then 11 am. 730
MEVASSERET ZION G.G. GIL Babe
(EngBsh cBajogue) 7:30, 10 * Babe 11

airt., 5 * Twelve Monkeys 430, 7:15, 10
* Casablanca 11 am
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak SL *
5772000 Heavenly Creatures 5, 7:45,

9-45 * Annie Hall 730 * Land and
Freedom 930 DIZENGOFF w 5172923
White SqualWLeaving Las Vegas 11

an. 1. 3. 5. 7:45. 10 * The Monster 10
DRIVE IN Up Close and Personal 10
Sex Ha 12 midnight GAN HAIR *
527921571 ton Gablrol SL PriscIBa 230,

Drink, — ._

G.G. HOb 1—4 * 5226226 Hod
Passage. 101 Dcengoff SL Babe (EngBsh
dialogue) 730, 10 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am, 1.S* American Quilt 11

am., 5. 7:30. 10 * Kansas CttyteFargo

11 am.. 1:30, 5, 730, 10 G.a PE'S?
Fargo«Kansas City 11 am, 1:30, 5,

730. 10 + Babe (English dialogue) 7:30,

10 * Babe (Hebrew titatogue) « am, 1,

5

* Dotty Perez 11 am, 5, 730. 10 + Aya
130 * Les MlseraUes 11 am.. 2, 530,
8:45 RAV-OR 1-5 « 5102674 Opera
Housa Star ManMI Postino mCirl
6«Davd in a Bkie Dress*Richard ni 230,
5, 730, 9:45 G.G. TAYELET 1-3 »
5177952 2 Ybna Hanavi St. American
QuSt 730. 10 * Sense and Sensibiffty

With Kenneth Gilman and Brenda
Bakfca. Directedby Duncan McLarfitan
(89 mins.) 1635 For Those' l Love
(1983) - true story of , a Holocaust sur-
vrvor who rebuflt his fife (rpt) 1830
Starting Again (1994) - how Joan
Rivers and her daughter coped alter

the death of her husband (rpt) 2030
What’s New at the Movies 20:15 RsN
Life (1979) - A docunentary director

tries to filmthe life of a typical American
family, aid causes its disintegration.

Directed and starring Albert Brooks (98
mins.) 2230No Place to Hide (1993) -
a tough cop tries to protect a girl on the
run from a psychopath . . With Kris

to have a second child. With
Christopher Lambert and Loryn
Locklyn. (87 mins.) 1:10 Fatal
Exposure (1991) (ipt) £40 Dead Run
(1990) - a woman on the run from her
violent husband finds shelter wife a
fermar and fws two chifcfren, ontytodfe--
cover that they, too, are fleeing the law
(89 mins.)

CHILDREN (6)

630 Cartoons 8.-00 Surprise Garden
8:35 Popcomla 9:00 Sptderman 9:40
A&ce in Wonderland 10:15 Jin Jto and
the Panda Patrol 1030 VR Troopers
1130 Animaniacs 1130 Hangin' with
Mr. Cooper 12:10 Real Monsters 1230
Harry and the Hendersons 1330 Hugo
1430 Chiquititas 15:10 Alice in

Wonderland (ipt) 15^45 Jin Jto and the
Panda Patrol (rpt) 1630 VR Troopers
(rpt) 16:50 Animaniacs (rpt) 17:00
Hangin’ witii tW. Cooper (ipt) 17:40
Real Monsters (rpt) 1830 Harry and
toe Hendersons (rpt) 1930 Hugo (rpt)

1930 Three’s Company 2030 Mamed
with Children 2025 Roseame 2030
The Ren and Stimpy Show 2135 Big
Brother Jadre 2130 Drop the Dead
Donkey

SECOND SHOWING (6)

2230 The Householder (1963) -toe
firs! collaboration between James Ivory

and Ismail Merchant has Shashi
Kapoor as a nervous schoolteacher

who tries to cope with his

730, 10 + The Birdcage 5. 730. 10 *
Twelve Monkeys 7:30. 10 * Funny
Israelis 5 TEL AVIV' MUSEUM *
6961297 27 Shaul Hametekh Boulevard

Nelly et M. Amaud 5. 8. 10
HAIFA .

CINEMA CAF£ AMAMI * 8325755
Shanghai Triad 9:15 + H Poatino 7:15

Star Man 7:15, 9:15 ATZMON 1^5 *
8673003 Primal FearBWhite Squall 4:15,

6;45. 9:15 * the Birdcage 4:15. 7, 9:15 *
Strange Days 4:15. &45. 9:30 * Seme
and Sr^bOily 4;lb. 6:45. 9:15 CINE-
MA CAFE MORIAH e 8242477 Birds
in Neutral 5:30, 7:30, 9:M ORLY-
8381868 Richard n 7, 9:15 PANORA-
MA 1-3 * 6382020 Babe (English da-
fogue) 7, 930 * Babe (Hebrew Oatogue)

11 am, 1 , 430 * American QuatBFargo
430, 7. 9:30 * Jurassic ParirtMtichle

Rich 11 am., 1 RAV-GAT 1-2 *
8674311 [OS] The Hunchback of Notre

Dame (Efwfert (telogue) 7:15, 930 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew <$a-

logue) 11 ajn.,5 The Rock 11 am.,
430, 7, 930 fcAV-MOR 1-7 tr 841 6898

IOS] The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(E/jgflsft rSatogue) 7:15. 9:30 * The Juror

7, 9:15 Toy story (Hebrew efiatogue) 11

1a.m. 1.5* Now and Than 11 am., 1:15,

5, 7, 9:15 * The Rock 11 am, 430, 7,

930*Jumanp lla.m., 1:15, 4:45. 7, 8:15

* Girl E 930 * it lakesTwo 11 am. i . 5.

7 * The Hunchback of Noire dame
(Hebrew cBakmelll am.. 1.5 * Bed of

Roses llamTs, 7, 9:15 ^AV-OR 1-

3 * 8246553 IPS] Jumanjl n a.m., 4:45.

7, 9:15 * The JurortHtew and Th®j 7,

9:15 * It Takes TwoBToy Story (Hebrew
tsato^ue) ii am, 5

RAV CHEN v 6424047 White Squall 7.

930 * Jumanji 11 am., 5. 7, 9:30 * The
Rack 7, 930 + it Takas TwoBToy Story

a) ii am., 5

marriage. Based on a novella by Ruth
Prewar JhabvaJa. Directed by James
Ivory (97 ntins.) 23:40 Gods of the

Plague (1970, German)- film noir-style

depiction of life on the edges of society.

Witii Harry Baer, Hanna Schygufia,

von Trotta and Gwither

Directed by Rainer Wemer
Fassbinder (87 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 124X) Ruby Wax
(rat) 12:30 Taste of Africa (rpt) 13:00
Frontline (rpt) 14^0 Open University

16:00 Ruby Wax (ipt) 1630 Taste of

Africa (rpO 17:10 Frontfine (rpt) 18^0
Open University 20:00 The Power of

Dreams 21.-00 National Geographic
Explorer 22A0 Combat at Sea 22:50

The Power ofDreams (rpQ23:45 Open
University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Selna Scott Show 7K» NBC
News 7:30 1TN World News 8dOO
Today tOrfJO Super^xjp llrtX)

European Money Wheel 16:00 From
Wafi Street 17rt» US Money Wheel
18^0 FT Business Tonight IfcOO fTN

CINEMA
STAR v 950904 Primal Fear 7:30, 10 *
Kansas Cfty 7:45. 10 * The Birdcage
7:45. 10
ARIEL
ARIEL Primal Fear 830
ASHDOO
G.G. GIL • 8647202 White SquallteTha

Rock 11 a.m, 430, 7:15. 10 * The
Birdcage 5. 730, 70 The San'ani

FamUy 11 a.m. * Primal Fear 430. 7:15,

10 Thumbelina 71 a.m. * Strange

Days 10 * It takas Itoo 11 am.. 5, 730
tao> && OR1 1«3» 711223 Jumanfi 11

a.m.. 5, 730, 10 * Babe (EngBsh da-
fogue) 5. 730, 10 * Babe (H&braw efia-

togiA4) 11 am * The Juror 430, 7:15 ,

1

0
* Funny Israelis 11 a.m
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL 729977 White Squall 11 un,
5. 7:30. 10 * Babe (English cBatogue) H
ajn. 5, 730, 10 Primal Fear 4:30,

7:15,10 * A Bit off Luck 11 a.m *
Strange Days 430. 7:15, 10 * The
Birdcage 5. 7:30, 10 Richie
RtohMJttie Giants 11 ajn. RAV CHEN
* 711223 Now and ThenteJumanp 11

am, 5, 730, 9:45 * Dracute. Dead and
Loving ItBToy Story (Hebrew
cBalogu0)9b Takes Two 11 a.m., 5 * The
Last mnceWThe Juror 730, 9:45 The
Rock 7:15. 9:45
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN * 5531077 The Birdcage
9:45 * ft Takes Two 1

1

am. 5, 730 *
The Rock 11 am. .5, 7:15, 9:45 * White

Squall 730, 9:45 *• Jumnaji 11 am, 5.

730, 9:45 * Primal Fear 7:15, 9:45 *
Sense and SensfMIfty 9:45 * Babe
lEngBsh cfiaJogue) 7:30, 9:45 * Babe
(Hebrew rSabgue) 11 am. 5 * Toy Story
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am.. 5 * Dracula,

Dead and Loving It 11 am, 5 Sense
and Sensibility 11 am., 5. 730
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Babe (EngBsh dialogue) 5,

730, 10 Babe (Hebrew Oalogue) 11

a.m. + American Quilt 5, 730, 10 A Bit

off Luck 11 am* Primal Fear 430. 7:15,

10 * Executive Decision 11 am.
White Squall 11 am, 430. 7:15, 10
RAV-NEGEV 1-4 * 235278 The Rock
11 am, 5. 7:15, 9:45 * Last Dance 7:30.

9:45 Now and Then 7:30, 9:45

am, 5, 7:30, 9:45

HECHLAL HATARBALTT Never Talk to

StrwtgersS
EILAT
KOLNOA EILAT Jiananil 530. 8,10 *
The Rock 5. 730. TO * While Squall 8.

10
HERZUVA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN)
3 6802666 Devil In a Blue DressBNow
and Then 6 . 8 ,

10 STARw 589060 The
Rock 730, 8, 1030 Toy Story (Hebrew

dakjgue} T 1 am. 1.4* Baba (English dia-

logue) 830, 1030 * Babe (Hebrew dfe-

togue) 11 am, i. 4:30. 630 * Jumarfi 11

am' 1. 4:15. 6:15. 8:15, 10:15
AraEL HOTEL [Fhrgo 8 . 10
KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 « 887277 Jumanji ii am.,
5. 7, 930 * The Rock 7. 930 The
BNSsjsge ?. 930 * It Takas TWoWToy

rewcSa/pgue) 11 am.. 5

G.G. GIL *7677370 The Rock 11 am,
1:45, 430. 7:15,10 Babe (English da-

g)0The Birdcage 730, 10 * Babe
Takes TVwoteToy

j (Hebrew tMalogre) n am, 1:30.5 +
Jumanji 11 am, 130, 5. 730, 10 * Fargo
11 am. 5. 73ai0 + Casabtance 130 +
White Squall 11:30 am, 130, 430, 7:15,

10* Primal Fbw 7:15,10

WRYAT BIALIK
G.a fCRYON 1-9 + 779166 White
SquaMThe Birdcage ii am, 4:45, 7.

930 * Toy Story (E '

and
17, 930*

Toy Story ' (Hebrew dtefogue^Ace
VennirabRabe (Hebrew
d^bguefBThumbalina 11 am..
4:45* Fargo 4:45, 7. 9:30 * A Bit ofLuck
4:45 + Primal Ftar 4:45. 7, 9:30

KERYAT SHEMONA
,

G.G. GIL V 6905080 White Squall 43a
7, 930 * Funny Israelis 11 am. * The
RockAkunwiji ii am,, 430, 7, 930
LOD
STAR Fargo 7:45. 10 * The Birdcage

7.45,

10

* Primal Fear 73a 10

NAHARIYA
KECHAL HATARBUT Sense and
Sensibility 830
UPPER NAZARETH „ _
GLG GIL Strange DaysteAmericart QwH

News 1930 Adventures 2030 Selina
Scott Show 2130 Dateline 2230 ITN
News 23ri)0 Gillette Sports 23:30
Horse Racing OOtfO Tonight Show
wito Jay Leno lri» Late Night with
Conan CTBrien £00 Later with Greg
Kimear

STAR PLUS

630 Aerobics 630 Nanny and the
Professor 7:00 Mr. Belvedere 7:30 Van
Can Cook 8.-00 EJ TV 830 Gabriette
9:30 Santa Barbara 1030 The Bold
and the Beautiful 11:00 Oprah Winfrey
1230 Remington Steele 13.-00 Van
Can Cook 13:30 ElTV 1430 Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles 14:30 The
Adventures of Black Beauty 15.-00 Lost
in Space 1630 Home and Away 1630
Charles in Charge 17:00 NPA'S-H
1730 Concert Yannl at the Albert Hall

1830 The Extraordtoary 19:30 Bold
and Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara
2130 Twilight Zone 2130 Baywatch
2230 Cricket 2330 ETTV 0030 Oprah
Winfrey 130 Hooperm&n 130 Home
text Away 230 Ths Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

630 Bodies in Motion 730 Basic
Training 16:00 BocSes In Motion 1630
Game to Order: English soccer (rpt)

1 730 European Cup - moref
'

1930 To be announced 21:
Indy Tour 22:00 Argentinian
Soccer 2330 Game to

American basketball 00:30
Mondial

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Cricket EngBsh Sunday League
(rpt) frOQ Car Ractoa: Formula Nippon,
Japan 1130 Asia Sport Show 1130
Car Racing: Le Mans 24 Hours (rot)

1230 Car Racing: World Raffias -
review of toe season 1330 Gillette

World Sport 1330 WWF 1630
Motorcyole Racing: German Grand
Prix - round-up 1830 Car Rating:
Formula Nippon, Japan - round-up
1930 Golf: European Tour, Ireland -
round-up 20:30 Boxing 2230 Thai
Boxing 23:30 Motorcycle Rating:
German Grand Prix - roundup 1:00

Car Racing: Formula Nippon. J^wi -
round-up

VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Bash:

Sonata in G minor for viola da garrtoa

and harpsichord: Charpentier. Four

Seasons; Mozart Piano concerto no

1; Mendelssohn: Symphony for strings

no 11; Beethoven: Piano trio op 3/1;

Kodaly. Symphony 12:00 Light

Classical - Reicha: OUntet in E flat op

88/2; Rossini: Quartet no 6 in F op
56/2; Mozart Stofonia concartantB in E
flat tor winds K297 13:00 Bany
TuckweU. hom - Schumann: Andante

and variations tor 2 pianos, 2 cellos

and from; Don Banks: Trio for hom, vio-

lin and piano; Beethoven: Sonata in F
for hom and piano op 17; Cherubini:

pfurin no 3 tor hom and strings 14:06

Encore 1530 From the Recording

Studto - Igor Batter (flute), Icfit Segev
(piano). Works by Telemann, Handel,

Bach, C.P.E. Bach, Faure, and others

1630 My Concert with Prof. Menahem
Ya'ari 18.-00 Humpercfindc Hansel and
Gretet 2035 Fromthe Wbricfs Concert
Halls - Hindemith: The Perpetual ora-,

torio 22.-0DA Muscat Journey

430, 7. 9:30 * Richie RicMMUttie Giants
11 am * The RockteBabe (Hebrew dia-

bguejreJumanjMWIUte Squall 11 a.m,
430, 7, 930 * Grumpier Old
Men 430

,
7, 930 *A Bit off Luck 11 am.

NESSZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 « 404729 Babe (EngBsh
dialogue) 730, 10 * Babe (Hebrew Oa-
togue)n am, 5 * Fargo 5, 730, 10 * The
San’ani famfly 11 am * White Squall 11

B-m., 430, 7:15.10 * Primal Fear 430.
7:15, 10 * Richie Rich 11 am,
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 « 628452 Babe (EngBsh

dialogue) 5. 7:30, 10 * Babe (Hebrew Oa-
togue) 11 am * Primal Fear 4:30, 7:15.10

* A Bit off Luck 11 am * The Birdcage 5.

730 . 10 * Executive Decision 11 am *
White SquaU 11 am.. 5. 730. 10 *
Kansas City 5. 730. 10 * Uttfc Giants 11

am. RAV OftEN The Rock 11 am. 5.

7:15. 9:45 * Jumanji ii am., 1. 5, 730,
9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(EngBsh rialogue) 73a 9:45 * The Juror

9:45 Now end Then 7:30 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew cBa-

togueMl Takes Two 11 am, 1,

5

OHAKIVA
RAV CHEN The BhdcageBTha
JurorWThe Rock 7, 930* K Takes
TwoteToy Stay (Hebrew
cSaloguejaDrstsuta, Dead and Loving tt 11

arm, 5
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GJL American QufltBThe Birdcage

5.730. 10 * Uttte Gtonts*rachie Rich 11

am. Babe (Hebrew datopue) 1 1 am., 5,

730, ID * Grumpier Old Men 5. 730. ID

* The San'ani Famfly 11 am
PETAHTKVA
G-G. HECHAL White SqualIBBabe

dialogue) 7:30, 10 * Babe

9340618 Jumanji 730. 10 Primal Fear

430. 7:15, 10 * Toy Story (English Oa-
krguej 730 * Toy Story (Hebrew OaJogue)

5 * Sense and sensfbility 10
RA’ANANA
CIN-MOFET Antonia's Line B:30
PARK Babe (EngBsh <falogue)720, 10:15

* Babe (Htiww dialogue) 1130 a.m, 3,

5

* The Ftocfc 5. 7:30, 10:15 Hr Toy Story
1130 am. 3* Now and Then 1130 am..
3. 5.730, 10:15 -* Jumanji 1130 am, 3,

5,730,-1 0:1 5 * White SquaU 730. 10:15 *
R Takes Two 1130 a^m., 3. 5
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 a 6197121 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngBsh da-
JogueJMJaw and Then 730, 9:45 + Babe
(English dialogue) 730. 9:45 * Jumanji 11

am, 1. 3. 5:15. 730, 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Noire dame (Hebrew da-
fogueMtt Takes TwoOBabe (Hebrew cBa-

iague) 11 a.m„ 1. 3, 5 RAV-OAStS -1-3

* 6730687 The RockteWhite SQuaiWIhe
Juror 5. 730, 9:45

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV* 5491979 fl Postino 730, 930
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 « 362884 Babe (Engfish dh-
togua

)

730. 9*5 Babe (Hebrew Oa-

fogue) 11 am, 5 * Shanghai Triad 730,
9:45 * The Secret of Roan Inlsh 11 am.
5 * Sense and Sansibfflty 7, 9.45 * Vuk
11 arru 5:15 * White Squtei 11 am. 5,

730, MS
RtSHON LEZION
HAZAHAV The Birdcage 11 am, 5, 730,

ID * Funny Israelis 130 * American
Quilt 730. 10 * Toy Story (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 a-m. 1 . 5 * Baba (EngBsh dia-

967M03The Rock 7:15. 9:45 * The.Juror

7:30, 9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre

Dame (English Salome) 7:30, 9:45 *
Jumanji 1 ajn.. 5, /:30, 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

Untie) 11 am, 5 * Dracula, Dead and

Lfivtng h 11 am.. 5 * It Ttakes Two 11

a.m., 5 RON A Bit of LUCWW
PostinoBGrumpier Old Men 7:30,

10 STAR 1-4 * 9619985-7 27 Ushinsky

SL Jumanti 11 30 am, 5, 7:45. 10 * Barta

Wire 1130 am. 7:45 * Sense and
SeruabflityS. 10* Kansas Cfty 7:30, 10 *
Ace WnturaBAn Indian in the Cupboard
ii;30 am. 5 * Fargo 7:45. 10
YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Sayyonkn The Rock 7:15.

9:45 * Jumaf# 11 a.m., 5,730, 9.45 * The
Juror 9:45 * It TWees Two 730 * Now
and Then 11 am.. 5. 730, 9:45 * The
RockBBabe 11 am. 5
Phone reservations: TH Avfv 5252244,

Haifa 728878. All times are pm unless

otherwise Indicated.
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ACRI: Israel respects
rights of Israelis,

but not of Palestinians
ISRAEL basically respects the

human rights of its own citizens,

but violates the rights of residents

of the territories "often and widely."

the Association for Civil Rights in

Israel (ACRT) said yesterday in its

first comprehensive report on

human rights in lsraei.

"Infringements of human rights

in Israel are mainly of a local and

sporadic nature, rather than habitual

or endemic,” the association said in

a summary of the report. “[But) for

residents of [the territories], human
rights are not something that can be

taken for granted; on the contrary,

their rights are violated on a regular

and extensive basis.'*

The most serious violation, the

report said, is the use of torture in

General Security Service interroga-

tions.

“Despite declarations by senior

officials, there has been no real

change in GSS interrogation meth-

ods.” it said. “While judicial review

of GSS interrogations has intensi-

fied in recent years, it remains inad-

equate. The courts have so far

refrained from taking a clear stand

against torture... As long as the

interrogees are Palestinian,' it is easy

to enlist public support for this posi-

tion."

The GSS interrogation of several

right-wing Jews under the Rabin
government, as well as the 1995
death ofAbed Harizat during a GSS
interrogation, have helped raise

pub ,ift awareness of this issue, the

report said.

“The emerging public debate is a

positive development, given the

conspiracy of silence which sur-

rounded this subject in Israel in the

past." it added.

The second major problem in the

territories is collective punishment

such as closures, the report said.

EVELYN GORDON
noting that the closure is especially

hard on the ill.

“The closure has led to the death

of several people, including babies,

who were prevented from reaching

hospitals," it said.

The peace process has led to on

improvement in the situation. For
instance, the report said, the num-
ber of Palestinian administrative

detainees has dropped from about

2300 in August 1988 to 338 in

April 1996. According to unofficial

Justice Ministry figures, h added,

only about 1 50 Palestinians are now
arrested each month, compared to

around 20,000 a month at the start

of the intifada. However, it said,

detainees are still “often held in

very poor conditions” and have

"almost no chance of receiving

legal representation from an attor-

ney of their choice.”

Arrests and detentions are also a

problem within Israel, the report

said, though the situation is improv-

ing. For instance, a recent law
reduced the amount of tune some-

one can be held without seeing a

judge from 48 to 24 hours, and
money has been spent to improve
lock-ups. However, the report said,

“the extent of police arrests in Israel

is significantly greater than in other

countries, and many of the arrests

are unjustified At least half of all

people arrested are eventually

released without charges being

pressed.”

Conditions in lock-ups remain

“appalling, even sub-human,” it

continued, and the problem of

police violence remains “acute."

Freedom of expression also became
a major issue following the murder
of prime minister Yitzhak Rabin,

the report said, citing examples

No Sullivan in Netanyahu file
PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu’s US Social Security

file includes no references to indi-

viduals other than family mem-
bers, according to information

obtained by The Jerusalem Post.

This contradicts stories pub-
lished in the Tel Aviv weekly
Ha’ir, which claimed that

Netanyahu’s file includes the

names of John Jay Sullivan and
John Jay Sullivan Jr.

TheJerusalemPost has also locat-

ed the Sullivans in California. They
claim to have never had any con-

nection to Netanyahu, and they have
different Social Security numbers.
Indications are that the only time
Netanyahu and the name Sullivan

appear together is on routine credit

files resulting from clerical error or
possible credit fraud on the part of
one or more of the Sullivans.

The story began with an article

in Ha’ir on June 21, asserting that

Netanyahu’s Social Security file,

020-36-4537. is marked “confi-

dential” by the US government.
Ha'ir also claimed that the names
Benjamin Netanyahu, Benjamin
Neitay, John Jay Sullivan, and
John Jay Sullivan Jr. all appear in

Netanyahu's file and hold the same
Social Security number. Ha’ir
inferred, but provided no evidence,

that Netanyahu had for some rea-

son created false identities.

Netanyahu’s Social Security- file

has not been marked “confiden-

STEVE LE1BOWITZ

dal.” “All Social Security files are

closed and confidential,” an

American official who routinely

deals with with Social Security

matters explained.

He added that any attempt to

enter such a file without proper

authorization is considered a feder-

al offense. But a federal employee
did agree to read the Netanyahu file

and report his findings to New York
private detective Steve Rambam.
The results: “The name Benyarain
Natanyahu [spelled as indicated] is

the sole holder of social Security

No. 020-36-4537. There is a refer-

ence to Netanyahu's second wife

Fleur H. Netanyahu and apparently

a cross reference to his brother and
sister-in-law Iddo and Daphna
Netanyahu. The Sullivans do not

appear."

The only document on which the

name Sullivan and Netanyahu
appear together is on credit rating

reports prepared by the Transunion

and TRW credit unions.

Rambam, who has appeared as

an expert witness at trials involv-

ing credit fraud, explains that “the

reports in question are either tire

result of clerical error or deception

on Sullivan's part Forty percent of

credit reports include errors.

"In April 1996, the Transunion

records were accessed several

times within a short period, pre-

sumably by the same person,” he
said. '‘While the credit reports do
not in themselves prove anything,

there are indications drat the
Sullivan family might have used a
bogus Social Security number
belonging to Netanyahu when
applying for credit"

Earlier this month. Ma'ariv con-

tacted Sullivan by telephone. He
denied any link to Netanyahu and
said: “I am an American citizfiii;

alive and well, and I have no con-

nection to the Israeli prime minis-

ter." According to the report,

Sullivan, fearing credit card fraud,

refused to disclose his Social

Security number.
Following publication of the

Ha’ir story, questions were raised

in the Knesset alleging that

Netanyahu had for some reason

been using the name Sullivan as an
alias for unknown activities while
living in the US.
But John Jay Sullivan and John

Jay Sullivan Jr. are real people, liv-

ing in northern California. The
senior Sullivan lives with his wife

Juliana, whose name also shows
up on the credit union reports. The
Sullivans have two registered

addresses. They rent a home and
live at 204 Lyndhurst Avenue,
Belmont, California. They also

own a home, which they rent out,

ai 610 Marlin Court, Redwood
City. John Jay Sullivan Jt is their

son.
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such as the indictment of the Zo
Artzenu organization for sedition,

the conviction ofRabbi Ido Elba for

incitement to racism on account of
a halachic article he wrote, the

investigation of two teenagers who
made a poster of Rabin in an SS
uniform, and the prosecution of
several people who praised the

murder.

Association legal adviser Neta
Ziv. who introduced the report at a

Jerusalem press conference, said

one major problem is the religious

monopoly on marriages and
divorces, and another is the issue of

equality in general.

“Israel is the only country in the

Western world which does not have
a law guaranteeing equality in all

areas,” she said.

Another is the institutional dis-

crimination faced by Israeli Arabs.

This is especially true in the field of
housing, she said.

“Since the founding of the state,

not a single Arab village has been
set up," she said, adding that the

government mortgages given Arab
couples are only about one-third the

size of those given Jewish couples.

However, she continued, progress

is being made in this area. The pre-

vious government decreased the

gap between the budgets given

Jewish and Arab towns, and also

made an effort to increase the num-
ber ofArabs in the Civil Service.

There are a number of other areas

in which significant progress had
been made in recent years, Ziv said,

ranging from the passage of a law
preventing employment discrimi-

nation to the enactment of affirma-

tive action for women on govern-

ment boards.

“I can't think of any areas in

which there has been deteriora-

tion,” she added

WEATHER
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This inscription reading ‘Herod, King of the Jews,’ was found for the first time on this fragment
of a wine amphora discovered in excavations at Masada. Forecast: Partly cloudy id dear. Hotter

than usual intend. Humid along the coast

Herodian wine jug found on Masada around ™e world

ARCHEOLOGISTS sifting through a 2,000-year-old
garbage dump at Masada said yesterday they have
unearthed the remains of a clay wine jug inscribed

with the name of King Herod.
The Latin inscription says either “Herod, King of

Judea" or “Herod. King of the Jews,” said archaeol-

ogist Ebud Netzer of die Hebrew University.

Neizer said it was the first time the full title of

Herod, who reigned from 37 BCE until his death in 4
BCE, had been found in an inscription.

The wine jug, which dates from about 19 BCE. was
found in an ancient garbage dump near the syna-

gogue at Masada, Netzer said.

“Sometimes the most interesting finds come from

the garbage dump,” he said.

The large, cone-shaped, two-handled jug, which
held about SO liters of wine, was shipped to Masada
from Italy, Netzer said.

Archeologists also discovered food remains from

Masada dwellers in Herod's time, including nuts,

eggshells, dates and olive pits, as well as pieces of

cloth and basket ware.

Archeologists also found two caves near the

Masada synagogue - one used as a storage area and
the other which apparently served first as a storage

area and later as a garbage dump. The dry air at

Masada preserved the organic material at die dump
over the past 2,000 years. (AP)
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Golan leaders meet Winning cards
sterday’s MifaJ Hapayis d

with Netanyahu
In yesterday's MifaJ Hapayis daily

Chance card draw, the lucky cards

were the 10 of spades, ace of

hearts, king of diamonds, and jack

of clubs.

GOLAN Heights leaders met with

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu in Jerusalem yesterday.

The meeting, just hours before

Netanyahu left for the US, was

seen as conveying a significant

message regarding the status of the

Golan.

“I think the meeting and the tim-

ing sent a message that he sees the

Golan as an integral part of the

state," said Katzrin Local Council

chairman Sammy Bar-Lev.

“The fact that we were received

withoutfuss and given a warm wel-

come and encouragement for con-

tinual development of the Golan,

just before he was due to leave for

the US, speaks for itself.”

Bar-Lev, Golan Regional

Council head Yehuda Wolmari,

Golan Residents Committee chair-

DAVID RUDGE

man Moshe Gorali, and committee

activist Eli Malka thanked

Netanyahu for his statements

pledging to retain Israeli rule over

the Golan.

“We also asked him to instruct

all the relevant ministers to invest

in developing the Golan, because

we want to utilize the next four

years strengthen the region as

much as posable," said Bar-Lev.

The Golan leaders submitted to

Netanyahu the “Golan 2000"

development - program -aimed at

increasing the Jewish population

ofdie region by 10,000 by the year

2000. The plan calls for a NIS 660
million government investment

over the next four years to expand

and improve infrastructure.

“Wife were very gratified by tire

response of the prime minister,

who was very friendly and

encouraging and really does back

the continuation of develop-

ment," said Bar-Lev. “He called

in his aides and consulted them

on the best way to act and what

forum should be established to

bring about significant develop-

ment of the Golan.

“The prime minister, in contrast

to his predecessor, is not hesitant

or afraid to tell the truth about

Syria's use of terror. This indicates

a marked change in policy. We
were very concernedpn the eve;of*

visits to the US by previous prime

ministers, but this time we are

much more relaxed, although we
will continue to keep an eye on tire

situation."

Mordechai:
Everything

will be done
to strengthen

SLA
Jerusalem Post Staff

Peres not invited to parley on
Labor leadership contest

LABOR'S leadership may convene
today to discuss tire contest for the

party's next leader without party

chairman Shimon Feres, who was

not invited.

The meeting, initialed by MKs
Avraharn Shohat and Haggai
Merom, was initially scheduled fox

last njgbL But after it was leaked to

the press, leading to objections by

MKs and speculation about a possi-

ble putsch against Peres, it was put

off until today.

Shohat supports MK Ehud Barak

for Labor leader, while Merom is

considered in MK Haim Ramon's

MICHAL YUDELMAN

camp.
Barak has urged advancing the

leadership contest to tire end of the

year, but abandoned the issue after

Peres suggested holding tire pri-

maries in a year. Ramon, on the

other hand, said he is not sure

whether he'll run at all, unless the

party holds open primaries.

Shohat and Merom invited the

rest of the first 13 MKs on Labor's

list: Binyamin Ben-EIiezer, David
Uba'i, Uzi Barara, Nissim Zvilli,

Efraim Sneb. Yossi Benin, Ori Orr,

Dalia Itzik, Shevah Weiss, Barak,

and Ramon. Peres, who is abroad,

was not invited.

Liba’i objected to holding the

meeting “behind Peres’s back" and

said he would not attend, since it

could be interpreted as an attempt

to remove Peres from tire party

leadership.

“If tire intention is to discuss the

situation in the party and its future

steps, tire meeting should be held

together with Feres and not take

advantage of the time he is out of

the country. I bad reason to suspect

that the way and time in which the

meeting was arranged could be

interpreted as though the party

leadership is in agreement that it

must proceed without Peres,”

Liba'i said.

.THE security zone and the South

Lebanese. Army must /be keep
strong as long as there is ho peace

agreement with Lebanon, Defense
Minister Yitzhak Mordechai yes-

terday told SLA commander Gen.
Antoine Lahad at his Tfel Aviv
office.

The meeting was also attended

tty Uri Lubrani, government coor-

dinator on Lebanon, and tile com-
mander of the CDF’s liaison unit in

Lebanon, Brig.-Gen. Eli Amitai.

“Israel’s goal is to reach a peace
agreement with Lebanon that will

ensure security along our northern

border and good relations with

Lebanon.” Mordechai said. “Until

then the security zone is very

important and everything will be

done to strengthen it and the

SLA."
Mordechai praised Lahad for tire

operational successes of the SLA
in recent clashes with gunmen in

the zone, especially the effort in

repelling an attack on an SLA
post.

Lahad congratulated Mordechai
for his appointment as defense
minister. He emphasized the need
to strengthen the security zone,
saying “Arab countries want to

make peace with you only because
yon are strong."
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